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SUMMARY

The aim of this study was an examination of the patient’s right to privacy and confidentiality in medical law, the causes of actions under which the medical practitioner can be found liable and the grounds of justification or defences and exceptions that the medical practitioner can rely on to rebut the unlawfulness of his or her conduct. The examination was conducted within the framework of the South African, Canadian and American legal systems and particular attention was paid to privacy in the mental health care setting.

This analysis necessitated the need to start with an examination of the definitions and concepts of privacy and confidentiality and a discussion of the need and importance thereof in the doctor-patient relationship. This included a discussion of the ethical issues involved. The physician-patient privilege is also examined. In particular the development and protection of the concept of privacy through legislation and constitutional protection is analysed and examined.

What is clear is that the right to privacy and confidentiality can never be absolute. The rights of others in society always need to be considered and therefore certain exceptions to maintain confidentiality are allowed, such as the duty to warn an endangered person, and legislation that requires the reporting of notifiable diseases. Likewise, in the modern health care there are many other people, that have a legitimate claim to information, be it for billing purposes, managed care, research purposes, quality assurance or workplace or fraud investigations to name but a few. What is important is that the minimum required information necessary for the purpose for which it is needed, must be given, and that the patient must be informed and give consent to the release of such information. There are also operational difficulties in the modern health care setting that make it difficult to maintain privacy, such as semiprivate rooms and caregiver stations within earshot of waiting rooms.

The most important findings are that South Africa is actually in a better position to that of the USA and Canada, in the sense that there is no patchwork of law that protect the right to privacy. We have similar legislation either in place or in the pipeline and not such a confusing array of provincial and national legislation. What still needs to be put
into place and what is suggested in the *Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill*, published by the SALRC, is the office of Information Protection Commissioner. What is also needed is a code of conduct for the health care professional, giving practical guidelines on how to protect health information.

Common law privacy jurisprudence will continue to have application in the resolution of privacy disputes. However, in accordance with the principle of constitutional supremacy, a court must test a challenged conduct against all possible relevant provisions of the Bill of Rights, whether the applicant relies on them or not. Any conduct or law that is inconsistent with the Bill of Rights is invalid and the obligations proposed by it must be fulfilled.
1. Preface

1.1 Purpose of study

The purpose of this study is a comparative analysis of confidentiality and privacy in medical law. Valuable insights can be gained by comparing how the USA and Canada approach medical confidentiality matters. When interpreting the Bill of Rights our Courts may consider foreign law and therefore any insights gained can be applied to our situation in South Africa, and recommendations and conclusions can be drawn. Because of the vast scope of this subject, one problem area have been identified and is concentrated on in detail, namely mental health, in the context of maintaining confidentiality. Due to the highly personal nature of the information about a patient’s mental state and the stigma attached to mental illness, the patient may for instance not get promoted or be denied an insurance policy if such information should be disclosed. The patient also needs to trust the doctor in order to open up and talk and this is only possible if the patient knows that everything discussed will not be disclosed.

1.2 Outline of study

The first chapter serves as an introduction to the topic. The terms “confidentiality” and “privacy” are defined and the need for confidentiality is examined. This is followed a discussion on the ethical aspects relating to medical confidentiality, and the physician-patient privilege. The conflicting rights of privacy versus the right to information by third party players such as medical aid schemes and managed care organisations is looked at, and mention is made of other problem areas that are not covered in depth in this dissertation, due to space restrictions.

---

1 See the reason under 1.3 Methodology.
3 Other problem areas include privacy issues in telemedicine, information about patients receiving treatment for drug and alcohol abuse, and the ability to predict according to one’s genes which serious illnesses a person is most likely to manifest with in the future.
The concept of privacy, its development and protection is discussed in the second chapter. The causes of action and defences are discussed in the third chapter, while the fourth chapter describes the exceptions that allow breach of confidentiality outside a court of law. All three chapters are discussed from a comparative perspective. This is followed by an in depth comparative study of one problem area, namely confidentiality relating to mental health and the psychologist / psychiatrist-patient relationship in chapter five. Chapter six contains the final observations and conclusions that can be drawn from this study.

1.3 Methodology

A comparative study was undertaken, due to the valuable insights that could be gained from the vast amount of information written on this topic. The landmark case in the USA of Tarasoff\(^4\) and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Privacy Rules are very relevant to the topic. A great deal has been written in the USA about privacy, data protection and doctor-patient confidentiality. Canada was also chosen due to the similarities between their constitution and bill of rights and ours, and also because of the whole doctor-patient privilege debate that has been written about extensively in the Canadian literature.\(^5\) Section 39(1)(c) of our Constitution\(^6\) states that when interpreting the Bill of Rights a court, tribunal or forum may consider foreign law and therefore it is important to study how other countries such as Canada and the USA handle the same privacy issues.

South Africa has a hybrid system of law where Roman law developed into Roman-Dutch law and later interacted and intermixed with English Common law. Whenever Roman-Dutch law seemed unclear, inadequate, or obsolete, the courts had a tendency to rely on English case law.\(^7\)

Canada, excluding Quebec, follows the common law tradition. The law in Canada apart from Quebec\(^8\) was unmistakably modelled on the law in England until recently. The tradition of English Common law has been one of gradual development from decision to

---

\(^4\) Tarasoff v Regents of University of California, (1974), 13 Cal.3d 177, 529 P 2d 553.
\(^5\) See more about this under on p27, heading 4.3.
\(^8\) Quebec which is predominately French speaking follows the civil law tradition.
decision and therefore one could say it is historically speaking case law, not enacted law. It comes from the Court and therefore legal practitioners predict how the judge will deal with a problem, taking into consideration existing decisions.\textsuperscript{9} Canadian Courts regard decisions of the House of Lords and the Privy Council as binding and treat decisions of the other English courts as having persuasive authority. Since the end of the Second World War and more so since the abolition of appeals to the Privy Council in 1949, there appears to be an increasing independence in Canadian legal thought and more attention is being paid to promptings from the USA.\textsuperscript{10}

The USA follows the common law tradition and is said to possess “perhaps the most complicated legal structure that has ever been devised and made effective in man’s effort to govern himself.” This has arisen from the complexities of the concurrence of federal and state law, and from the fact that both the United States and the several states possess fully equipped court systems. The legislatures of each of the fifty states can pass their own statutes in an area of law and the judges in these areas are free to develop the law of their state in different directions, as they often do. There is often a confusing hodgepodge of federal and state law.\textsuperscript{11}

\textsuperscript{9} Zweigert and Kötz (1998) \textit{Introduction to comparative law} 69, 224.
\textsuperscript{10} Zweigert and Kötz (1998) 224.
Chapter 1

Conceptualisation of matters related to confidentiality and privacy

1. **Introduction and definitions**

1.1 Introduction

A brief discussion of the main concepts and terminology relevant to this topic follows in Sections 1.2 and 1.3 below.

According to Neethling, the identification and delimitation of protected interests such as privacy are of utmost importance for *inter alia*, the law of delict, since it increases the courts’ or the legislature’s ability to articulate, develop and apply principles of legal protection. Conceptual clarity will render privacy dogmatically and practically more manageable and in this way promote legal certainty.\(^\text{12}\)

This section is not dealt with comparatively, since the meanings of these concepts do not differ, from country to country. There is also a definite need for confidentiality in the physician-patient relationship, and the reasons for this need are discussed in Section 2 of Chapter 1 below. Ethical considerations are intrinsically linked to the concepts of privacy and confidentiality and are discussed in Section 3 of Chapter 1 below. The physician-patient privilege has especially in Canada been discussed in great detail and is looked at from a comparative perspective in Section 4 of Chapter 1 below. The many legitimate interests that parties have in medical records today, in the modern medical care setting, are discussed from a general point of view in Section 5 of Chapter 1 and in Section 6 of Chapter 1, attention is given to specialized areas in medicine that require a heightened degree of confidentiality.\(^\text{13}\)

\(^{13}\) Confidentiality relating to Mental Health also requires a heightened degree of confidentiality and this issue is concentrated on in detail in Chapter 5 below; due to space restrictions other important aspects are just touched on.
1.2 The concept of confidentiality in general

There is a difference in saying someone’s privacy has been infringed versus saying someone’s right to confidentiality has been infringed. An infringement of a patient’s right to confidentiality only occurs if the person, to whom the patient disclosed the information in confidence, deliberately discloses the information without the patient’s consent, or fails to adequately protect it. The information must be given in a confidential relationship, before the person or institution can be charged with breaching confidentiality.\(^{14}\) Confidentiality is characterised by a relationship between two or more people, of which one or more has agreed either explicitly or implicitly not to reveal to third parties any information revealed during the course of the relationship.\(^{15}\)

Schneider defines confidentiality as “the ethical, professional and legal obligation of a physician not to disclose what is communicated to him or her in the physician-patient relationship.”\(^{16}\) A “breach of confidentiality” means the release of medical information without the patient’s consent and without legal necessity or legal authorisation for the release.\(^{17}\) Taitz on the other hand defines confidentiality as the,

> “duty cast upon a medical practitioner, by reason of his calling and his special relationship with his patient, to keep secret and confidential all, and any, information, whether relating to a patient’s ailment or otherwise, which information was obtained directly or indirectly by the practitioner as a result of the doctor-patient relationship.”\(^{18}\)

while Giesen states that the concept of medical confidentiality arises from the patient-physician relationship and is therefore almost as old as medicine itself, and older than the Common Law and the Civil Law.\(^{19}\)

---

\(^{14}\) Beauchamp & Childress *Principles of biomedical ethics* (1994) 418; see also Austin *Confronting malpractice: legal and ethical dilemmas in psychotherapy* (1990) 45.


\(^{17}\) Turkington “Medical record confidentiality: law, scientific research, and data collection in the information age” (1997) *Journal of law, medicine and ethics* 114.

\(^{18}\) Taitz “The rule of medical confidentiality v the moral duty to warn an endangered third party” (1990) 78 *SAMJ* 29.

1.3 The concept of privacy in general

Ackermann J in Bernstein ao v Bester ao NNO\(^\text{20}\) states that “the concept of privacy is an amorphous and elusive one which has been the subject of much scholarly debate.” The following definition as proposed by Neethling was accepted in National Media Ltd ao v Jooste\(^\text{21}\):

“Privacy is an individual condition of life characterised by exclusion from the public and publicity. This condition embraces all those personal facts which the person concerned has determined himself to be excluded from the knowledge of outsiders and in respect of which he has the will that they be kept private.”\(^\text{22}\)

In 1890 Warren and Brandeis accepted Judge Cooley’s definition of privacy as the “right to be let alone.”\(^\text{23}\) On a basic level, privacy means that no one is obliged to tell anything about himself or herself to any person.\(^\text{24}\) Alderman states that “privacy allows us to keep certain facts to ourselves if we so choose. The right to privacy, it seems, is what makes us civilized.”\(^\text{25}\)

2. Need for confidentiality

2.1 Need for confidentiality in general

The concept of medical confidentiality is very old, and arises from the doctor-patient relationship.\(^\text{26}\) Due to the content of several professional ethical codes, it is generally assumed that health care workers have a duty to respect the confidentiality of medical information. If the person whom it concerns consents to the release of the information or requests that the information be released to third parties, the confidentiality may be breached.\(^\text{27}\)

---

\(^{20}\) Bernstein and others v Bester and others NNO 1996 (2) SA 751 (CC) at 787-8.

\(^{21}\) National Media Ltd ao v Jooste 1996 (3) 262 (A) at 271; Harms JA states that a footnote in Neethling’s Deliktereg 3\(^\text{rd}\) ed at 344 n 239 puts the ‘privaathoudingswil’ in true perspective; “absent a will to keep a fact private, absent an interest (or a right) that can be protected. The boundary of a right or its infringement remains an objective question.”


\(^{27}\) Bennett & Erin (1999) 140.
Information concerning one’s health is often of a very sensitive or delicate nature. If the information is released without the consent of the person concerned, it may give rise to serious emotional and material harm. This is especially so, where for instance the material is released to third parties such as insurers, bankers, or employers who may discriminate against the applicant by refusing an applicant on the basis of their medical health. Information concerning certain intimate parts of the body or certain medical conditions may harm the person it may concern and cause them both embarrassment and ridicule. Release of certain medical data, for example genetic data, can lead to patients being discriminated against. Many kinds of discrimination are difficult to detect and prove and therefore laws against discriminatory practices provide only limited remedies. Harm may also be difficult to prove.

Respecting individual autonomy is another reason for confidentiality. This question of autonomy is two-sided. Firstly it has to do with considering people to be the master of their own well-being. The person to which the information pertains, is in the best position to decide whether or not revealing certain information to certain people may benefit or harm them. The kind of information that a person will pass on to relatives would normally differ from the kind of information passed on to others. The kind of information passed on to others is indicative of the relationship they share. By controlling the kind of information that is passed on, one can in turn control the kind of relationship one has with others. Secondly, respecting autonomy is an expression of respect for the dignity of individual people. This leaves people free to make choices and act morally right or morally wrong.

Turkington also states recognising a patient’s right to privacy is a form of respect, which in turn promotes communication and enhances treatment. Privacy and confidentiality are however never absolute. Laurie states that central to the principle of respect for autonomy is firstly, the idea of having one’s choices respected, and secondly non-

---

30 Bennett & Erin (1999) 143.
31 Bennett & Erin (1999) 144.
interference or the ability to make choices without interference by others. There needs finally to be the capacity to make one’s own choices.\textsuperscript{34}

For the patient to maintain trust in the doctor, the doctor has to respect the patients’ confidentiality. The main ground for honouring medical confidentiality is utilitarian. It encourages people to seek treatment who might otherwise avoid doing so out of shame or embarrassment\textsuperscript{35}. If the doctor breaches the patients trust it could lead to situations where patients avoid going to the doctor for fear of their condition being reported. This in the long run could endanger public health.\textsuperscript{36}

\subsection*{2.2 What South African commentators state about the need for confidentiality}

The commentators from the three countries studied all accept that confidentiality is essential to the doctor-patient relationship, but they vary in their reasoning, as to why it is essential.

Van Oosten states that the purpose and function of confidentiality in medical law, is to protect the patient’s privacy and to protect public health.\textsuperscript{37} Confidentiality should continue even after death. Dhai observes that families of HIV/Aids sufferers often face ostracism and discrimination when the death certificate of loved one state that they died from an Aids related illness. Some families are unable to bury their loved ones in traditional burial grounds once the cause of death becomes known. Insurance benefits are also not always paid out once it becomes known the person died from HIV / Aids.\textsuperscript{38}

\subsection*{2.3 What American commentators state about the need for confidentiality}

The American Medical Association (AMA) acknowledges that the basis for maintaining confidentiality is to ensure a trusting, honest and open therapeutic relationship in which the patient feels secure in revealing their private concerns.\textsuperscript{39}

\textsuperscript{34} Laurie (2001) 22 Journal of legal medicine 19.
\textsuperscript{35} Hall Health care law and ethics in a nutshell (1999) 118.
\textsuperscript{36} Bennett & Erin (1999) 146.
\textsuperscript{37} Van Oosten International encyclopaedia of law : Medical law (1996) 90.
\textsuperscript{39} Spielberg “Online without a net: physician-patient communication by electronic mail” (1999) 25 American Journal of law and medicine 284.
Curran states that the doctor-patient relationship, is a fiduciary relationship of the highest degree. This in turn involves every element of trust, confidence and good faith. Fiduciary duties arise as heightened aspects of general tort and contract law rather than through a separate branch of legal doctrine. The doctor is there to protect the patient’s best interests and this involves a duty to protect the confidentiality of patient information. However, a doctor-patient relationship must be established, before such a duty arises.

According to Veatch confidentiality is central to respecting the patient’s human dignity. If someone reveals private information about us without our consent, that person effectively takes control of our lives and has taken our identities away from us, which is disrespectful. This shows why human dignity hinges on confidentiality.

2.4 What Canadian commentators state about the need for confidentiality

The legal duty of confidentiality was recognised by the Supreme Court of Canada in McInerney v MacDonald as being grounded in the fiduciary nature of the doctor-patient relationship. Picard says that not every doctor-patient relationship is fiduciary and that exceptions do exist. An example would be were a doctor at the request of the defendant examines a plaintiff in a personal injury case. No real doctor-patient relationship is established. Neither is the nature or extent of the fiduciary obligations the same in every case. The fiduciary duty exists for the protection of the patient.

---

40 Curran says, “fiduciary law can be thought of not so much as a separate source of distinct legal duties, but instead as a legal status that heighten or alters ordinary contract or tort law.”
44 Veatch Medical ethics (1997) 90.
45 McInerney v MacDonald (1992) 93 DLR (4th) 415 (SCC).
3. *Ethical aspects relating to medical confidentiality*

3.1 Ethical aspects of confidentiality in general

Medical ethics does not stand separate from the law. It is interwoven with and has a constant influence on the doctor-patient relationship. Medical ethics can be defined as an analysis of choices in medicine. Ethical considerations are inextricably linked with considerations of a legal nature, and what the rules of medical ethics demand of a doctor, will to a large extent also be the legal obligations that have to be fulfilled.

The different codes of medical ethics have commonly contained rules of confidentiality. The original source of a physician’s duty to maintain confidentiality is the Hippocratic Oath. This provides in part that

> “whatever, in connection with my professional practice, or not in connection with it, I see or hear, in the life of men, which ought not to be spoken of abroad, I will not divulge, as reckoning that all such should be kept secret.”

The World Medical Association also supports rules of confidentiality, and its Declaration of Geneva, asserts an obligation of “absolute secrecy” and includes the pledge that the patient’s secrets will be protected even after death.

One moral base for the obligation that medical professionals maintain confidentiality is an implied promise to do so, for which the basic moral principle is fidelity or promise keeping. The principle of fidelity possibly provides the best foundation for the duty not to disclose information learned in personal relations. There are however, certain limits

---

48 Veatch (1997) 5 gives a definition of ethics. It is the "enterprise of disciplined reflection on the moral intuitions and moral choices that people make, and often begins with our intuitions and long-held convictions."


53 Beauchamp & Childress (1994) 419.

54 Veatch *Case studies in allied health ethics* (1997b) 202.

55 Veatch (1997b) 105.
on the promise of confidentiality. Confidentiality can be breached to benefit the patient or to benefit others.56

Four principles of ethics, developed by Beauchamp have notably influenced much of Western thinking and action, especially in the medical-legal world. These four principles are autonomy, beneficence57, non-maleficence58, and justice59 60 Beauchamp states it is not "inherently or intrinsically wrong for one person to disclose information received from another in a special relationship,"61 and he believes there are three types of arguments to support the need for confidentiality namely:

1) consequentialist-based arguments
2) rights-based autonomy and privacy arguments, and
3) fidelity-based arguments

Consequentialists establish a need for confidentiality, but disagree about which rule of confidentiality should be adopted, and about the rule’s scope and weight.62 In Tara-soff63 both the majority and dissenting opinions used consequentialist arguments to justify their interpretation of the rule of confidentiality and its exceptions. Consequentialist arguments rest on the principle that the lack of confidentiality will prevent a person who needs medical or psychiatric treatment from seeking it. However, these claims have not been adequately tested.64 The few studies that are available seem to support a strong duty of confidentiality, however they do not support an absolute rule of nondisclosure. Legal exceptions to confidentiality, such as reporting child abuse or contagious diseases are allowed.

The second argument supporting confidentiality looks to moral principles or rules such as respect for privacy and autonomy. Breaches of confidentiality have often been seen

---

56 Veatch (1997b) 106.
57 Beneficence means that one should strive to bring benefit to people wherever possible.
58 Non-maleficence means one should try at all times to minimize harm to others.
59 Justice requires that similar cases be treated alike and that no person or group be unjustifiably prejudiced on irrelevant or unjustified grounds.
61 Beauchamp & Childress (1994) 421.
62 Beauchamp & Childress (1994) 422.
63 Tarasoff v Regents of University of California, (1974), 13 Cal.3d 177, 529 P 2d 553.
64 Beauchamp & Childress (1994) 422.
as violations of privacy and personal autonomy\textsuperscript{65}, which can result in the loss of support from friends and family, the loss of a job, emotional distress and discrimination\textsuperscript{66}. This argument is chiefly a moral rather than a legal argument. However the common law, statutory law and constitutional law recognition of protected privacy rights support it.\textsuperscript{67}

Beauchamp’s third fidelity based argument, supporting confidentiality, looks to a doctor’s duty to live up to the patient’s reasonable expectation of privacy and to the trust that confidentiality will be maintained. The disclosure of private and sensitive information often occurs in medical practices, and therefore a breakdown in fidelity can seriously cause damage to the doctor-patient relationship. Due to the ethical codes, such as the Hippocratic Oath that all doctors swear to, the patient has a right to expect privacy, except if the doctor expressly disavows confidentiality.\textsuperscript{68}

There has been a gradual trend away from the absolute rules of confidentiality imposed by the Hippocratic Oath.\textsuperscript{69} None of the above three arguments support absolute rules of confidentiality. Jointly these three arguments provide a convincing explanation for a strict rule of medical confidentiality, and they also help to explain why medical oaths have typically expressed obligations of confidentiality in absolutist terms.\textsuperscript{70}

Tur also argues that the duty of confidentiality is not absolute but relative, and that it depends on the professional judgement of the health professionals to determine whether the public interest or any other compelling reason should take precedence over that duty.\textsuperscript{71} This duty will be dependant on the facts of each case. An absolute duty is easier to understand and state but it can have some shocking consequences in extreme cases. A relative duty is more difficult to state and teach and is likely to generate uncertainty and place an unwelcome moral burden on health care professionals. “Thou shalt

\textsuperscript{65} Bennett (1999) 208, gives a definition of autonomy presented by Gerald Dworkin, namely: “autonomy is a second-order capacity to reflect critically upon one’s first-order preferences and desires, and the ability to identify with these or to change them in light of higher-order preferences and values Liberty, power, and privacy are not equivalent to autonomy.”

\textsuperscript{66} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{67} Beauchamp (1994) 424.

\textsuperscript{68} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{69} Friedland “Physician-patient confidentiality: time to re-examine a venerable concept in light of contemporary society and advances in medicine” (1994) 15 Journal of legal medicine 259.

\textsuperscript{70} Ibid.

not breach confidence” is more readily understood than “thou shalt not breach confidence unless there is a reason that most of us would consider valid in your particular circumstances.” Anglo-American common law upholds a relative duty of confidentiality and therefore compelling reasons are necessary to justify disclosure of such information. However health professionals encounter moral dilemmas in deciding what is a good reason for breaching confidentiality.⁷²

Beauchamp explains that there are certain times when infringement of confidentiality is justified. This occurs for instance in the case of child abuse or a patient’s serious intent to murder someone, when the person is not entitled to the confidence. This lack of entitlement to a confidence makes disclosure permissible,” but in other cases health care professionals have an obligation to breach confidentiality.⁷³ Beauchamp states that both the probability that harm will materialize and the magnitude of the harm should be balanced against the obligation of confidentiality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnitude of harm</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Minor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above diagram it can be seen that it is the borderline cases, (2 and 3) where breach of confidentiality is more difficult to justify. Certain particularities of the case can be considered to determine whether one is justified in breaching confidentiality. These particularities include the “forseeability of a harm, the preventability of the harm through intervention by a health care professional, and the potential impact on policies and laws regarding confidentiality.”⁷⁴

---

One of the most difficult problems in medical ethics is deciding when to breach confidentiality. Three situations can be distinguished, in which the justification for overriding confidentiality becomes progressively stronger:

1. “Revealing the information would produce some considerable good.
2. Revealing the information would prevent some possible risk of harm to someone, but who that would be is not known for certain.
3. Revealing the information would prevent some very likely harm to specific and identifiable individuals.”

There are many grey areas where doctors will be faced with tough decisions in deciding whether to breach patient confidentiality for the sake of a greater public interest. Sometimes the public interest may be so convincing that the doctor is not just justified in breaching confidentiality, but is required to do so, and failure may result in the doctor being held liable in damages if somebody is injured.76 Tarasoff77 serves as a good example of the above, where the court described the duty of confidentiality as ending where the public peril begins.

3.2 Ethical aspects of confidentiality in South Africa

The Health Professions Council of South Africa supports professional confidentiality in the doctor-patient relationship, and imposes a general duty not to divulge any information that ought not to be divulged. Section 14, Rule 12 of the ethical rulings states the following:

“A practitioner may not divulge any information regarding a patient which ought not to be divulged, except with the express consent of the patient or, in the case of a minor under the age of 14 years, with the written consent of his or her parent or guardian or, in the case of a deceased patient, with the written consent of his or her next of kin or the executor of his or her estate.”78

---

75 Veatch (1997) 92.
76 Picard (1996) 32.
77 Tarasoff v Regents of University of California, (1974), 13 Cal.3d 177, 529 P 2d 553; for a discussion on this see p. 139-140.
78 Health Professions Council of South Africa Ethical rulings (2000) 41.
Rule 13 of the Draft rules of the Health Professions Council of South Africa published in 2004, deals with professional confidentiality. It states the following:

“(1) A practitioner shall only divulge verbally or in writing information regarding a patient which he or she ought to divulge-
   a) in terms of a statutory provision;
   b) at the instruction of a court of law; or
   c) where justified in the public interest

(2) Any information other than the information referred to in sub-rule (1) shall only be divulged by a practitioner –
   a) with the express consent of the patient;
   b) in the case of a minor under the age of 14 years, with the written consent of his or her parent or guardian; or
   c) in the case of a deceased patient, with the written consent of his or her next-of-kin or the executor of such deceased patient’s estate.”

One of the Core Ethical Values and Standards for Good Practice, published in the Professional Guidelines given out by the HPCSA is confidentiality. The following is taken from section 2.4:

1. Recognise the right of patients to expect that you will not pass on any personal and confidential information you acquire in the course of your professional duties, unless they agree to disclosure, or unless you have good and overriding reason for doing so. (Examples of such reasons may be any probable and serious harm to an identifiable third party, a public health emergency, or any overriding and ethically justified legal requirements.)

2. Do not breach confidentiality without sound reason and without the knowledge of your patient.

3. Ask your patients’ permission before sharing information with their spouses, partners or relatives.

---


80 Health Professions Council of South Africa Professional guidelines Para. 2.4; these guidelines do not constitute a code, but are merely intended as advice.
The National Patient’s Rights Charter states the following on confidentiality and privacy: “Information concerning one’s health, including information concerning treatment may only be disclosed with informed consent, except when required in terms of any law or any order of court.”\textsuperscript{81}

### 3.3 Ethical aspects of confidentiality in Canada

The Canadian Medical Association’s Code of Medical Ethics requires doctors to keep in confidence information derived from a patient or from a colleague regarding a patient, and divulge it only with the permission of the patient except when otherwise required by law.\textsuperscript{82}

The Canadian Medical Association (CMA) adopted a Health Information Privacy Code\textsuperscript{83} to protect the privacy of its patients, the confidentiality and security of its health information and the trust and integrity of the doctor-patient relationship. The Code is based on the Canadian Standards Association’s Model Code for the Protection of Personal Information (CSA Code) as a sectoral code of the CSA Code. The Code provides instruction and guidance respecting health information collection, use, disclosure and access.\textsuperscript{84}

### 3.4 Ethical aspects of confidentiality in the USA

The 1957 code of the AMA states the following:

“A physician may not reveal the confidences entrusted to him in the course of medical attendance, or the deficiencies he may observe in the character of patients, unless he is required to do so by law or unless it becomes necessary in order to protect the welfare of the individual or of the community.”\textsuperscript{85}

The code had a paternalistic quality.\textsuperscript{86} In 1980 the code was revised to state that patients’ confidences should be safeguarded within the constraints of the law. This was the first codification written by physicians, that contains an explicit

\textsuperscript{81} Health Professions Council of South Africa \textit{National Patients’ Rights Charter} (2002) 2.
\textsuperscript{83} \url{http://www.cma.ca}.
\textsuperscript{85} Curran (1998) 189.
\textsuperscript{86} Veatch (1997) 10.
commitment to the rights of the patients. The paternalism\textsuperscript{87} had been dropped.\textsuperscript{88} In June 1994 the Council on Ethical and Judicial Affairs modified the opinion to restore the paternalistic exception. It now permits “the breaking of confidence if the patient threatens to inflict serious bodily harm to himself or herself or to another person.”\textsuperscript{89}

The American Medical Association’s Principles of Medical Ethics elaborates on this duty:

“… the patient should feel free to make a full disclosure of information to the physician in order that the physician may most effectively provide needed services… the physician should not reveal confidential communications or information without the express consent of the patient, unless required to do so by law.”\textsuperscript{90}

Allied health professionals such as physiotherapists and occupational therapists have increasingly their own code of ethics. Psychologists in the USA are similarly bound by the ethical codes of the American Psychological Association.\textsuperscript{91} This can give rise to problems. Not all allied health professionals are members of their own professional group. The question is whether the code of ethics can be binding on non-members. If a physician and for example a physiotherapist work together, there might be a conflict of ethical codes. Whose ethical code must then be followed?\textsuperscript{92} According to Veatch one possible solution is that whenever there is a conflict between the ethical codes of different professional groups, the physician’s ethical code should be followed.\textsuperscript{93}

Justified breaches of confidentiality are seen by the AMA Principles of Medical Ethics, as breaches of confidentiality that are required by law.\textsuperscript{94}

\textsuperscript{87} Veatch (1997) 77 explains paternalism as refusing to submit to the wishes of another person for that person’s own benefit. It is placing the moral principle of benefiting another person, according to our own view, on a higher plane than the moral principle of autonomy.

\textsuperscript{88} Veatch (1997) 10.

\textsuperscript{89} Veatch (1997) 11.

\textsuperscript{90} Furrow (2000) 151.

\textsuperscript{91} Hermann Mental health and disability law in a nutshell (1997) 114.

\textsuperscript{92} Veatch (1997b) 11.

\textsuperscript{93} Veatch (1997b) 15.
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According to the South African Law Commission Issue Paper 24, the American Medical Association keeps to the US Constitution and ethical duties so as to provide guidance to doctors in patient confidentiality.

4. **Physician-patient privilege**

4.1 **Physician-patient privilege in general**

The physician-patient privilege is an “evidentiary device that prohibit either the discovery of medical records or their admissibility at trial.” The privilege is a right held by the patient, which can also be waived by the patient. Only medical information is privileged, not other incidental information discussed in the course of a consultation.

Physician-patient privilege exists both inside and outside the courtroom in civil law countries, but the privilege does not exist in this form at common law. A doctor can be held in contempt of court and be fined or even jailed if he refuses to testify about confidential information in a court of law. In this way he can be compelled to testify. Civil and common law systems approach judicially compelled disclosure of confidential information differently. Civil law has limited judicially compelled disclosure in a variety of different relationships. These include physician-patient, nurse-patient and pharmacist-patient relationships. These differences continue in civil and common law Canada.

Rodgers-Magnet states that ironically the discussion concerning the necessity of granting testimonial privilege most often assumes that beyond the background of in-court disclosure, any unauthorised disclosure would be subject to sanction in private law. It is only as an aid to the judicial search for truth that the value of non-disclosure is potentially outweighed by more important social values. The presence or absence of statutory privilege has often determined the success or failure of a private law remedy.

---

96 Furrow (2000) 151-152.
4.2 Physician-patient privilege in South Africa

According to Strauss in South Africa it is “not only unethical for a doctor to disclose medical facts to a third party without authorisation, but it is illegal in that it amounts to an actionable violation of the patient’s privacy rights.” However an exception to this rule and the one pertaining to physician-patient privilege states that where a doctor is called as a witness in a court action between a patient and another party, and is ordered by the presiding officer to testify on medical facts, the doctor is compelled to testify. Professional secrecy may be breached only under protest after direction from the presiding judicial officer. 100 This condonation only applies to trial proceedings where the doctor would be expected to give oral testimony and not to motion or application proceedings where evidence is led by way of affidavit.101 There is therefore no absolute privilege for communications between a physician and patient in South Africa. Physicians can be held in contempt of court and fined, if they do not comply with a court order to provide the necessary information.102 However, being ordered to testify in court is seen as an absolute defence to the breach of medical confidentiality.

Van Dokkum argues that our current law fulfils the first three of Wigmore’s requirements, but that the final requirement103 can be problematic, because the privilege cannot be supported where its observance would be more harmful than beneficial to the public good. Wigmore’s final query would seem to be answered in the negative by our courts. As a general rule such protection of confidentiality in a court of law is more harmful than beneficial to the interests of justice and therefore our courts will exclude such evidence only if its admission would be unfair104 or prejudicial.105 106

---

101 Van Dokkum (1996) “Should Doctor-patient communications be privileged?” De Rebus 748
103 See p. 28.
104 S v Mushimba en Andere 1977 (2) SA 829 (A) at 840 and S v Forbes and another 1970 (2) SA 594 (C).
105 S v Roets and another 1954(3) SA 512 (A).
4.3 Physician-patient privilege in Canada

The traditional rule that communication in a courtroom, between a doctor and a patient, is not privileged was confirmed in the renowned judgement of Lord Mansfield in the bigamy trial of the Duchess of Kingston in 1776.107 Lord Mansfield stated that

“a surgeon has no privilege, where it is a material question, in a civil or criminal cause … if a surgeon was voluntarily to reveal these secrets, to be sure he would be guilty of a breach of honour, and of great indiscretion; but, to give that information in a court of justice, which by the law of the land he is bound to do, will never be imputed to him as any indiscretion whatever.”108

Two factors need to be noted. Firstly the surgeon himself raised the objection to the disclosure of confidential medical information and secondly it was raised as a question of evidentiary rules, during a criminal trial for bigamy. According to Roders-Magnet the remarks concerning the disclosure of information outside of the context of a criminal or civil cause of action are clearly obiter. The recognised value of the protection of confidentiality of the physician-patient relationship must be balanced against the equally important value of access to truth in the judicial process.109

Even though the traditional common law rule in Canada rejects testimonial privilege for doctors, this can no longer be said to apply in every case. Any communication that is made in a physician-patient relationship is potentially entitled to common law privilege on a case-by-case basis. Each case will be analysed in terms of the four-part Wigmore test.110 The common law recognises a public interest exception to the duty of medical confidentiality even though its exact scope is not clear. The Supreme Court of Canada in McInerny v MacDonald acknowledged this.111

In 1991 the Supreme Court of Canada in R v Gruenke112 emphasised the need for a more flexible approach, and held that privilege should be determined on a case-by-case

107 Kingston’s (Duchess) Case (1776), 20 State Tr. 355.
109 Steel Issues in tort law (1983) 266.
111 McInerny v MacDonald (1992) 93 DLR (4th) 415 (SCC).
basis. Relying on its previous decision in *Slavutych v Baker*\(^{113}\), the Supreme Court of Canada approved, as a broad framework, the principles first suggested by Dean Wigmore, an American authority on the law of evidence, who suggested a more broadly based and flexible approach to privilege.\(^{114}\)

Wigmore maintains that the following four conditions must be met before communications will be recognised as privileged:

1. “the communication must originate in a confidence that they will not be disclosed.
2. this element of confidentiality must be essential to the full and satisfactory maintenance of the relation between the parties;
3. the relation must be one which in the opinion of the community ought to be sedulously fostered; and”
4. The interest served by protecting against disclosure outweigh the interests served by pursuit of the truth and the correct disposal of litigation.\(^{115}\)

The question is whether the communication between a doctor and patient meets the above four conditions. Picard says no clear answer has emerged. With regards question one, not all communications between patients and doctors arise in a confidence that will not be disclosed. It is common for patients to talk to their friends and family about their ailments. Wigmore himself said that in only a few instances does the communication between a patient and doctor arise is confidence. This is more likely to occur in the fields of psychology and psychiatry. Several Canadian cases have held that the relationship between a psychotherapist and patient satisfies the first of Wigmore’s four conditions.\(^{116}\)

With regards Wigmore’s second condition, the question is not so much whether “confidentiality” is essential, but rather whether “privilege” is. The answer is not obvious since the medical profession has carried on without privilege for centuries, and many writers have also argued that patient care is not adversely affected by the lack of privilege. The

\(^{113}\) *Slavutych v Baker* [1976] 1 SCR 254.
\(^{114}\) Picard (1996) 19,413.
\(^{115}\) Picard (1996) 19.
lack of privilege also does not seem to deter patients from seeking medical treatment. As with the first condition some Canadian courts have held that certain types of therapeutic relationships, especially those involving psychotherapists, satisfy Wigmore’s second condition.\textsuperscript{117}

Thirdly the doctor-patient relationship should definitely be fostered in the community. Therefore the third condition is fulfilled.

With regards the fourth condition Wigmore denied that the injury to the doctor-patient relationship resulting from disclosure was greater than the social benefit. In many instances there would be no injury to the relationship, but when the information is of a particularly sensitive or private nature this might not be the case. Once again the psychotherapist relationship may satisfy Wigmore’s fourth condition. It is possibly for this reason that some Canadian courts have refused to compel psychiatrists from giving evidence.\textsuperscript{118}

As a result of this case by case approach adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada, privilege will be held to be justifiable in some situations and not in others even when it concerns a sensitive relationship such as that which exists between a psychotherapist and a patient. Requests for privilege of psychiatric evidence have tended to be denied in criminal proceedings and child protection cases, but have been more successful in civil litigation especially matrimonial cases. Determination of privilege in a doctor-patient relationship must be done on a case-by-case basis. The nature of the particular relationship before the court, the nature of the legal proceedings, and the effect of denying or granting privilege in each particular case must all be taken into account. In the words of the Law Reform Commission the overriding consideration is whether “the public interest in the privacy of the relationship outweighs the public interest in the administration of justice.”\textsuperscript{119}

\textsuperscript{117} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{118} See Dembie v Dembie (1963) 21 RFL 46 (Ont. SC) where the judge stated “ I think it rather shocking that one profession should attempt to dictate the ethics of another they are forcing a breach of the [Hippocratic] oath”; Picard (1996) 21.
\textsuperscript{119} Picard (1996) 22-23.
The common law of Canada recognises only an attorney-client privilege, while the civil law province of Quebec recognises a professional secret for communications between physicians, dentists and their patients. Professional secret is the civil law’s counterpart to the common law’s concept of privilege. This was recognised in Quebec in 1909. The professional secret does not apply in criminal cases and within civil cases the privilege is not either absolute. Certain exceptions are recognised, such as "physician discipline, contagious disease, venereal disease, public curatorship, psychiatric detention, child abuse, and medical malpractice actions instituted by the patient." Privilege can be conferred by statute. In Quebec for example the Medical Act provides that “no physician may be compelled to declare what has been revealed to him in his professional character.”

According to Caulfield, when a party to either criminal or civil proceedings seeks to compel the production of therapeutic records for which a common-law privilege is claimed, the court must undertake a balancing of the various interests at stake. This involves numerous factors such as the plaintiff or alleged victim’s privacy rights, society’s interest in the fair and proper disposition of litigation and a defendant’s right to fundamental justice, which requires knowledge of all information relevant to the case. Current evolving factors such as current social concerns, and the entrenchment of rights under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms may also influence how the court will weigh competing rights and interests.

Rodgers-Magnet states that in the realm of criminal law, the law across Canada is uniform. “Theoretically, the value or injury inherent in disclosure of medical confidences in the context of criminal prosecution, must be weighed not only against the necessity for ascertaining the truth to the fullest extent possible, but also against the severity of the

---

123 Medical Act R.S.Q chp M-9; s. 42.
consequences of a conviction for the accused, recognised in Canadian law primarily by the criminal law doctrine of burden of proof.”

Rodgers-Magnet summarises the situation in Canada with regard to evidentiary privilege as stating that it is in an interesting state of confusion. This confusion is likely due to the fact that belief in the necessity or undesirability of such a privilege reflects a policy determination by the individual being questioned, which results in an element of unpredictability.

### 4.4 Physician-patient privilege in the USA

Miller describes the physician-patient privilege as a “rule that a physician is not permitted to testify as a witness concerning certain information gained in the physician-patient relationship,” and it applies only when a *bona fide* physician-patient relationship exists. Roach states that even if a court rules that a medical record is discoverable, the physician-patient privilege may later prohibit admissibility, under the stricter standard for admitting records into evidence.

In the USA almost every state has either a physician-patient or psychotherapist-patient privilege. Approximately two-thirds of the states have enacted a statutory physician-patient privilege. The physician-patient privilege plays only a limited role in protecting confidential information. It is only a testimonial privilege, not a general obligation to maintain privilege. It does not require the doctor to keep information from employers, insurers or other physicians. It is a statutory privilege and therefore it does not exist in all the jurisdictions of the USA. Forty-three states have some form of testimonial privilege, but some only apply to psychiatrists. Thirdly, a privilege created by state statute does not apply in non-diversity federal court proceedings. Fourthly, it is also subject to many exceptions, which reduces the effectiveness of the privilege. State statutes often cover only physicians, and not other health care workers. Finally the physician-patient

---
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privilege applies only to confidential information disclosed during the course of treatment and the patient can easily waive it. Where patients put their health at issue in a lawsuit, or fail to object to admission of testimony, their waiver of the privilege is implied.\textsuperscript{133}

Insurance applications and policies often include waivers. If a claim is made based on emotional distress or other mental condition, the psychotherapist-patient privilege is usually waived as a result. Waiver of the privilege usually only allows formal discovery and testimony, not informal interviews. Patient consent is needed for that to occur.\textsuperscript{134}

Turkington distinguishes between three different types of privileges, namely relationship-based privileges, record-based privileges and therapeutic relationship privileges. These vary considerably from state to state in the USA.

Relationship-based privileges are created largely through legislation that bases the privilege on the relationship between the health professional and the patient. In virtually all states the relationship between physicians’ or psychotherapists’ and their patients fall within the privilege law. In most states social workers fall within the privilege law and in some states rape counsellors and family counsellors also do.\textsuperscript{135}

With record based privileges one looks at the kind of information that is privileged. For instance psychotherapist-patient privileges may protect all information acquired during treatment. Some laws give privileged status to specific kinds of health records, for instance drug and alcohol treatment records.\textsuperscript{136}

With regard to therapeutic relationship privileges, “psychotherapists have persuaded courts and legislatures that confidentiality is uniquely important to mental health treatment records, at least with respect to limiting their inclusion in court records.” This is because compelled disclosure can cause great harm in a relationship where trust is im-

\textsuperscript{132} Miller (2000) 544.
\textsuperscript{134} Miller (2000) 545.
\textsuperscript{135} Turkington (1997) 25 \textit{Journal of law, medicine and ethics} 117.
\textsuperscript{136} \textit{Ibid.}
operative and talk is the treatment. A majority of the states in the USA now have strong
privilege statutes for psychiatrists and psychologists as well as licensed social workers.

In *Jaffee v Redmond*[^137^], the US Supreme Court found a psychotherapist-client privilege
to be part of federal common law.[^138^] According to Gates & Arons, what was striking
about this case was the strong endorsement by the Supreme Court for the need for con-
identiality in the clinical relationship, even in the face of a plaintiff's claim that the infor-
mation from that relationship was necessary to pursue a civil damages claim.[^139^]

5. **Privacy v the legitimate right to information**

5.1 Privacy v the legitimate right to information in general

This section is discussed from a general point of view, since all of these factors are
relevant to a greater or lesser extent in South Africa, Canada and the USA. In the USA
these factors are very much at play when discussing confidentiality of medical records,
and therefore it is important to take note of them.

According to Furrow most medical records are available to third parties for both ques-
tionable and legitimate purposes. Examination of patient records has continued to ex-
pand due to the growth of electronic databases, third party utilisation review, managed
care organisations and government oversight.[^140^] Drug companies and managed care
organisations[^141^] have a compelling interest in medical data to control costs, increase
revenues and improve performance.[^142^] Other legitimate reasons for which the informa-
tion is sought include providers providing follow-up care to insure continuity of care, in-
surance companies with obligations to bill, and law enforcement authorities as well as
employers and credit investigators needing information.[^143^] The government may also
require access to medical records for workplace or fraud investigations.[^144^] Access is
also sought for a variety of medical evaluation and support purposes, such as in-house

[^137^] *Jaffee 116 S Ct 1923.*
[^141^] Roach (1998) 154, says that manage care organisations request the information for purposes of
utilization review or quality improvement; monitoring discharge planning and case management.
quality assurance committees, accreditation inspection teams and licensure reviewers. They must all review medical records to assess the quality of hospital care. Medical researchers also frequently use information from medical records.

This has resulted in increasing tension between the need for confidentiality of patient records and the many legitimate claims for access to these records. This conflict is no longer easily resolved by professional ethics and institutional management practices, but, especially in the USA, by increasing lawsuits.

Miller also states the need to find a balance between the patient’s need for confidentiality and the need for access to such information. The cost of implementing some form of confidentiality protection must also be taken into account. Starr feels the threat to the privacy of health information is not so much a result of technological change, but that it is rather economic in nature. Health care has been transformed into a complex industry representing one-seventh of the economy in the United States. Employers, insurers, pharmacists and many others have a growing interest in data to control their costs and increase their performance.

6. Other areas of concern where increased privacy is needed

6.1 Problem areas in general

There are a number of areas in medicine where increased privacy is needed, such as with the results of genetic testing and with the medical records of drug and alcohol abuse patients, where release of information could result in discrimination or embarrassment. The developments that have been happening around information technology and the impact that this has had on the electronic transmission of patient records is also an area of concern. In the USA the recent HIPAA and HHS privacy rules are relevant in this regard.
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6.2 The problems associated with genetics

Improved technology has resulted in an increased knowledge and understanding of our genetic makeup, and the genes responsible for certain medical conditions. This promises to expand the duties of physicians to warn and protect not only patients but third parties, such as the patient's nearest relatives, that might also have the gene for certain serious illnesses. The necessary monitoring and certain prophylactic measures can then be taken. If this information should land in the wrong hands, for instance, health insurance companies, it could have serious repercussions for the patient. \(^{150}\)

The children of the affected patients can be susceptible to the same form of discrimination by insurance companies because they too might have inherited the genes.\(^{151}\)

6.3 Problems associated with telemedicine

Telemedicine or “remote electronic clinical consultation” is another area of medicine that has a number of unanswered privacy issues. Due to the “easy access, duplication, and linkage capabilities of telemedicine technology, confidential patient data may be intercepted and misused by non-medical insiders, such as billing clerks, insurers, as well as outside hackers.”\(^{152}\) As a result of the electronic transmission of patient data, telemedicine increases the number of people who have, or can obtain access.

6.4 Problems associated with drug and alcohol abuse

Information relating to drug or alcohol abuse is of a very sensitive nature. Great harm can be caused to the patient if their employer for instance were to find out about past or present drug or alcohol abuse. In the USA there is the Drug Abuse and Treatment Acts and the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment, and Re-

\(^{150}\) Furrow (2000) 162.

\(^{151}\) For more detailed information on the role of autonomy, confidentiality and privacy in protecting genetic information see Laurie (2001) 22 Journal of legal medicine 1-54 and Miller (1994) 2 Health law journal 141-158. For more information see also Sudell, A “To tell or not to tell: the scope of physician-patient confidentiality when relatives are at risk of genetic disease” (2001) 18 Journal of contemporary health law & policy 273.

habilitation Act\textsuperscript{153} that imposes rigorous requirements on the disclosure of information from alcohol and drug abuse treatment programs.\textsuperscript{154}

7. **Summary**

As can be seen from the issues touched on above, the fact that the information given out within the doctor-patient relationship should remain confidential is not disputed. There is a definite need for confidentiality, and ethically this cannot be disputed, but at the same time one can never say confidentiality is absolute. There are times when a physician has a duty to disclose the information for the benefit of a third party or society. The physician can also in certain circumstances be compelled to give evidence in court. There are many legitimate reasons for which people seek medical information in the medical setting of today, which did not exist in the past. More often than not the records are also in an electronic form. What is needed is legislation and / or guidelines to protect patient privacy in this fast changing technological environment. It is clear that there is no easy answer to these complex privacy issues and that everything needs to be examined on a case-by-case basis.

\textsuperscript{153} Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment, and Rehabilitation Act USCA §§290dd-3, 390ee-3.

\textsuperscript{154} Furrow et al. (2005) [United States of America] *International encyclopaedia of law: Medical law* 107.
CHAPTER 2

The concept of privacy: its development and protection

1. Introduction

Privacy is a relative newcomer to the body of justiciable and fundamental rights.\(^{155}\) A number of difficulties have been encountered in defining the legal limits of the concept of privacy. This has led some writers to propose that a separate right to privacy is not warranted.\(^{156}\) Kalven\(^{157}\) complains that no legal profile exists for the tort of privacy and Stein and Shand argue “if privacy cannot be defined with any precision then it is a right that cannot and should not be upheld by the courts.”\(^{158}\)

McQuoid-Mason feels that such criticism may be true of actions based on Anglo-American common law, but that this does not necessarily apply to actions derived from the civil law.\(^{159}\)

The historical basis of confidentiality can be misleading. According to Veatch the old model for confidentiality assumes there is one physician and one patient. It is also assumed that the information is largely kept in the physician’s memory, and that it is up to the physician to disclose the information or not. The current health care situation is extremely different. Not only are there dozens of physicians and other health care providers involved in care, but there is also a need for written records to which many people must have access. Information needs to be transmitted to insurance companies and others with a financial interest to ensure payment for services.\(^{160}\)

According to the South African Law Reform Commission, Project 124, the right to privacy has become one of the most important rights of the modern age. In many countries

---


\(^{156}\) McQuoid-Mason *The law of privacy in South Africa* (1978) 11.

\(^{157}\) McQuoid-Mason quotes from the article by H Kalven, “Privacy and tort law – were Warren and Brandeis wrong?” (1966) 31 *Law & Contemporary Problems* 326 at 333.

\(^{158}\) McQuoid-Mason (1978) 11.

\(^{159}\) *Ibid*.

\(^{160}\) Veatch (1997) 89.
privacy is now protected by constitutional guarantees or general human rights legislation. For example the Constitution of the Netherlands, the Republic of the Philippines and the Russian Federation all recognise the right to privacy in their constitution. The United Kingdom’s *Human Rights Act*, 1988 also protects the right to privacy.\(^{161}\)

The modern benchmark for privacy at an international level is found in article 12 of the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights*, which protects both territorial and communications privacy.\(^{162}\) Articles 17 and 18 of the *Covenant of Civil and Political Rights*, and articles 8(1) and 9(2) of the *European Convention of Human Rights* also protect privacy.\(^{163}\)

The American Convention on Human Rights (Art 11, 12) and the American Declaration on Rights and Duties of Mankind (Art V, IX, and X) also contain provisions similar to those found in the *Universal Declaration of Human Rights* and the *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights* (ICCPR)\(^{164}\). The African Charter on Human and People’s Rights however, does not make any reference to privacy rights.\(^{165}\) International instruments are important because the Constitution states that when interpreting the bill of rights, courts, tribunal or forums must consider international law.\(^{166}\) The Constitutional Court stated in *S v Makwanyane*\(^{167}\) that both binding and non-binding public international law may be used as tools of interpretation. It is also not confined to instruments that are binding on South Africa. “Section 39(1) invokes public international law primarily for the purpose of interpretation of rights and for determining their scope, not for proving their existence.”\(^{168}\)

A brief overview follows on the development of the concept of privacy and the relevant statutes relating to privacy in South Africa, Canada and the United States of America.

---

164 Article 17 of the ICCPR provides that no one shall be “subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family”.
167 *S v Makwanyane* 1995 (3) SA 391 (CC) ; par. 36-7.
2. **South Africa**

2.1 **Privacy in general**

The right to privacy in South Africa is protected by both the common law and section 14 of the Constitution. The rights of personality under the common law are protected under the *actio injuriarum* and are not absolute but limited by the rights of others and by public interest.\(^{169}\)

Most delicts are actionable under the general principles of either the *Lex Aquilia*, for patrimonial loss or under the *action injuriarum*, for sentimental damages. The essential elements of the above actions have been clearly defined by the courts.\(^{170}\) Unlike Anglo-American law, McQuoid-Mason feels that an action for invasion of privacy in South African may well have an identifiable profile.\(^{171}\)

2.2 **Historical development**

2.2.1 **Historical basis**

The Roman or the Roman-Dutch jurist did not specifically mention a right to privacy. However, several *injuriae* or affronts to personality that are very similar to the modern right to privacy were recognised. The Roman law *actio injuriarum* forms the basis for the protection of personality rights in South Africa.\(^{172}\)

There were three main elements in the developed *actio injuriarum*:

1) The act had to be done with the intention to injure or intentionally (*animus injuriandi*);

2) There had to be an impairment of a person’s personality, be it *fama*, *corpus* or *dignitas*;

3) The wrong must have been wrongful according to the prevailing *mores* of society (*contra bonos mores*).\(^{173}\)

---


\(^{170}\) McQuoid-Mason (1978) 11.
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\(^{173}\) McQuoid-Mason (1978) 27.
The concept of dignitas was flexible enough to incorporate the right to privacy.174 “The classical concept of injuriae was taken over by the Roman-Dutch law jurists when the Roman laws were received into the Netherlands.”175

Grotius divided injuriae in the wide sense into wrongs against the body, honour (hoon), and reputation (lastering), while in the narrow sense he regarded such injuries as ‘wrongs against personal liberty’.176 Voet followed Ulpian’s classical definition of “a wrongful act committed in contempt of a free person by which his person, dignity, or reputation is intentionally impaired.”177

The actio injuriarum in Roman-Dutch law was in essence the same as that recognised by the Romans, and similarly included a number of injuriae comparable to the modern action for invasion of privacy.178

In order to successfully claim sentimental damages under Roman-Dutch law, using the actio injuriarum, the plaintiff would have to prove:

1. that the wrongdoer had the animus injuriandi, or intention to injure;
2. “that there had been an impairment of the plaintiff’s person, dignity or reputation, and
3. that the act itself was wrongful or contra bonos mores”179

Intention is concerned with fault, unlike wrongfulness that deals with the invasion of another person’s right. “The test for such intention was subjective, and it was considered to be present:

1. when an act is done by a person with the definite object of hurting another in regard to his person, dignity or reputation;
2. when an unlawful act is done as a means of effecting another object the consequence of which act such a person is aware will be to hurt another in regard to his person, dignity, or reputation.”180

174 Ibid.
175 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 28.
176 Ibid.
177 Ibid.
178 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 33.
179 Ibid.
180 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 100.
In Roman and Roman-Dutch law *animus injuriandi* therefore required both the intention to injure as well as a consciousness of wrongfulness. If either of these two elements were absent the action would fail. Where the plaintiff recognised that the defendant had committed an *injuria* there was a presumption that the defendant had acted wrongfully and with *animus injuriandi*.

The third requirement of wrongfulness is to a large extent a question of policy, which, in cases where there is little authority in our law, often may be answered by reference to developments in other legal systems. Problems can arise when the law is required to determine which forms of invasions of privacy should be recognised. The courts must balance the rights of the individual against the rights of society. A useful guideline for establishing whether the defendant’s conduct was wrongful is to determine if the said conduct is offensive to good morals or public morality or public policy or order. As soon as the court is satisfied that the invasion is wrongful, it must consider whether the plaintiff’s personality has been or is likely to be impaired. This *contra bonos mores* approach was used in Roman law, and still applies today, since it allows for changes in the current thinking and the values of the community.

2.2.2 Commentators views

According to McQuoid-Mason the modern action for invasion of privacy in South Africa was born,

“unheralded and without the difficulties which attended its nativity in Anglo-American and Continental legal systems. There was no need to discover a new tort or interpret a particular section of a Code. The recognition of the action in South Africa is a logical development under the *actio injuriarum* which affords a general remedy for wrongs to interests of personality.”

McQuoid-Mason submits that there is no need to create a new wrong, “because apart from the threat to privacy by data banks, the Roman-Dutch law, as adapted by South
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182 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 34.  
183 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 117.  
184 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 118.  
185 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 122.  
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African law, is flexible enough to cope with many modern-day invasions of privacy."187 In most cases an action for invasion of privacy will be based primarily on the actio injuria-rum, with an infrequent subsidiary claim under the lex Aquilia.188

South African courts have recognised that an impairment of a person’s privacy prima facie constitutes an impairment of his dignity under the actio injuriarum.189 Van der Merwe and Olivier and Neethling appear to agree that the action lies under the actio injuriarum190 but maintain that it should be recognised as an independent law of personality. The above writers give no indication as to what its limits should be, but support Joubert’s view that privacy should be separated from the concept of dignitas.191

Neethling states, according to McQuoid-Mason, that “because the courts see dignitas as a collection of personality rights rather than a separate right, and since such personality rights incorporate the right to privacy, the latter should be regarded as a separate right.”192

Neethling maintains that the equation of privacy and dignity should be rejected and that it is not only unacceptable from a theoretical perspective, but is also without doubt contrary to both Roman and Roman-Dutch law. He goes on to say that it can be safely accepted that today the right to privacy is recognised as an independent right of personality.193

Prosser’s four categories, namely intrusions, publication of private facts, false light and appropriation can also be accommodated in South African law.194 The category, publication of private facts, is the most appropriate category for breaches of confidentiality regarded medical information. Revealing that a person suffers from a particular physical deformity or disease, for instance being crippled, blind, itchy or mangy fell into the above category. “195 A doctor unjustifiably telling colleagues that a patient has AIDS

187 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 257.
188 Ibid.
189 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 98; as quoted from S v A 1971 (2) SA 293 at 297.
190 Ibid; It is necessary to prove intention, wrongfulness and impairment of the plaintiff’s personality under this action.
191 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 98.
192 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 126.
194 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 86-89.
would also fall under this category. Neethling observes that although the information published in such a case is true, unless it can be shown that such publication is also in the public interest, it will amount to the invasion of privacy.\(^{196}\)

When an outsider himself becomes familiar with the individual or his personal affairs, but contrary to the individual’s determination or wishes, this may be described as instances of acquaintance or intrusion. When the outsider acquaints third parties with the individual or his personal affairs, which although known to the outsider remain private, this may be described as instances of disclosure or revelation.\(^{197}\)

Neethling distinguishes between two types of intrusion, namely acquaintance with private facts, where such acquaintance is totally excluded or is limited to specific persons and secondly where the acquaintance is permissible to an indeterminate but limited number of persons.\(^{198}\) He submits that in the former instances almost every acquaintance with private facts may be regarded as an infringement of the right to privacy.\(^{199}\)

The fact that a disclosure made to a small group of people does not constitute a breach of confidence will not in itself deprive the plaintiff of a remedy for invasion of privacy. However, the greater the publicity or the fact that the disclosure is a breach of confidence, the more likely it is that such conduct will be considered wrongful.\(^{200}\) McQuoid-Mason submits that Neethling’s argument that normally in the “disclosure” cases the disclosure must be made to a large group of people is not part of our law, in that the degree of publication is one of several factors to be taken into account by the courts when deciding if the act is wrongful.\(^{201}\)

Certain professional relationships such as that which exists between doctor and patient, gave rise to an obligation of confidentiality in Roman-Dutch law. These principles seem to apply in our law, except where such persons are required to testify in court.\(^{202}\) There


\(^{197}\) Neethling The law of delict (1999) 354; Neethling (1996) 244.

\(^{198}\) Neethling (1996) 244.

\(^{199}\) Ibid.

\(^{200}\) Ibid; McQuoid-Mason (1978) 133-134.

\(^{201}\) McQuoid-Mason (1978) 170.

\(^{202}\) McQuoid-Mason (1978) 193.
is no doctor-patient privilege in our law. The confidential nature of the relationship is only one of a number of factors that are taken into account by the courts. The presence of a confidential relationship may, however, make the plaintiff’s task easier in convincing the court that he or she has suffered an invasion of his or her privacy (i.e. that the defendant’s act was wrongful), and may be an aggravating factor when assessing damages.

2.2.3 Case law

“The locus classicus for the recognition of an independent right to privacy in South African is considered to be O’Keeffe v Argus Printing and publishing Co Ltd ao. In the above case Watermeyer AJ interpreted dignitas widely enough so as to include the whole legally protected personality, except bodily integrity and reputation. Although it was not explicitly stated by the court, the judgment leaves one in no doubt that the right to privacy is included as one of those rights relating to dignity. Many recent cases have also followed this approach including Jansen van Vuuren ao NNO v Kruger and National Media Ltd ao v Jooste. Therefore one can conclude that despite the decisions equating privacy with dignity, it can safely be accepted that the right to privacy is recognised by the common law as an independent right of personality and that it has been delimited as such within the dignitas concept.

The recognition of the concept of privacy in the Constitution further confirms the independent existence of the right to privacy and the action for invasion of privacy was therefore a logical development under the actio injuriarum, and did not require the same development as the concept did in the United States of America. Section 14 of the Con-
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203 See supra p 25.
204 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 194.
205 O’Keeffe v Argus Printing and Publishing Co Ltd ao 1954 (3) SA 244 (C).
207 Jansen van Vuuren ao NNO v Kruger 1993 (4) SA 842 at 849; see page 97 for a discussion on this case.
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stitution further solidifies the protection of the privacy of communications in South Africa, be it in the health care setting or otherwise.

2.3 Constitutional right to privacy

With the enactment of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, Act 200 of 1993 came the express recognition of the right to privacy. The first part of section 14 guarantees a general right to privacy while the second part protects against specific infringements of privacy. It reads as follows:

Everyone has the right to privacy, which includes the right not to have

a) their person or home searched;
b) their property searched
c) their possessions seized; or
d) the privacy of their communications infringed.

Neethling observes that it is clear that these instances of protection of the right to privacy above correspond to the concept of privacy as a secluded condition of human life embracing private facts, and do not constitute a numerus clauses but may be expanded to any other method of obtaining and disclosing information. A breach of section 14 will prima facie, be regarded as an unlawful invasion of privacy and the onus will be on the person breaching it to establish that such breach was justified in terms of section 36 of the Constitution. Fault is not a requirement and therefore strict liability may be imposed upon a defendant who breaches the constitutional right to privacy. There must be a subjective expectation of privacy that must be objectively reasonable, which means that the definition of the right is delimited by the rights of the community as a whole.
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211 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 2006; Section 14 states “everyone has the right to privacy, which includes the right not to have – (d) the privacy of their communications infringed.”


213 This guarantees a general right to privacy according to the South African Law Reform Commission Project 124, 50-52; the revival of the apology can be supported because it is in conformity with the Bill of Rights.


216 Rautenbach (2001) The conduct and interests protected by the right to privacy in Section 14 of the Constitution TSAR 115.
According to De Waal it should be remembered that the rights entrenched in the Bill of Rights are formulated in general and abstract terms. The meaning of these provisions will therefore depend on the context in which they are used and their application to particular situations will necessarily be a matter of argument and controversy. In giving content to the general substantive right to privacy, common law precedents will in the first place guide the courts and secondly the courts will be influenced by international and foreign jurisprudence.

According to section 36(1) the rights in the bill of rights may be limited only in terms of a law of general application to the extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into account all relevant factors including (1) the nature of the right (2) the importance of the purpose of the limitation (3) the nature and extent of the limitation (4) the relation between the limitation and its purpose; and (5) less restrictive means to achieve this purpose. The Constitutional Court has pointed out in S v Manamela that these factors do not constitute an exhaustive list and that the court must engage in a balancing exercise and arrive at a globular judgment on proportionality and not adhere mechanically to a sequential checklist.

Devenish observes that there is a considerable amount of overlap between infringements of the right to privacy and the infringement of other rights, such as the right to human dignity. Therefore the manner in which rights operate is not compartmentalised, but they operate holistically. O’Regan J said in Khumalo v Holomisa that there is a close link between human dignity and privacy in our constitutional order, since the right to privacy, which protects a sphere of intimacy and autonomy serves to foster human dignity. Neethling feels this view can be accepted as long as it does not lead to a complete blurring of the distinction between privacy and dignity as independent interests of personality, thereby creating legal uncertainty.
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As stated above the right to privacy in South Africa, is protected by our common law as well as by our Constitution. Currie and De Waal feel the Constitutional Court’s treatment of the interim Constitution’s right to privacy in *Bernstein ao v Bester ao NNO* remain its richest and most comprehensive interpretation of the right. In this case the Constitutional Court emphasised the interdependency between the common law and the constitutional right to privacy. Ackermann J drew a distinction between the two-stage constitutional inquiry into whether a right has been infringed and whether the infringement is justified, and the single inquiry under the common law, as to whether an unlawful infringement of a right has taken place. The presence of a ground of justification means that an invasion of privacy is not wrongful. He cautioned against attempting to project common-law principles onto the interpretation of fundamental rights and their limitation.

Ackermann J held that there was a strong family resemblance in the approaches that the USA, Canada and Germany took to privacy. He concluded that ‘it seems to be a sensible approach to say that the scope of a person’s privacy extends *a fortiori* only to those aspects in regard to which a legitimate expectation of privacy can be harboured.’ This expectation has two components namely “a subjective expectation of privacy … that society has recognised… as objectively reasonable.” Currie summarises Ackermann J’s reasoning as follows: a) privacy is a subjective expectation of privacy that is reasonable; b) it is reasonable to expect privacy in the ‘inner sanctum’, in the ‘truly personal realm’; c) this is because a protected inner sanctum helps achieve a valuable good – one’s own autonomous identity and concludes that perhaps the principle value served by privacy is human dignity.

In *Mistry v Interim Medical and Dental Council of South Africa ao* 1998 (4) SA 1127(CC)
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the court assumed that even though breach of informational privacy was not expressly mentioned in section 13 of the interim Constitution, it would be covered by the broad protection of the right to privacy guaranteed by section 13.230 By authorising intrusion on the 'inner sanctum' the Medicines Act permitted the violation of privacy.23¹ The following factors were considered to be important when considering the information aspect of the right to privacy in *Mistry*: 1) whether the information was obtained in an intrusive manner; 2) whether it involved data provided by the applicant for one purpose which was then used for another; 3) whether it was disseminated to the press or the general public or persons from whom the applicant could reasonably expect such private information would be withheld.23²

The bill of rights is applicable to all law, and it therefore also applies to the common law relating to privacy. It binds not only the state²³³ but also natural and juristic persons if applicable.²³⁴ This vertical and horizontal application of the bill of rights can take place directly or indirectly.²³⁵ When applied indirectly, “the bill of rights respects the rules and remedies of ordinary law, but demands furtherance of its values mediated through the operation of ordinary law.” Rights and duties are instead imposed by the common law or legislation. When applied directly, it overrides ordinary law and any conduct that is inconsistent with it and, to the extent that ordinary legal remedies are inadequate, the bill of rights generates its own remedies.²³⁶

Direct vertical application means that the State may not infringe the right to privacy except in so far as such infringement is reasonable and justifiable in terms of the limitation clause.²³⁷ Direct horizontal application means that the courts must give effect to the right to privacy by applying and developing the common law to the extent that legislation
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²³² Currie and De Waal (2005) 324.
²³³ Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 200 of 1993, Section 8(1).
²³⁶ Currie and De Waal (2005) *The Bill of Rights Handbook* 32-33;43; the Interim Bill of Rights did not apply directly to horizontal cases but it did have indirect application. This was mainly because of the absence of the word “judiciary” in s.7 (the application section) of the bill of rights.
fails to do so, except where it is reasonable and justifiable to develop the common law to limit the right to privacy in accordance with Section 36(1) of the constitution.\textsuperscript{238}

The indirect operation of the right to privacy means that all legal rules, principles or norms relating to the right to privacy are subject to and must be given content in the light of the basic values of the Bill of Rights. The courts have an obligation to develop the common law in accordance with the spirit, objects and purport of the Bill of Rights.\textsuperscript{239} According to Neethling this applies in particular to the application of the so-called open ended or flexible delictual principles such as the \textit{boni mores} test for wrongfulness and the reasonable person test for negligence. Policy considerations and factors such as reasonableness, fairness and justice may play an important role in deciding these issues.\textsuperscript{240} As far as indirect application is concerned, the basic values of the Constitution will always play an important role in determining wrongfulness, causality and negligence in common law disputes.\textsuperscript{241}

Neethling argues that in so far as the direct application of the Constitution is concerned, a distinction should be made between a constitutional wrong and a delict.\textsuperscript{242} The question that McQuoid-Mason asks is if a constitutional right to privacy can give rise to a constitutional delict.\textsuperscript{243} A delict can be distinguished from an infringement of the bill of rights in the following ways. A delict arises from the breach of a subjective right or a legal duty unlike a breach of a fundamental right. A subjective right is a private law concept whereas a fundamental right primarily grants public law remedies against the state.\textsuperscript{244} Damages awarded for the breach of a fundamental right are not aimed at providing compensation but at affirming constitutional values. Constitutional relief\textsuperscript{245} is also separate from delictual relief and fault is not a requirement for the breach of a funda-

\textsuperscript{240} Neethling (2001) \textit{The law of delict} 23.
\textsuperscript{242} Neethling (2001) 22.
\textsuperscript{243} McQuoid-Mason (2000) AJ 243.
\textsuperscript{244} McQuoid-Mason “\textit{Invasion of privacy : common law v constitutional delict – does it make a difference?”} (2000) \textit{Acta juridica} 245; McQuoid-Mason states that the above statement may be true in countries such as the USA, Canada and Germany, which have Constitutions that operate vertically, but it is not necessarily true for South Africa, where the bill of rights operates vertically and horizontally.
\textsuperscript{245} It is possible to request a court for a declaration of rights in addition to a delictual claim.
mental right, whereas delict is fault based. The two may however overlap. McQuoid-Mason observes that many of the so called distinctions between a private law delict in terms of the common law and a public law delict arising from a breach of a fundamental right are more apparent than real.

There are basically three broad categories of constitutional remedies available, namely constitutional damages, interdicts and declarations of invalidity (to the extent of their inconsistency). The first two are especially relevant to a delictual action for invasion of privacy and the latter may sometimes be relevant. These categories are however not closed and the court has the power to grant any other appropriate remedy such as exclusion of evidence, administrative law remedies or a declaration of rights. McQuoid-Mason states that the remedy of retraction, apology or reply could be reintroduced as an appropriate new constitutional remedy in order to restore the dignity of the plaintiff.

Devenish maintains that the constitutionalisation of the right to privacy endorses and entrenches an existing process of development and in addition creates new rights to privacy. These new rights must in turn give rise to new actions in relation to the interests protected by both the common law and the Constitution as against the state and other individuals.

The entrenchment of fundamental rights including the right to privacy strengthens the rights protection and gives them a higher status in the sense that they are applicable to all law, and are binding on the executive, the judiciary and state organs as well as on natural and juristic persons. A statutory provision for example that limits the right to privacy in an unreasonable manner may be set aside or interpreted in a restrictive manner.
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right as stated above confirms the importance of privacy. In future settlements of disputes involving the right to privacy, including private law disputes, the courts will have to give careful consideration to the provisions of the Constitution regarding the Bill of Rights.  

Presently there is no legislation dealing specifically with the protection of the right to privacy in South Africa. It is therefore important to evaluate the right to privacy in the light of both the common law and section 39(2) of the Constitution. Slabbert maintains that the general constitutional provisions relating to privacy and access to information are inadequate in dealing with the specifics of the doctor-patient relationship. This is the case but the new Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill which is in the pipeline and its recommendations to establish a Information Protection Commission, which will see to it that the provisions of the yet to be Act are complied with, will go a long way in improving the situation. Finally a code of conduct relating to privacy between patients and health care practitioners needs to be established.

2.4 Legislation protecting privacy

Except for the Constitution itself, there is no legislation that deals specifically and fully with the right to privacy. South African commentators such as Neethling are unanimous that the creation of such measures through legislation is a matter of great urgency. As mentioned above this is presently receiving attention in the form of the Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill, which will be discussed below.

There are a number of acts which are relevant and which deal specifically with the protection of health information or information in general.
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2.4.1 National Health Act 61 of 2003

This is a reasonably new piece of legislation that was signed into law on 18 July 2004. However, it only commenced on the 2nd of May 2005 and then not in its entirety. It was enacted, to provide a framework for a structured uniform health system, taking into account the obligations imposed by the Constitution and other laws on the national, provincial and local government level, with regard to health services.

Section 14(1) of the National Health Act 61 of 2003 states that “all information concerning a user, including information relating to his or her health status, treatment or stay in a health establishment is confidential.”

“User” in this sense means the person receiving treatment in a health establishment.\(^{260}\) If the person receiving treatment or using a health service is below the age contemplated in section 39(4) of the Child Care Act 74 of 1983 the term “user” then includes the person’s parent or guardian or if the user is incapable of taking decisions, “user” includes the person’s spouse or partner or in the absence of such spouse or partner the person’s parent, grandparent, adult child or brother or sister.

Section 14(2) states that, subject to section 15 of the said Act, no person may disclose any information contemplated in section 14(1) unless the user consents to the disclosure in writing, or unless a court order or any law requires the disclosure or unless the non-disclosure will represent a serious threat to public health.\(^{261}\)

Section 15 of the National Health Act\(^ {262}\) regulates the access to health records. Section 15(1) states that:

“a health care worker or any health care provider that has access to the health records of a user may disclose such personal information to any other person, health care provider or health establishment as is necessary for any legitimate purpose within the ordinary course and scope of his or her duties where such access or disclosure is in the interests of the user.”\(^ {263}\)

\(^{260}\) National Health Act 61 of 2003; s. 1.

\(^{261}\) National Health Act 61 of 2003; s. 14.

\(^{262}\) It commenced on the 2nd May 2005.

\(^{263}\) “Personal information” in this section means personal information as defined in s. 1 of the Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2 of 2000.
The access to health records by a health care provider is governed by section 16 of the Act. Section 16(1) provides that a health care provider may examine a user’s health records for the purpose of treatment with the authorisation of the user. The health care provider may also examine a user’s health record for the purpose of study, teaching or research but only with the authorisation of the user, head of the health establishment concerned and the relevant health research ethics committee.\textsuperscript{264}If however the health record contains no information regarding the identity of the user, the above authorisations need not be obtained.\textsuperscript{265}

Section 17 of the \textit{National Health Act}\textsuperscript{266} provides for the protection of health records. Any person who fails to set up control measures to prevent unauthorised access to these records commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding one year or both a fine and such imprisonment.

“Health care provider” in terms of the definitions in Section 1 of the above act, could mean a doctor, nurse, pharmacist, dental technician, or anyone registered in terms of the \textit{Allied Health Professions Act} 63 of 1982.

2.4.2 \textit{Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2 of 2000}

The above act (also known as PAIA) was enacted to give effect to the constitutional right of access to any information\textsuperscript{267} held by the State and any information held by another person and that is required for the exercise or protection of any rights.\textsuperscript{268} However, this is subject to justifiable limitations, including, but not limited to, limitations aimed at the reasonable protection of privacy and in a manner that balances that right with any other right.\textsuperscript{269}“Personal information” as defined in section 1 of the above act, means information about an identifiable individual, including but not limited to information relating among other things to sex, pregnancy, physical or mental health, well-being and disability.\textsuperscript{270}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{National Health Act} 61 of 2003; s 16 (1).
\item \textit{National Health Act} 61 of 2003; s 16(2).
\item \textit{National Health Act} 61 of 2003; s 17.
\item Section 32 of the \textit{Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996}.
\item \textit{Promotion of Access to Information Act} 2 of 2000; s 9(a)(i) & (ii).
\item \textit{Promotion of Access to Information Act} 2 of 2000; s 9(b)(i) & (ii).
\item \textit{Promotion of Access to Information Act} 2 of 2000; s 1. At the bill stage it was called the Open Democracy Bill.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Chapter 4 of the Act deals with the grounds for refusal of access to records. Section 34 says that “subject to subsection (2), the information officer of a public body must refuse a request for access to a record of the body if its disclosure would involve the unreasonable disclosure of personal information about a third party, including a deceased individual.”

Subsection (2) in turn says, “A record may not be refused in terms of subsection (1) insofar as it consists of information about a individual who has consented in terms of section 48 or otherwise in writing to its disclosure to the requester concerned.”

A record may also not be refused in terms of subsection (1) insofar as it consists of information about an individual’s physical or mental health, or well-being who is under the care of the requester and who is (i) under the age of 18 years; or (ii) incapable of understanding the nature of the request, and if giving access would be in the individual’s best interest. This exception can be interpreted to include parental access to an 18 year old and younger child’s file under any circumstances, provided it is not unreasonable and if disclosure would be in the child’s best interests. Slabbert argues that the disclosure of personal information that violates the right to privacy will undoubtedly be unreasonable, but that it is conceivable that some health care providers would not regard the disclosure of a minor’s personal health information to his parents or guardian as “unreasonable”. This would require the balancing of two interests. The interest in the protection of confidential information on the one hand, and the right of parents to access their child’s medical records in order to exercise their parental authority and rights on the other hand. A paternalistic health care culture would probably favour parental authority.

Likewise a record may not be refused insofar as it consists of information about an individual who is deceased and the requester is (i) the individual’s next of kin or (ii) making the request with the written consent of the individual’s next of kin.

---

271 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 34 (1).
272 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 34(2)(a).
273 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 34 (2)(d).
275 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 34 (2)(e).
Section 37 deals with the mandatory protection of certain confidential information. Subject to subsection 2, the information officer of a public body must refuse a request for access to a record of the body if the disclosure would constitute an action for breach of a duty of confidence owed to a third party in terms of an agreement.276

The information officer may refuse a request for access to a record of the body if the record consists of information supplied in confidence by a third party and (i) the disclosure of which could reasonably be expected to prejudice the future supply of similar information, and (ii) if it is the public interest that similar information, or information from the same source, should continue to be supplied.277

However, the protection of information is not absolute. Section 46 deals with the mandatory disclosure of information in the public interest. Despite any other provisions of Chapter 4, the information officer of a public body must grant a request for access to a record of the public body as contemplated in sections 34 and 37 if the disclosure of the record would reveal evidence of (i) a substantial contravention of, or failure to comply with the law or (ii) an imminent and serious public safety risk and the public interest in the disclosure of the record clearly outweighs the harm contemplated in the provision in question.278

The information officer of a public body considering a request for access to a record contemplated in terms of section 34 or 37 must take all reasonable steps to inform the third party to whom the request relates, of the request made for information.279

Part 3 of the act deals with the access to records of private bodies. A private body is defined amongst other things as a natural person who carries out a profession, and as such the medical practitioner can be seen in this sense as a private body.280

A requester must be given access to any record of a private body if (a) that record is required for the exercise or protection of any rights and (b) that person complies with the

276 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 37(1)(a).
277 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 37(1)(b).
278 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 46.
279 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 47(1).
280 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 1.
procedural requirements of the Act, and (c) access to that record is not refused in terms of any ground for refusal found in Chapter 4 of Part 3 of the act. 281 The requester must also be acting in the public interest, when requesting the information 282.

Chapter 4 of Part 3 deals with the grounds for refusal of access to records. Section 63 is about the mandatory protection of the privacy of a third party who is a natural person. Subject to subsection (2) the head of a private body must refuse a request for access to a record of the private body if its disclosure would involve the unreasonable disclosure of personal information about a third party, including a deceased person. 283

Subsection (2) states that a record may not be refused in terms of subsection (1) insofar as it consists of information about a person who has consented in terms of section 72 or otherwise in writing to its disclosure. The record may not be refused if it is about an person’s physical or mental health, or well-being, who is under the care of the requester and who is (i) under the age of 18 years or (ii) incapable of understanding the nature of the request and if giving access would be in the person’s best interests. 284 The record may also not be refused if it is about a person who is deceased and the requester is (i) the person’s next of kin or (ii) making the request with the written consent of the person’s next of kin. 285

Section 65 deals with the mandatory protection of certain confidential information of third parties. “The head of a private body must refuse a request for access to a record of the body if its disclosure would constitute an action for breach of a duty of confidence owed to a third party in terms of an agreement.” 286

Just as section 46 deals with the mandatory disclosure in the public interest when dealing with public bodies, section 70 deals with the same topic but relating to private bodies. Despite any other provisions in Chapter 4, the head of a private body must grant a request for access to a record of the body contemplated in sections 63 and 65, if the

281 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 50(1).
282 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 50 (2).
283 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 63 (1).
284 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 63(2)(a) & (d).
285 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 63(2)(e).
286 Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 65.
disclosure of the record would reveal evidence of (i) a substantial contravention of, or failure to comply with the law or (ii) imminent and serious public safety risk and the public interest in the disclosure of the record clearly outweighs the harm contemplated in the provision in question.\textsuperscript{287}

The head of a private body considering a request for access to a record that might be record contemplated in section 63 or 65 must take all reasonable steps to inform the party to whom the record relates of the request.\textsuperscript{288}

“No person is criminally or civilly liable for anything done in good faith in the exercise or performance or purported exercise or performance of any power or duty in terms of this Act.”\textsuperscript{289}

It is clear from above that the Act has in most instances provided adequately for the release of sensitive information, such as medical information. The only exception is the release of information for failure to comply with the law, or a serious or imminent public safety risk. The same exceptions are found in the USA and Canada and this emphasises once more that no right is absolute and that the interests of others in society need also to be considered and weighed up against the right to privacy.

I have some misgivings about the release of information about a deceased individual to the next of kin.\textsuperscript{290} The wording does not specifically mention information relating to the physical or mental health of the deceased, but I think this can be read into the wording. If the deceased had an illness like AIDS, which he or she never revealed to the family while alive, it could be very traumatic for the whole family to hear such news and it would be mean the doctor would be going against the deceased wishes after death which in my mind is not very ethical. If a patient wants their family to know about their illness they should be the one to tell them, unless the patient gives written permission to the doctor to do so after their death.

\textsuperscript{287} Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 70.
\textsuperscript{288} Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 71(1).
\textsuperscript{289} Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000; s 89.
\textsuperscript{290} Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000. s 63(e).
The parent or guardian of a minor under 18 years can also request the minor’s medical records if it is in the minor’s best interests. Setting this age at 18 is quite high given the rights accorded to minor’s over the age of 14 in the Child Care Act 74 of 1983, the Choice on the Termination of Pregnancy Act 92 of 1996 and Ethical rulings of the Health Professions Council.

The SALRC proposes that privacy legislation should deal with the access to the personal information of the requester and that PAIA should deal with the right to access all other information. It is proposed that a single authority will administer both acts.

2.4.3 Human Tissue Act 65 of 1983

According to section 33 of the above act no person may publish to any other person any fact whereby the identity of a deceased person whose body or tissue has been donated or of a living person from whose body any tissue, blood or gamete has been removed in terms of section 19, unless consent thereto was granted in writing by the deceased person concerned prior to their death, or after his death by a person referred to in section 2(2)(a) or by a district surgeon referred to in section 2(2)(b) of the said Act.

2.4.4 Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005

The right to privacy as laid out in section 14 of the Constitution, obligates the government to adopt legislation for the adequate protection of data privacy, since the ordinary private law principles provide only partial protection.

The Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill was compiled by the South African Law Reform Commission (SALRC) and appeared in October 2005 and comments could be given until the 28th of February 2006. The Commission has tried to develop and expand on the proposals that were set out in the Issue Paper 24 that was published in 2003.

---

291 The present statutory age for independent consent to medical treatment is 14 years, while a minor who is 18 years or older, may independently consent to a medical operation according to s 39(4)(b) of the Child Care Act 74 of 1983;

292 Any female of any age according to s 1(xi) may lawfully have her pregnancy terminated upon request during the first twelve weeks of pregnancy. The medical practitioner is only under an obligation to advise her to consult her parents before the abortion. See p. 21-22 of thesis.


294 The whole of the Human Tissue Act 65 of 1983 is to be repealed by the National Health Act 61 of 2003 but as yet this has not yet been proclaimed by the President in the Government Gazette.
The Law Commission does not regard the self-regulatory system of privacy, to be suitable for South Africa, since it results in a patchwork of provisions, and individual’s rights are difficult and costly to pursue. Likewise the Commission feels the culture of privacy cannot be securely established without the presence of a supervisory authority. The regulatory and co-regulatory systems both make provision for a comprehensive act and a supervisory authority. It is also envisaged that the single supervisory authority will administer both the information privacy legislation and the access to information legislation. 297

The Commission’s preliminary proposal is therefore that a comprehensive act should be instituted with or without sectoral legislation and codes of conduct, which will be implemented within a regulatory system and by a statutory regulatory authority working in conjunction with individual sectors.298 It covers both manual and automatic processing of information and will protect identifiable natural and juristic persons.299

The SALRC recommends that privacy and information protection should be regulated by a general information protection statute, with or without sector specific statues, which will be supplemented by codes of conduct for various sectors and which will be applicable to both the public and private sector. General principles of information300 protection should also be incorporated and developed in the legislation and a statutory regulatory agency known as the Information Protection Commission should301 be established. Enforcement of the bill will be through the Commission and a flexible approach should be followed in which industries will develop their own codes of conduct. Finally it is the SALRC’s objective to ensure that the legislation provides an adequate level of information protection in terms of the EU Directive.302 303

300 The proposed bill gives effect to eight core information protection principles.
301 South African Law Reform Commission (2005) 265. An adequately resourced oversight body like the Commissioner is important to ensure that individuals and companies have recourse to the law without the need for litigation.
303 The 1981 Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s Guidelines (OECD) governing the protection of privacy and transborder data flows of personal data; the legislation of non-EU countries must provide an adequate level of data protection, before EU members states would be allowed to transfer data. The inability to transfer data would negatively impact on the business community of South Africa.
The Information Protection Commission will be responsible for the implementation of both the *Protection of Personal Information Act* and the *Promotion of Access to Information Act*. Data subjects are obligated to notify the Commission of any processing of personal information before they undertake such processing. Enforcement should also be through the Commission using as a first step a system of notices. Failure to comply with the notices will be a criminal offence. The Commission may also assist data subjects in claiming compensation from a responsible party for damage suffered. Codes of conduct for individual sectors may be drawn up, and these codes will have to accurately reflect the information protection principles as set out in the Act. They should also assist in the practical application of the rules in a specific sector.

The protection of information privacy in South Africa will be brought into line with international requirements and developments should these proposal as set out in the draft bill, be adopted. The OECD guidelines have been used to identify the information principles set out below. Apart from the importance of protecting the constitutional right to privacy, another reason stated for introducing these principle into legislation, was that various commercial opportunities exist for information outsourcing, and that if South Africa’s national standards do not conform to international requirements, especially the EU’s directive, it will prevent such opportunities from taking place.

The object of the proposed act is to give effect to the constitutional right to privacy by (i) safeguarding a person’s personal information when processed by public and private bodies (ii) in a manner which balances that right with any other right (iii) subject to justifiable limitations. Furthermore the object is also to establish voluntary and mandatory procedures that will be in harmony with international prescripts, and which while upholding the right to privacy, will contribute to the social and economic development and generally to promote transparency, accountability and effective governance of all public and private bodies.
The definition of “personal information” in this Bill corresponds to the same definition in the Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000 as well as the National Health Act 61 of 2003. A “private body” means a natural person who carries or has carried on a profession, but only in such capacity.\textsuperscript{312}

The proposed act does not apply to the processing of information that has been de-identified to the extent that it cannot be re-identified again or that has been exempted in terms of section 33.\textsuperscript{313}

Chapter 3 deals with the conditions for the lawful processing of personal information. Principle 1 deals with processing limitations. Personal information must be processed in accordance with the law and in a proper and careful manner in order not to intrude upon the privacy of the data subject to an unreasonable extent.\textsuperscript{314} Section 8 deals with the minimality principle, namely that personal information may only be processed where, given the purpose for which it is collected or subsequently processed, it is adequate, relevant and not excessive.\textsuperscript{315}

Personal information may only be processed where the data subject has given consent for the processing or processing is necessary for the performance of a contract or agreement to which the data subject is party and which are necessary for the conclusion or implementation of a contract.\textsuperscript{316} The information must also be collected directly from the data subject.\textsuperscript{317}

Principle 2 deals with the purpose specification. “Personal information must be collected for a specific, explicitly defined and legitimate purpose.”\textsuperscript{318} The data subject must also be made aware of the purpose for which the information is being collected and the intended recipients of the information, according to subsection (1). This must be done before the information is collected or if that is not possible, as soon as reasonably practicable after the information is collected. These steps need only be taken once if it relates

\textsuperscript{312} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 1.
\textsuperscript{313} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 4.
\textsuperscript{314} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 7.
\textsuperscript{315} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 8.
\textsuperscript{316} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 9(1)(a-b).
\textsuperscript{317} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 10.
to the same kind of information and the purpose of collection and intended recipients remain unchanged.\textsuperscript{319} It is not necessary to comply with subsection (1) if non-compliance is authorised by the data subject or non-compliance will not prejudice the interests of the data subject.\textsuperscript{320}

Principle 3 deals with the further processing limitation. Personal information must not be further processed in a way incompatible with a purpose for which it has been collected in terms of principle 2.\textsuperscript{321} The further processing of personal information must not be regarded as incompatible as referred to under subsection (1) "where the processing of the information for that other purpose is necessary to prevent or mitigate a serious and imminent threat to (i) public health or public safety; or (ii) the life or health of the data subject or another individual."\textsuperscript{322}

Principle 4 deals with the quality of information. Steps must be taken to ensure that the personal information is complete, not misleading, up to date and accurate.\textsuperscript{323} Principle 5 deals with openness. Personal information may only be collected by a responsible party that has notified the Commission accordingly in terms of this Act, and which notification has been noted in a register kept by the Commission for this purpose. This need only be done once if the responsible party has previously taken those steps in relation to the collection, from that data subject, of information of the same kind.\textsuperscript{324} From a practical point of view this might mean that all doctors in private practice might need to notify the Commission that they collect personal information, and that their names be put on a register.

Principle 6 deals with security safeguards. The responsible party must implement appropriate technical and organisational measures to secure (a) the integrity of personal information by safeguarding against the risk of loss of, or damage to, or destruction of personal information and (b) against the unauthorised or unlawful access to or process-

\textsuperscript{318} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 11.
\textsuperscript{319} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 12.
\textsuperscript{320} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 12(4).
\textsuperscript{321} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 14(1).
\textsuperscript{322} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 14(3)(d).
\textsuperscript{323} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 15.
\textsuperscript{324} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 16(1) & (4).
ing of personal information. This section would pertain to patient files kept by doctors and with regards medical aids, the billing information received from medical practitioners. Likewise the scripts kept by pharmacists would also have to measure up to these safety standards.

Anyone acting under the authority of the responsible party, as well as the processor himself, where they have access to personal information, must only process such information with the knowledge or consent of the responsible party, except where otherwise required by law.

The persons referred to under subsection (1), who are not subject to an obligation of confidentiality by virtue of their profession, are required to treat as confidential the personal information that comes to their knowledge, except where the communication of such information is required by law or in the proper performance of their duties. This section would apply to medical receptionists and the people that handle the doctor’s accounts.

Principle 8 deals with accountability. The responsible person must make sure that the measures set out above are complied with.

It is prohibited to process personal information concerning a person’s health or sex life, except where the data subject has given his or her explicit consent. This prohibition does not apply where the processing is carried out by medical professionals or healthcare facilities, provided it is necessary for the proper treatment and care of the data subject, or for the administration of the institution or professional practice concerned. Likewise the prohibition does not apply where the processing is carried out by insurance companies, provided it is necessary for assessing the risk to be insured by the insurance company and the data subject has not objected thereto. Schools may also process such information, provided that it is necessary with a view to providing special sup-

---

325 Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 17.
326 Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 18 (1).
327 Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s. 18(2).
328 Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s 23.
329 Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s 24.
port for the pupil,\textsuperscript{332} as well as institutions for probation, child protection or guardianship where it is necessary for the performance of their legal duties.\textsuperscript{333} The Ministers of Justice and Constitutional development may also process such information provided it is necessary when implementing prison sentences.\textsuperscript{334} Administrative bodies, pension funds, employers or institutions working for them may process personal information firstly where it is necessary for the proper implementation of the provisions of the laws, pension regulations or collective agreements,\textsuperscript{335} and secondly where it concerns the reintegration of or support for workers entitled to benefit in connection with sickness or work incapacity.\textsuperscript{336}

In all the above cases under section 29(1), “the information may only be processed by persons subject to an obligation of confidentiality by virtue of office, employment, profession or legal provision, or under a written agreement.”\textsuperscript{337} Regulations, containing more detailed rules, may be made concerning the application of subsection 1(b) and (f).\textsuperscript{338}

The SALRC submits that effective information protection will only be achieved through regulation by legislation. This is due to firstly, the inherent conservatism of our courts, as well as the fact that the protection of privacy is still in its infancy in South African law. It is improbable that the application of the information principles by the courts will occur often or extensively enough in the future to ensure the protection of personal information. Major law reform should be the task of the legislature and not the judiciary, especially when it involves more than a few incremental changes to the common law.\textsuperscript{339}

The type of legislation being proposed here is long overdue and very necessary in South Africa. It will go a long way in ensuring that the right to privacy is respected and enforced. The Constitution basically obligates the government to ensure that the rights in the Constitution are protected and this draft bill is a result of this. As recommended by

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{331} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s 29(1)(b).
\item \textsuperscript{332} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s 29(1)(c).
\item \textsuperscript{333} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s 29(1)(d).
\item \textsuperscript{334} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s 29(1)(e).
\item \textsuperscript{335} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s 29(1)(f)(i).
\item \textsuperscript{336} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s 29(1)(f)(ii).
\item \textsuperscript{337} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s 29(2).
\item \textsuperscript{338} Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill 2005; s 29(6).
\end{itemize}
the SALRC it would be ideal if the health sector could draw up a code of conduct, reflecting the information protection principles found in this Act, to assist the medical community with the practical application of the rules. Both Canada and the USA have similar legislation.

2.4.5 **Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002**

This act provides for the regulation of electronic communications and transactions. Section 51 deals with the principles for electronically collecting personal information. “Personal information” means information about an identifiable individual, including but not limited to information relating to amongst other things sex, pregnancy, sexual orientation, age physical or mental health, well-being and disability. 340 It also means information relating to the medical history of the individual341 or blood type of the individual.342

The data controller must have the express written permission of the data subject for the collection, collation, processing or disclosure of any personal information on that data subject unless he or she is permitted or required to do so by law. 343

Only the information necessary for the lawful purpose for which the personal information is required may be collected and stored.344 The data controller must disclose in writing to the data subject the specific purpose for which any personal information is being requested, collected, collated, processed or stored345 and may not use the personal information for any other purpose without the written permission of the data subject.346 Likewise the data controller may not disclose any of the personal information held by it to a third party, unless required or permitted by law or specifically authorised to do so in writing by the data subject. 347

All personal information, which is obsolete, must be deleted or destroyed by the data controller.348

---

341 Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002; s.1(b).
342 Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002; s.1(d).
343 Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002; s.51(1).
344 Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002; s.51(2).
345 Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002; s.51(3).
346 Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002; s.51(4).
A party controlling personal information may use the information to compile profiles for statistical purposes and may freely trade with such profiles and statistical data, as long the data cannot be linked to any specific data subject by a third party.349

This Act would also be applicable to electronically collected and stored personal information of a medical nature, and provides a good legislative framework for the protection of electronically stored personal information. Presently it is mainly the accounting records that are electronically stored in medical practice, but even these often contain a brief description of the diagnosis or treatment the patient has received. Medical aid schemes also have an electronic record of all the claims received from medical practitioners and they should also take note of these provisions as well as pharmacies that electronically enter all prescription details.

3. Canada

This section deals with the general background and historical development of the concept of “privacy” in Canada, as well as the legislative protection that is afforded privacy on both a constitutional, federal and provincial level.

3.1 Privacy in general

Burns states that the following about the common law of privacy in Canada: “there is no protection for personal privacy per se, at least outside the United States.”350 The right to privacy has not so far, at least under that name, received explicit recognition by British Courts. There is no general legal right but instead where the term privacy is used it is taken to be a statement of principle in support of some other already recognised right or cause of action. This is in contrast to the United States where many states recognise a right to privacy, which in turn is protected by the common law.351

The Anglo-Canadian courts lack boldness in establishing new causes of action, which may be rationalised in terms of the generally accepted view of the constitutional position

347 Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002; s.51(6).
348 Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002; s.51(8).
349 Electronic Communications and Transactions Act 25 of 2002; s.51(9).
351 Ibid.
of Canadian courts, namely, that their function is to apply and not create law.\textsuperscript{352} Although there is a marked absence of litigation brought in “invasion of privacy” there are many causes of action recognised at common law and equity that do protect privacy interests.\textsuperscript{353}

\subsection*{3.2 Historical development}

In 1989, the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) took up the challenge of creating Canadian privacy protection standards, taking the work done by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) as a standard. The ten CSA Model Privacy Codes (CSA Codes) are fundamental to understanding privacy legislation.\textsuperscript{354}

The ten CSA Codes are the following:

- **Accountability** – Organisations must be able to describe what personal information they possess and account for how it is used.
- **Identifying purpose** – Organisations must define the purposes for which personal information is collected.
- **Consent** – Knowledge and consent of the individual is required for the collection, use or disclosure of personal information.
- **Limiting collection** – The collection must be limited to the purpose identified by the organisation
- **Limiting use, disclosure and retention** – Personal information can be kept only as long as necessary for the fulfilment of the purpose.
- **Accuracy** – “Personal information will be as accurate, complete and up-to-date as is necessary for the purposes for which it is to be used.”
- **Safeguards** – “Security safeguards appropriate to the sensitivity of the information will be used to protect personal information.”
- **Openness** – an organisation “will make information available to individuals about its information policies and practices relating to the handling and management of personal information.”

\textsuperscript{352} Ibid; Burns quotes Fleming *The law of Torts* (4\textsuperscript{th} ed, 1971) p 526-527.

\textsuperscript{353} Burns (1976) *Canadian Bar Review* 14. Burns illustrates this proposition by naming various causes of action including trespass to the person (physical interference or threats to the person is needed) and defamation. For more on causes of action in Canada see page 107.

Access – “Upon request, an individual shall be informed of the existence, use and disclosure of his or her personal information and shall be given access to that information. An individual shall be able to challenge the accuracy and completeness of the information and have it amended as appropriate, or have a notice of disagreement added to the file.”

Challenging Compliance – “An individual shall be able to address a challenge concerning compliance with the above principles to the designated individual(s) accountable” for the organisations compliance.355

The Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act356, which came into force on 1 January 2001, is based on the CSA codes. It was designed to cover all commercial activity, not health care specifically. The health care industry was asked to provide its input into the bill. The Canadian Medical Association, Canadian Dental Association, and Canadian Health Care Association participated in the discussions. They were however unable to present a united approach on two specific issues namely informed consent, and the secondary use of personal health information.357

According to Bickle the privacy concept seems uncomplicated enough when looking at the ten CSA codes. The patients’ right to control their health information is guaranteed. The problem is society is faced with a new reality “the intended primary use of personal information is being overtaken by demands from a much larger network of secondary users.”

Databases of personal information are accessible by drug and insurance companies, researchers, and the Canadian Institute of Health Information (CIHI). The databases are also widely accessed by government. The Internet has added to the problem, by enabling the development of global repositories. There is also the possibility that personal information can be exposed, stolen or used maliciously.358

---

356 SC 2000 c.5.
Bickle feels that to manage personal health information effectively, a Trust Model must be developed and incorporated into all practice involved. This Trust Model consists of three pillars, namely privacy, security and confidentiality. Privacy is the main pillar and interfaces at the personal level. Privacy is about people and process. Confidentiality covers the “responsibilities of participating organizations in how personal information is protected and handled during internal processes and procedures.” The Security pillar includes “firewalls, authentication, privilege management, non-repudiation and a secure channel”

While The Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act is the umbrella privacy legislation for Canada, implementation of privacy is actually a provincial responsibility. The provinces have three years to develop privacy legislation significantly similar to the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act.

3.3 Constitutional Protection of Privacy

Canada’s Constitution and Charter of Rights and Freedoms does not explicitly provide for a right to privacy, but in interpreting Section 8 of the Charter, which grants the right to be secure against unreasonable search or seizure, the Canadian courts have recognised an individual’s right to a reasonable expectation of privacy. Section 7 of the Charter also protects privacy. It states that everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of person and the right not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice. “Section 15, which guarantees equality before and under the law and the equal protection and benefit of the law without discrimination, may

361 SC 2000 c.5.
363 Von Tigerstrom (2000) “Alberta’s Health Information Act and the Charter: a discussion paper” Health law review 8-9; What is essential to section 8 of the Charter is that the individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy in the subject matter of the search or seizure. See R v Plant [1993] 3 SCR 281 at 291. The Court has also recognised that individuals have a reasonable expectation of privacy in therapeutic records such as medical and counselling records protected by section 8. See R v O’Conner [1995] 4 SCR 411. Section 8 has been applied to records and samples of bodily samples in a medical context and individuals have a reasonable expectation that such samples will remain private and information from them not be used for other purposes. See R v Dyment [1988] 2 SCR 417 at 434; R v Dersch [1993] 3 SCR 768; R v Colarusso [1994] 1 SCR 20. (as taken from Von Tigerstrom).
also be relevant to privacy rights in some circumstances.” According to Von Tigerstrom, the right to privacy has been developed and explained through Supreme Court of Canada decisions.365

The right to privacy has the same status as other rights protected by the Charter, since there is no hierarchy of rights, and in the context of health information, it is reinforced and supported by the right to equality. The right to privacy is not absolute, but must be balanced against competing Charter rights and valid social objectives.366

The Charter applies to the actions of federal and provincial governments and is paramount over other laws. Any law that is inconsistent with the Charter367 is to the extent of the inconsistency, of no force or effect.

3.4 Legislation protecting privacy

3.4.1 Federal level legal framework

Canada makes use of a regulatory enforcement system, which makes provision for a comprehensive Act setting out the Principles of information protection as well as provisions dealing with the monitoring and enforcement of these principles.368

Privacy is protected by two acts at the Federal level namely:

1) the 1982 Federal Privacy Act369 and
2) the 2001 Personal Information and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA)370

366 Von Tigerstrom (2000) Health law review 4; In R v Mills [1999] 3 SCR 668 (para. 61), the Supreme Court explicitly recognised that the right to privacy has the same status as other Charter rights and is not absolute.
369 Privacy Act [R.S., 1985, cP-21].
370 SC 2000 c.5.
3.4.1.1 Privacy Act

The Privacy Act, which applies to the public sector, is based on the OECD\textsuperscript{371} guidelines, whereas PIPEDA adopted the CSA International Privacy Code (a national standard developed in conjunction with the private sector, and also based on the OECD principles) into law for the private sector.\textsuperscript{372}

The federal Privacy Act regulates the confidentiality, collection, correction, disclosure retention and use of personal information held by the federal sector.\textsuperscript{373} In January 2004 the Act was extended to every organisation, whether or not the organisation was federally regulated.\textsuperscript{374}

3.4.1.2 Personal Information and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA)\textsuperscript{375}

The PIPEDA act adopts the CSA International Privacy Code into law for private sector organisations that process personal information in the course of commercial activity and for federally regulated employers with respect to their employees.\textsuperscript{376} Examples include telecommunications companies, airlines and banks. The law also applies to provincially regulated private sector organisations such as insurance companies.

PIPEDA established the parameters for the collection, use, disclosure, retention and disposal of personal information. It sets out ten privacy principles as standards, based on the CSA code that organisations must comply with when dealing with personal information, which includes confidential medical information.\textsuperscript{377}

The Privacy Act and PIPEDA are both overseen by the Independent Privacy Commissioner of Canada who has the power to investigate, mediate, and make recommendations. It cannot however issue binding orders or impose penalties.\textsuperscript{378} If an individual is not satisfied with a resolution, the case can be taken to the Federal Court. The Court

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{371} Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development Guidelines.
\textsuperscript{375} SC 2000 c.5.
\textsuperscript{377} Ibid.
\end{flushleft}
can also award damages if warranted. The law empowers the Commissioner to encourage the development of codes as a further instrument of compliance with the law.\textsuperscript{379}

There are also provincial information Commissioners’ whose order making power encourages parties to settle their disputes before orders are made.\textsuperscript{380} There are two Commissioners at the federal level, one for Freedom of Information and one for Privacy.\textsuperscript{381}

### 3.4.2 Provincial level legal framework

On a provincial level privacy legislation is separated into three categories, namely public sector (data protection) law, private sector law and sector specific law. Every province and territory has privacy legislation governing the collection, use and disclosure of personal information held by government agencies, while nearly every province has an oversight agency, but they vary in their powers and scope of regulation. Alberta\textsuperscript{382}, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Ontario have all passed health-specific legislation, which sets rules for the collection, use and disclosure of health information. These laws apply to health information held by health professionals, hospitals, and other health care facilities. Ontario is also currently working on including health privacy legislation in its general private sector legislation. Sector-specific laws unfortunately only provide a partial and fragmentary approach to the problem of regulation.\textsuperscript{383}

Many provinces in Canada have enacted legislation that is designed to deal with issues of confidentiality; accessibility and use of computerised personal information in general.\textsuperscript{384} The statutes all apply to information held by the public sector, such as provincial governments, and typically such local public bodies such as hospitals and health boards.\textsuperscript{385}

\textsuperscript{381} South African Law Reform Commission (2005) 267; In South Africa it would be better to have one official combining both roles. It would be necessary to clarify the role of this officer in relation to the role of the Human Rights Commissioner, who has statutory functions in terms of the \textit{PAIA}.
\textsuperscript{382} Health Information Act SA 1999, c H-4.8.
\textsuperscript{384} Caulfield Canada \textit{International encyclopaedia of law: Medical law} (1999) 72.
\textsuperscript{385} \textit{Ibid}.
Quebec has provisions in the Act *Respecting the Protection of Personal Information in the Private Sector*\(^3\) that specifically relate to the confidentiality of health records.\(^4\) Quebec implemented a privacy law in 1994. Ontario and British Columbia have released privacy legislation consultation papers, but neither province has enacted privacy legislation.\(^5\)

The *Regulated Health professions Act (RHPA)*\(^6\), *which governs the disciplinary matters of various professional colleges in Ontario, compels every person employed, retained or appointed for the purpose of the administration of the Act,“* to preserve the secrecy of the information that comes their attention in the course of their duties. The health professionals subject to this act must also report sexual abuse of patients or clients when there are reasonable grounds to suspect it.\(^7\)

A number of provincial statutes have set out the confidential nature of the relationship that exists between a health care provider and patient. “Such legislation may impose a positive duty upon the health care provider either to hold in confidence all patient information, or to release such information only if required to do so by paramount legislation or by order of a court.”\(^8\) Some provinces have enacted privacy legislation that allows a person to initiate a civil suit against anyone who violates their privacy. What amounts to an invasion of privacy is not defined, but if the statute requires the violation to be wilful, a negligent disclosure or breach of confidentiality would not apply.\(^9\)

According to Rodgers-Magnet, four of the Canadian provinces have enacted legislation specifically providing for recognition of a right to privacy. “The acts of British Columbia\(^10\), Manitoba\(^11\), and Saskatchewan\(^12\) are similar in scope and fairly detailed in conception. The reference to privacy in the Quebec Charter of Human Rights and Free-
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\(^3\) RSQ 1977 C p-39.1.
\(^4\) Caulfield (1999) 73.
\(^6\) RHSA, SO 1991 c.8 (am 1993 c.37)
\(^7\) Bloom & Bay *A practical guide to mental health, capacity, and consent law of Ontario* (1996) 400.
\(^8\) Caulfield (1999) 74.
\(^9\) Ibid.
\(^12\) *The Privacy Act*, 1974, 1973-74 S.S., c. 80; as quoted by Steel (1983) 289.
British Columbia and Saskatchewan define the statutory tort of violation of privacy as requiring the wilful violation of the privacy of another. Neither Quebec nor Manitoba requires wilful violation. The usefulness of the action is limited if wilfulness is required, since any negligent disclosure of information would fall outside the scope the acts.

Each of these statutes provides that breach of privacy is actionable without proof of damage. The defence of privilege of the law of defamation is specifically made available by statute in all circumstances, and the statutes also import the American rule that there can be no recovery for invasions that the ordinary reasonable man would not find offensive. Neither in Ontario, nor in the other common law provinces has a common law tort of privacy given signs of development.

Caulfield states that disclosing information maybe statutorily defined as unskilled practice or professional misconduct, resulting in a penalty ranging anywhere from disciplinary action to the imposition of a fine. Some provinces have enacted legislation that allows a person to commence a civil suit against anyone who violates his or her privacy. What amounts to an invasion of privacy is not defined, but left to the court’s discretion. The statute may require that a violation be wilful, in which case it would not apply to a negligent breach of confidentiality.

4. USA

This section deals with the general background, historical development of the concept of “privacy” in the United States of America, and the legislative protection that is afforded to privacy on both a constitutional, federal and state level.

4.1 Privacy in general

A “right to privacy”, and even the word privacy are not explicitly mentioned in the United States Constitution or the Bill of Rights. According to Eddy this suggests that the found-
ders of the above documents thought that the states were capable of protecting citizens’ privacy rights. Eddy goes on further to state that,

“The concept of a fundamental right to privacy is bifurcated into two distinct rights: one right is based in natural law, the Judeo-Christian law, Aristotle and Locke’s philosophy of law and British common law; a second right is implied from the language of the United States Constitution.”

A wide assortment of privacy laws is found in the individual states and at the federal level, but no comprehensive privacy protection law has been enacted for the privacy sector. There is also no independent privacy oversight agency in the United States. Oversight takes place on different levels, namely by the head of an agency, the Office of Management and Budget, the US President, Congress and the courts.

4.2 Historical development

4.2.1. Common law right to privacy

The common law right to privacy was enforced through the law of tort, and initially it fell under the tort of battery. In 1880 Judge Thomas C Cooley wrote a treatise called Law of torts. Therein Cooley mentioned the “right to be let alone”, which he explained as a “right to one’s person or personal immunity”. Shortly thereafter the term privacy was used in a battery tort brought by a woman who was watched during childbirth without her consent. In 1890, Louis Brandeis and Samuel Warren developed further developed Cooley’s concept of privacy. This article has been one of the most influential law review articles ever written and Roscoe Pound remarked that it “did nothing less that add a chapter to our law”.

---
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Brandeis and Warren stated that “political, social, and economic changes entail the recognition of new rights, and the common law grows to meet the demands of society.” They proposed two new rights namely the right to be let alone and the right to be protected from the unauthorized publicity of essentially private affairs. Brandeis and Warren state “the design of the law must be to protect those persons with whose affairs the community has no legitimate concern from having matters which they may properly prefer to keep private, made public against their will.” They urged the common law to “vindicate and protect these rights” and concluded that an individual has a type of ownership interest in the facts of his or her private life. They viewed privacy as a means to preserve personal dignity. They also agreed that their proposed common law right to privacy was not absolute, and that matters of public interest could be published without legal recourse. Consent was seen as a defence to an invasion of privacy. Common law actions for invasions of privacy where covered under the traditional torts of property rights, contractual rights, defamation and breaches of confidence, whereas in fact the courts had recognised a right to privacy.

Between 1890 and the present, the tort of invasion of privacy has been recognised in some form, via statutory or common law, by all fifty states.

The tort of invasion of privacy is usually subdivided into four main groups, namely intrusions, disclosures, false light and appropriation, according to Prosser. One criticism of Prosser’s analysis is that it concentrates on the wrongfulness aspect in the light of the reported cases without attempting to define clearly the question of fault. McQuoid-Mason stated that this failure to consider the fault element in actions for invasion of privacy, has led to conflicting decisions in different states. Intrusions upon an individ-
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408 Warren & Brandeis “The right to privacy” (1890) IV Harvard law review 193.
413 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 35.
415 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 93-94.
ual’s affairs or seclusion and public disclosure of private facts about an individual are relevant to this discussion.\(^{416}\)

Rodgers-Magnet states that the required element for Prosser’s category of public disclosure of private facts is that of publication. Private disclosure, even to a small group of people is not actionable as an invasion of privacy. The degree of publication required limits the usefulness of this action. Prosser suggests that recourse for such a disclosure lies in the action for breach of contract or breach of a confidential relationship.\(^{417}\)

Two requirements must be met before the right to privacy arises. The information that is disclosed must consist of private facts, not public ones, and secondly the disclosure must be of a degree and kind that would be offensive.\(^{418}\)

### 4.3 Constitutional right to privacy

The second type of privacy right is Constitutional in nature and exists at both the state and federal level. Therefore state and federal protections overlap. \(^{419}\)

Rackett observed that the United States Constitution does not provide for a distinct provision that protects the right to privacy. “Rather, the Supreme Court has upheld the right to privacy against governmental invasions under the First\(^ {420}\), Fourth\(^ {421}\), Fifth\(^ {422}\), and Ninth Amendments\(^ {423}\), and the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment\(^ {424}\), and the penumbra of freedoms in the Bill of Rights\(^ {425}-\text{a}\). Some states follow the federal government’s lead and do not provide an explicit right to privacy in their constitutions. This has resulted in a patchwork of federal and state laws governing the somewhat vague right to privacy.\(^ {427}\)

\(^{418}\) Steel & Rodgers-Magnet (1983) 289.
\(^{420}\) See according to Rackett, Stanley v Georgia 394 US 557, 564 (1969).
\(^{421}\) See according to Rackett, Katz v United States 389 US 347, 350 (1967).
\(^{422}\) See according to Rackett, Boyd v United States 116 US 616, 630 (1886).
\(^{423}\) See according to Rackett, Griswold v Connecticut 381 US 479, 486 (1965).
\(^{424}\) See according to Rackett, Meyer v Nebraska 262 US 390, 399 (1923).
\(^{425}\) See according to Rackett, Griswold 381 US at 484-485.
Rautenbach states that the American legal position regarding the right to privacy must be treated with great circumspection. In America the right to privacy has been inferred from a number of constitutional concepts such as the concept of liberty in the due process and equal protection clauses of the fifth and fourteenth amendments, the open category of rights ‘retained by the people’ in terms of the ninth amendment, and the so-called penumbra of rights in the first, third, fourth and eighth amendments.\textsuperscript{428}

In \textit{Roe v Wade}\textsuperscript{429} the United States Supreme Court recognised a constitutional right to privacy independent of any protections the Fourth Amendment could afford. In this case it was found that a state law that prohibited abortion under any circumstances, “except to save the life of the mother was an unlawful invasion of an individual’s constitutional, non-Fourth Amendment privacy right”.\textsuperscript{430} In \textit{Roe v Wade}\textsuperscript{431} the court found that there are circumstances where a person’s right to privacy outweighs the state’s interest in protecting a would-be life.\textsuperscript{432}

The first case that tried to develop an implied constitutional right of privacy independent of the Fourth Amendment was \textit{Griswold v Connecticut}.\textsuperscript{433} In this case it was held that a Connecticut law that forbade the use of contraceptives unconstitutionally intruded upon a person’s right to marital privacy.\textsuperscript{434} “\textit{Griswold} signalled an analytical shift from the Fourth Amendment cases rights-based approach toward a broader interpretation of constitutional interests”, were the interests where balanced against government interests.\textsuperscript{435} Justice Douglas found a penumbral right to privacy arising from the Constitution

\textsuperscript{427} \textit{Ibid.}
\textsuperscript{428} Rautenbach (2001) “The conduct and interests protected by the right to privacy in Section 14 of the Constitution” TSAR 115.
\textsuperscript{429} \textit{Roe v Wade} 410 US 113 (1973).
\textsuperscript{430} Van der Goes (1999) “Opportunity lost: why and how to improve the HHS proposed legislation governing law enforcement access to medical records” 147 \textit{University of Pennsylvania law review} 1030.
\textsuperscript{431} \textit{Roe v Wade} 410 US 113 (1973).
\textsuperscript{433} \textit{Griswold v Connecticut} 381 US 479 (1965).
\textsuperscript{434} Van der Goes (1999) “Opportunity lost: why and how to improve the HHS proposed legislation governing law enforcement access to medical records” \textit{University of Pennsylvania law review} 1031.
\textsuperscript{435} Van der Goes (1999) \textit{University of Pennsylvania law review} 1032.
and its First, Fourth and Fifth Amendments. Commentators have argued that be-
cause of this shift in reasoning there has been a development of privacy rights. Katz overturned this concept in 1967, after it had gradually gained favour through the years.

Using Roe v Wade as a foundation, the Court in Whalen v Roe issued its most com-
prehensive definition privacy. It said privacy comprised both an “individual interest in
avoiding disclosure of personal matters” or the right to confidentiality and an “interest in
independence in making certain kinds of important decisions” or the right to auton-
omy. This case involved the constitutionality of a New York statute that made the
keeping of a centralised computer database of prescriptions for certain lawful but poten-
tially highly addictive drugs mandatory. The Court upheld the statute, that the keeping of
a centralised database did not unconstitutionally invade the patients’ privacy interests,
but only after it was satisfied that the state was taking adequate safety precautions to
maintain the privacy of the patients concerned.

It acknowledged the potential harm that could be caused if adequate safety mecha-
nisms were not in place. The Court refused to decide whether it would uphold a statute
without these safeguards saying: “we … need not, and do not, decide any question
which might be presented by … a system that did not contain comparable security pro-
visions.” The majority decision declined to expressly establish a constitutional right to
privacy in an individual’s medical record. The court recognised that “the accessibility
of the data was troubling, and indicated that future technological developments might
create the need to revisit this balancing and to restrict the government's use of technol-
ogy that would place privacy rights at risk.” Since 1977 great strides have been made
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in the information technology business, which in turn has increased the accessibility of medical records via e-mail or the Internet. According to Glenn the Court should return to this issue because of the drastic changes in access to medical information since the *Whalen v Roe* \(^{446}\) decision.\(^{447}\)

There has been a lot of criticism by commentators about the penumbral right of privacy since its inception. This has been because the right is not unequivocally stated in the Constitution and because the courts have asserted the right in a number of cases. Since *Whalen* the Supreme Court has been more hesitant to strengthen the privacy interests of people in the medical records context. Despite *Whalen’s* cautionary language against doing so, lower courts have read the *Whalen* decision as severely limiting the right to informational privacy, thereby shifting the balance strongly in favour of governmental interests.\(^{448}\)

In the USA, constitutional rights are usually not applicable unless “state action” can be found. The Constitution in other words, protects the individual from the government and not from private entities. Secondly, the rights created by the Constitution are “negative rights”, in other words they prevent certain kinds of governmental action, and at the same time there is no duty on the government to actively protect a person against invasion of his or her information privacy rights.\(^{449}\)

The Supreme Court has not provided clear guidance on whether the Constitution protects the privacy of individuals’ medical records from unauthorised intrusion. As a result the circuits have split on the issue. The Sixth Circuit has found that no such right exists\(^{450}\) while the Third Circuit\(^{451}\) has strongly disagreed.\(^{452}\)
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\(^{449}\) Roos, A (2003) *The law of data (privacy) protection, a comparative and theoretical study* LLD Unisa 38.

\(^{450}\) *Jarvis v Wellman* 52 F3d 125, 126 (6th Cir 1995) where it was held that the disclosure of a plaintiff’s medical records “does not rise to the level of a breach of a right recognized as ‘fundamental’ under the Constitution.”

\(^{451}\) *Doe v SEPTA* 72 F 3d 125, 126 (6th Cir 1995) where it was held that “employee medical records deserve a measure of constitutional protection; see also *United States v Westinghouse* 638 F.2d 570, 580 (3d Cir 1980).
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Two lower court cases in particular demonstrate the judicial balancing framework and ultimate lessening of privacy interests in health information, namely *United States v Westinghouse*\textsuperscript{453} and *Doe v Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA)*\textsuperscript{454,455}

In *United States v Westinghouse*\textsuperscript{456} it was found that employees constitutional privacy rights were not sufficient to overcome a governmental demand for their confidential medical records for the purpose of investigating whether employees had been subjected to hazardous substances.\textsuperscript{457} For a court to allow intrusion into the privacy surrounding medical records, it must find that the “societal interest outweighs the privacy interest on the specific facts of the case.”\textsuperscript{458} To properly balance these competing interests, the *Westinghouse* court developed a seven-factor test to decide whether an intrusion into an individual’s privacy is justified.\textsuperscript{459}

The following seven factors must be taken into account when deciding whether there is any justification for intruding into somebody’s privacy. The court did not indicate whether all the factors must be met before access to private medical information can be given, but it did find that the government satisfied every factor.\textsuperscript{460}

1. the type of record requested  
2. the information the record does or might contain  
3. the potential for harm in any subsequent non-consensual disclosure  
4. the injury from disclosure to the relationship in which the record was generated  
5. the adequacy of safeguards to prevent unauthorised disclosure  
6. the degree of need for access  
7. whether there is an express statutory mandate, articulated public policy or other recognisable public interest favouring access\textsuperscript{461}

\textsuperscript{453} *United States v Westinghouse* 638 F.2d 570, 580 (3d Cir 1980).  
\textsuperscript{454} *Doe v Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA)* 72 F.3d 1133, 1135 (3d Cir 1995).  
\textsuperscript{455} Van der Goes (1999) 147 *University of Pennsylvania law review* 1034.  
\textsuperscript{456} *United States v Westinghouse* 638 F.2d 570, 580 (3d Cir 1980).  
\textsuperscript{457} Van der Goes (1999) 147 *University of Pennsylvania law review* 1034.  
\textsuperscript{458} Glenn (2000) 53 *Vanderbilt law review* 1617.  
\textsuperscript{459} Glenn (2000) 53 *Vanderbilt law review* 1618.  
\textsuperscript{460} *Ibid*  
\textsuperscript{461} Van der Goes (1999) 147 *University of Pennsylvania law review* 1034.
Although the Court in *Westinghouse* found such a constitutional protection of one’s medical records exist, it refused to find that the plaintiff’s constitutional right was violated, thus weakening the practical impact and arguably the precedential value of such a right. 462 According to Glenn *Westinghouse* created “a paradigm for determining when an intrusion into private medical records rises to the level of a constitutional violation.”463

The *Westinghouse* test was again applied by the Third Circuit in *Doe v SEPTA*. 464 SEPTA (Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority) emphasised the move away from informational privacy rights towards valid interests of government. The court in *Doe* recognised that *Westinghouse*’s seventh factor relating to the public interest intrusion outweighed many of the other factors weighing in favour of *Doe*’s privacy rights. 465 The court found that the “employer’s need to access prescription records outweighed the employee’s privacy interest in a case in which an employer discovered that an employee has AIDS based on the employee’s drug purchases made through the employee health plan.”466

In contrast to the Third Circuit’s complete study of the constitutional zone of privacy surrounding medical records, the Sixth Circuit, in 1995, held that the Constitution does not provide a general right to nondisclosure of private information. The court in *Jarvis v Wellman* 467 stated “inferring very broad constitutional rights where the Constitution itself does not express them is an activity not appropriate to the judiciary.”468 The Sixth Circuit has held that “unwarranted disclosure of medical information does not violate the Constitution because such disclosure fails to infringe upon a fundamental right, and thus the court should not be involved.”469

More recently, in 1999, the Fourth Circuit noted the argument over whether an individual possesses a constitutional right to privacy in medical records, but declined
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to definitively decide the question. The *Ferguson v City of Charleston*\(^{470}\) Court concluded that “even if Appellants possess a constitutional interest in the nondisclosure of their medical records, that interest is outweighed by the interest of the government in disclosure.”\(^ {471}\)

Van der Goes feels that circuit court cases subsequent to *Whalen* show that deference to government interests has become almost impossible to overcome and that almost any police action intruding upon private medical records would survive judicial review. He said, “when courts employ a flexible balancing approach and the government can assert some legitimate purpose, many privacy interests appear insufficient to overcome the courts’ deference to the State.”\(^ {472}\)

### 4.3.1 Fourth Amendment protection of medical records

The Federal constitutional right to privacy can be traced back to Louis Brandeis. He advocated that the Fourth Amendment be broadly interpreted to insure that the government refrained from intruding into individuals’ privacy. Brandeis stated in his dissent in *Olmstead v United States*\(^ {473}\) that “every unjustifiable intrusion by the government upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means employed, must be deemed a violation of the Fourth Amendment.”\(^ {474}\)

The Fourth Amendment ban against unreasonable searches and seizures may appear to be the most likely source of constitutional protection against wrongful law enforcement access to private medical records.\(^ {475}\) Many cases dealing with medical records privacy in the Fourth Amendment context use reasoning based on *United States v Miller* case.\(^ {476}\) This case investigated the validity of “subpoenas ordering production of all records of the bank accounts held by two of the defendant’s banks.”\(^ {477}\) The Supreme Court found that in no area in which the defendant had a protected Fourth Amendment
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interest, had there been an intrusion.\textsuperscript{478} Although \textit{Miller} deals with financial records, it is still relevant to medical record privacy.

Commentators have stated that a similar result to that of \textit{Miller} would occur if a similar case involving medical information were to come before the Supreme Court, since \textit{Miller} effectively governs the medical record context.\textsuperscript{479} Van der Goes states that despite severe criticism of the reasoning in \textit{Miller} and the harm that it causes to Fourth Amendment protections of privacy, the essence of the case remains good in law. Very importantly, \textit{Miller} “often serves as the philosophical foundation of court decisions which attack and undermine the expectation of privacy” that people often declare with regards to law enforcement intrusion into personal health information.\textsuperscript{480}

The defendant in \textit{Miller} appealed to the reasoning of \textit{Katz v United States}.\textsuperscript{481} \textit{Katz} extended the Court’s previously restrictive view that “property interests control the right of the Government to search and seize”, and held that searches and seizures become unreasonable when the government’s activities run afoul of the privacy upon which individuals justifiably rely.\textsuperscript{482} In \textit{Katz} the court also stressed, “what a person knowingly exposes to the public is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection.”\textsuperscript{483} However, information normally exchanged between a physician and patient would not be easily classified as such.

In \textit{Miller} the court held that “there can be no protected privacy interest where there is neither ‘ownership nor possession’ of the thing sought to be kept private.” This reasoning fails to grasp the realities of modern technology and has led to considerable erosion of privacy protections regarding medical records.\textsuperscript{484}

Van der Goes feels the approach followed in \textit{Katz} is more appropriate. The court focused on two issues:

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{478} Van der Goes (1999) 147 University of Pennsylvania law review 1039.
\item \textsuperscript{479} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{480} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{481} \textit{Katz} 389 US 347 (1967).
\item \textsuperscript{482} Van der Goes (1999) 147 University of Pennsylvania law review 1038.
\item \textsuperscript{483} Ibid; quoting \textit{Katz} 389 US at 351.
\item \textsuperscript{484} Van der Goes (1999) 147 University of Pennsylvania law review 1040.
\end{itemize}
1) whether the defendant ‘exhibited an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy’ in the records; and
2) if so, whether that expectation is one that society is prepared to recognise as reasonable.\textsuperscript{485}

Taking into account the public response to the \textit{HHS Report} it seems that society appears to be willing to accept as reasonable general principles that strengthen medical record confidentiality laws.\textsuperscript{486}

Glenn states that while older models such as the Hippocratic Oath gave physicians the exclusive power to protect patient privacy, “constitutional protections lack the capacity to protect privacy invasions from private actors seeking personal information.”\textsuperscript{487} He notes that at the present time it appears that “judicial formulations will rarely, if ever, allow individual privacy interests to trump the government’s interest in disclosure.”\textsuperscript{488} Even if the United States Constitution were interpreted to protect privacy rights in medical records, it would only apply to records held by the government. Many people do perceive the government as being a greater threat to their privacy, than private companies, but the reality of the situation is that medical care is becoming increasingly privatised. Glenn says, “although the Constitution may, in fact, offer a partial solution to the problems surrounding medical information privacy, such a solution remains inadequate in a modern context.”\textsuperscript{489}

\section*{4.4 Legislation protecting confidentiality}

\subsection*{4.4.1 Federal laws}

The USA is a good example of a self-regulatory type enforcement system. Industries in the private sector are encouraged to self-regulate. USA privacy policies are derived from the Constitution, in part from federal laws, in part from state law and in part from

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[485]{Van der Goes (1999) 147 \textit{University of Pennsylvania law review} 1040-41; quoting Katz 389 US at 361.}
\footnotetext[486]{Van der Goes (1999) 147 \textit{University of Pennsylvania law review} 1041.}
\footnotetext[487]{Glenn “Protecting health information privacy: the case for self-regulation of electronically held medical records” (2000) 53 \textit{Vanderbilt law review} 1612.}
\footnotetext[488]{Glenn (2000) 53 \textit{Vanderbilt law review} 1621.}
\footnotetext[489]{Glenn (2000) 53 \textit{Vanderbilt law review} 1621-1622.}
\end{footnotes}
the common law. The USA has adopted a flexible approach to privacy protection and believes that self-regulatory initiatives combined with a governmental enforcement backstop, are effective tools for achieving meaningful privacy protections. However in certain highly sensitive areas such as medical records, legislative solutions are more appropriate.

Because there is no comprehensive privacy legislation, there is also no oversight agency. Individuals with complaints about privacy must engage in expensive lawsuits or they have no recourse at all.

Congress has enacted federal legislation that affects peoples' health information privacy and law enforcement’s access to such records. The two main statutes governing the issue are the Privacy Act and the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).

### 4.4.1.1 Privacy Act

The Privacy Act regulates the information practices of federal agencies by ensuring that federal agencies utilise fair information practices with regard to the collection, management, use, and dissemination of any record within a system of records. Disclosure of information to another person or agency is prohibited without prior written consent from the person to whom the data relates. The Privacy Act also allows a person to review, copy, and correct any mistakes pertaining to his own record. There are however ways to avoid the Privacy Act’s central purpose of privacy protection. Federal organisations “may disclose and use information for so-called ‘routine use’, so that health information can be used for any ‘purpose which is compatible with the purpose for which [the health data] was collected.’” The Privacy Act also provides considerable exceptions for law

---

493 Privacy Act 5 USC § 552a (1994).
494 Freedom of Information Act 5 USC § 552a(b)(7).
496 Ibid.
497 Van der Goes (1999) 147 University of Pennsylvania law review 1042; see also according to Rackett (1997) 178 the many exceptions; § 552a(b)(1) which permits disclosure to agency employees who have a need for the information to do their job; § 552a(b)(3) which allows disclosure for “routine use” purposes; § 552a(b)(4) permits disclosure to the Bureau of Census for survey purposes; § 552a(b)(5) allows disclosure for statistical purposes; § 552a(b)(6) allows disclosure
enforcement authorities. The act allows for civil remedies, and occasionally criminal penalties, if a disclosure is made in wilful contravention of the Act. The act also provides no protection for privately held information.

Most commentators believe that the Privacy Act has limited utility in ensuring the confidentiality of health care records for two reasons. Firstly, it does not apply to the vast majority of entities collecting health information outside the federal government and secondly it permits disclosure of personally identifiable information to another agency if the information is deemed necessary for the “routine use” of the receiving agency. This is a very broad exception. Other exceptions include “compelling reasons” affecting health or safety or for statistical or research purposes if the record is unidentifiable.

4.4.1.2 Freedom of Information Act

The Freedom of Information Act requires that records of the executive branch of the federal government be made available to the public, with the exception of matters falling within nine explicitly exempted areas in the act.

Medical records may under certain circumstances be exempt from FOIA requirements. One of the exempt categories includes ‘personnel and medical files and similar files, the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.’ The severity of the invasion must outweigh the public’s interest in disclosure.

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is intended to protect the rights of citizens to obtain access to government information held by federal agencies. There are however a number of exceptions in the FOIA that permits agencies to withhold information to protect confidential records from improper disclosure. “For example, HHS typically uses Exemption Three to protect health data, and the Centres for Disease Control (CDC) has relied in the past on Exemption Four for similar purposes”. Exemption Six protects

---

499 Glenn (2000) 53 Vanderbilt law review 1624; see according to Rackett 42 USC § 290dd-2(a); 42 CFR § 482.1.
501 Freedom of Information Act 5 USC § 552a(b)(7)
‘medical files’ if their disclosure ‘would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy.’ The Privacy Act does not protect information that must be disclosed under the FOIA. This limits the FOIA’s effectiveness even further. Courts that review an application for disclosure of information under the FOIA, must employ a balancing test that weighs the individual’s privacy right against the public’s interest in the information in question. Normally agencies have the discretion, not the duty, to withhold disclosure if one of the exemptions applies and the agencies decision can only be reversed if the decision is seen as “arbitrary or capricious”.

Gates & Arons maintain that the (FOIA) exempts from discovery “privileged or confidential data” (exemption 4) and “personnel and medical files” if the disclosure would invade personal privacy (exemption 6). The agency holding the data may in both situations, claim exemption from discovery, but is not required to do so.

While federal operated hospitals and private healthcare facilities under contract with the federal government are covered by the Privacy Act, other institutions, such as those that are exclusively private are not covered by the Privacy Act. It applies to few hospitals outside of the Veterans Affairs (VA) and Defence Department hospital system. Under the FOIA, medical information is exempted from disclosure only when the disclosure would “constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy”. “Some federal and state statutes give governmental agencies access to medical records on request or through administrative subpoena.” Professional review organisations (PROs) have on request access to all medical records relevant to their federal review functions.

4.4.1.3 HIPAA Privacy Rule

Van der Goes maintains that the “rapid and fundamental changes in technology, information systems, and the health care industry [has] created an environment in which...
medical records are more accessible, and more frequently accessed, than anyone imagined even ten years ago.\textsuperscript{512}

This resulted in a call from citizens’ groups and privacy advocates to the American federal government to replace the patchwork of inconsistent and incomplete state and federal laws protecting medical records privacy rights.\textsuperscript{513} They called for the creation of a single, uniform, strong federal law.\textsuperscript{514} The scale and complexity of the United States health care system unsurprisingly requires a complex structure of legal rules to maintain the confidentiality of health information. As a result of the complexities of the system it is impossible for individual patients to know whether these systems really safeguard their medical data. The object of the law must therefore be to protect privacy and to try and also produce public trust in institutions.\textsuperscript{515}

The new rules have three purposes. Firstly they are there to protect and enhance the rights of consumers by providing them access to their health information. Secondly their purpose is to improve the quality of health care in the USA by restoring trust in the health care system by all involved and thirdly to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of health care delivery by creating a national framework for health privacy protection.\textsuperscript{516}

Unfortunately, the large number of exemptions limits the protection offered by the new rules. Examples include patient information being used for marketing and fundraising purposes. The federal regulation (Standards for privacy of individually identifiable health information – known as HIPAA Privacy Rule) became\textsuperscript{517} effective for enforcement in April 2003. This Rule contains civil penalties for non-compliance and is enforced by the Office for Civil Rights within the Department of Health and Human Services. Criminal penalties for malicious misappropriation and misuse of health information, is enforced by the Department of Justice.

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{512} Van der Goes (1999) \textit{Univ of Pennsylvania law review} 1011.  \\
\textsuperscript{513} Van der Goes (1999) \textit{Univ of Pennsylvania law review} 1012.  \\
\textsuperscript{514} Roach (1998) 91 says that statutory provisions concerning health information are often scattered throughout the state’s code, for example in medical records act, hospital licensing act, medical practice act, HMO act etc. Most importantly protection can vary from state to state. Lack of uniform standards can cause problems where “interstate health care transactions, telemedicine, and ERISA health plans are common.”  \\
\textsuperscript{515} Starr (1999) \textit{American journal of law and medicine} 193.  \\
\textsuperscript{516} Furrow B \textit{et al.} (2005) [United States of America] \textit{International encyclopaedia of law: Medical law} 104.  \\
\end{flushleft}
The enactment of HIPAA was the start to the beginning of a complete federal legal structure addressing health information privacy. HIPAA clearly sets out standards and methods of how de-identification of records should be undertaken.\textsuperscript{518}

Glenn feels that because federal legislation offers protection for medical records based on the characteristics of the entity seeking access, it provides only a fragmented and unsatisfactory solution on its own. State legislation is however faced with similar problems and they have the added “difficulty of not having any real impact on medical information that crosses state lines, because this information is considered interstate commerce. These records become subject to federal, not state regulation.”\textsuperscript{519} Glenn goes on to say that although the existing legislation may provide widespread protection of medical records held by government bodies, it covers very little else. The federal laws and regulations impose virtually no restrictions on what private healthcare providers may disclose to third parties. The few rules that do provide for privately held information, such as the HHS regulations, are limited by the fight over “whether federal legislation might actually erode protection of private medical records by pre-empting tougher state laws.”\textsuperscript{520}

In response to HIPAA, the HHS\textsuperscript{521} issued a report laying out its recommendations for a federal law. The report was entitled \textit{Confidentiality of Individually-Identifiable Health Information} or the \textit{HHS Report}. Van der Goes criticises the HHS report for failing to modify the general exception for law enforcement access to medical records. \textsuperscript{522}

The standards of the report would still like some federal legislation in place for several reasons:

1. “HIPAA limits the application of the rules to health plans\textsuperscript{523}, health care clearing-houses, and any health care provider who transmits health information in electronic form” Paper records are therefore not covered which severely limits the acts application.
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2. No enforcement authority such as a private right of action for individuals to sue for breach of confidentiality is provided for in HIPAA.\textsuperscript{524}

Unlike some federal legislation, the rules do not require a different level of protection depending on the sensitivity of the information. The principle of “minimum necessary” is followed; this means the least amount of information needed to achieve the purpose is disclosed.\textsuperscript{525}

A major criticism is that “doctor, hospitals, and plans could freely share patient information without consent so long as the purpose was treatment, payment and health care purposes generally.” Patients also have no right to learn who has received access to their record without consent.\textsuperscript{526}

4.4.2 State level legal framework

The United States Constitution prevents only governmental invasions of privacy, and therefore Congress allows states to create their own laws to protect their citizens from private actors. At least ten states\textsuperscript{527} guarantee their citizens an express, albeit general, privacy right, while eight states have developed comprehensive medical confidentiality laws.\textsuperscript{528}

Hussong feels that a much-debated issue surrounding privacy legislation is whether federal law should preempt state law.\textsuperscript{529} State laws are weak in affording patients the right to view and copy their medical records. Many states also do not require the patients’ consent for health care organisations, doctors, researchers and law enforcement officials to view patients’ records. However state laws have certain strengths such as providing patients with more protection against disclosure of their medical records with-

\textsuperscript{523} Health plan is defined as “an individual plan or group health plan that provides, or pays the cost of medical care.”
\textsuperscript{524} Furrow \textit{et al} (2000) \textit{Health law} 171.
\textsuperscript{525} Furrow \textit{et al} (2000) 172.
\textsuperscript{526} Furrow \textit{et al} (2000) 173.
\textsuperscript{527} See according to Eddy, McWirter & Bible (1992) \textit{Privacy as a constitutional right} 174,175 n5 where the ten states are mentioned namely Alaska, Arizona, California, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana, Montana, South Carolina and Washington).
\textsuperscript{529} Hussong (2000) \textit{American journal of law & medicine} 453.
out their consent. State laws usually provide more detailed rules protecting people from disclosure of sensitive conditions, such as mental illness, communicable diseases, cancer, or a genetic predisposition to certain diseases. The HHS rules do not override stronger state laws. Unless Congress implements legislation specifically implementing federal pre-emption, the HHS regulations will remain the national privacy law, and will continue to defer to stronger state laws. Advocates of federal pre-emption maintain that federal law will provide much needed uniformity. Health care organisations and insurers often operate across state lines, and inconsistent state laws cause confusion and increase administrative costs. However, others claim that federal legislation cannot address a population’s specific needs.

Van der Goes states that although legal developments in state courts and legislatures have provided some protection for a person’s medical information, these sources of law are characterised “more by their diversity and conflicting standards than by the quality of protection they afford”. There is a great variation in the level of protection offered people by state law governing medical records privacy. The most restrictive limitation of state legislation is the lack of consistency among the states. “When the law is comprehensive and well-considered, it can provide substantial protections”. However, commentators have observed that only a few states’ medical confidentiality laws tend to fit this description.

A number of state constitutions include constitutional amendments designed to protect private information. Many of the techniques that the states use to create privacy protections mirror those used at the federal level, and they also have similar defects. State constitutional protections, like the Federal Constitution are inherently weak, in that they protect only against invasions of privacy by state actors.

Van der Goes states that from his overview it becomes clear that, “existing legal protections afforded to individuals seeking to assert a privacy interest in their health records and prevent law enforcement intrusion are more disparate than standardized, more am-

530 Ibid.
531 Ibid.
biguous than defined, more conflicted than robust, and more incomplete than comprehensive."  

5. Summary

The SALRC submits that effective information protection will only be achieved through regulation by legislation. This is due to firstly, the inherent conservatism of our courts, as well as the fact that the protection of privacy is still in its infancy in South African law. It is improbable that the application of the information principles by the courts will occur often or extensively enough in the future to ensure the protection of personal information. Major law reform should be the task of the legislature and not the judiciary, especially when it involves more than a few incremental changes to the common law. Therefore the SALRC has proposed with the Draft Bill on the Protection of Personal Information a regulatory enforcement system similar to that of Canada and not the flexible self-regulatory initiatives found in the USA.

Canada makes use of a regulatory enforcement system, which makes provision for a comprehensive Act setting out the Principles of information protection as well as provisions dealing with the monitoring and enforcement of these principles. The USA on the other hand is a good example of a self-regulatory type enforcement system. Industries in the private sector are encouraged to self-regulate.

USA privacy policies are derived from the Constitution, in part from federal laws, in part from state law and in part from the common law. The USA has adopted a flexible approach to privacy protection and believes that self-regulatory initiatives combined with a governmental enforcement backstop, are effective tools for achieving meaningful privacy protections. A wide assortment of privacy laws is found in the individual states and at the federal level, but no comprehensive privacy protection law has been enacted for the privacy sector. There is also no independent privacy oversight agency in the United States.

The huge amount of literature that is available on the subject of privacy, has unfortunately failed to provide a clear or consistent meaning for the concept of privacy and therefore the jurisprudential discourse lacks coherence. As a result Devenish feels that American and foreign jurisprudence must be used with a considerable measure of circumspection by South African courts.539

The precise ambit of the right to privacy will have to be demarcated by the Constitutional Court and the application of the right, will not necessarily find expression in South African law, in the same way that courts in other jurisdictions have adjudicated on the particular right. The particular terminology used in the Bill of Rights as well as the South Africa’s particular socio-economic and political circumstances also need to be taken into account. What needs to be asked is, what is a reasonable expectation of privacy in South Africa?540 How the right is interpreted will depend on both intellectual trends and the jurisprudence of the judges of the Constitutional Court, which means that the right to privacy is in a state of flux.541

541 Ibid.
CHAPTER 3

Causes of action & defences for breach of medical confidentiality

1  Introduction

In this chapter a comparative study is made of the different causes of action and defences or grounds of justification that can be used when a breach of medical confidentiality occurs.

2  Causes of action in South Africa

2.1  Causes of action in general

Taitz states than an improper or unjustified breach of medical confidentiality by the doctor may bring an action against him by the patient for damages arising from 1) breach of the doctor-patient contract 2) defamation or 3) invasion of the patient’s privacy.542

Strauss observes that generally speaking the disclosure of confidential information to an outsider, by a doctor without a patient’s consent, is an actionable wrong, unless there are grounds of justification, such as necessity. This means that the patient may sue the doctor for damages for any harm caused by the disclosure and / or, at the very least, may apply for an interdict to restrain the doctor from continuing such disclosure.”543

According to Van Oosten, at common law disclosure of the patient’s private affairs may constitute civil and / or criminal injuria, defamation and even breach of contract.544

A plaintiff who wants to recover sentimental damages under the actio injuriarum must prove the elements of the action, but need not prove special damages. If the plaintiff

542  Taitz “The rule of medical confidentiality v the moral duty to warn an endangered third party” (1990) 78 SAMJ 29.
proves that he has suffered pecuniary loss, such loss may also be recovered.  

McQuoid-Mason states that an action for negligent invasion of privacy could lie only where the plaintiff proves patrimonial loss.  

Legislative prohibitions against disclosure of confidential information might also well serve as the basis of a successful action based on breach of statute or in negligence. 

2.2 Defamation

Neethling defines defamation as “the wrongful, intentional publication of words or behaviour concerning another person which has the effect of injuring his status, good name or reputation.” Privilege, fair comment and truth and public interest are all important grounds of justification for defamation. 

It is important to distinguish between embarrassing and defamatory disclosures made by doctors concerning private medical records. If the disclosures are not defamatory, and would not lower a person’s reputation in the eyes of others but are embarrassing, they may be actionable as an invasion of privacy. It is a question of policy whether the disclosures should be recognised as actionable. Our courts are unlikely to restrict publication of items that are genuinely in the public interest, and they are also reluctant to restrict freedom of speech.

2.3 Breach of confidence

In *Dun & Bradstreet (Pty) Ltd v SA Merchants Combined Credit Bureau (Cape) Pty Ltd* the court held that the English law concept of “breach of confidence” did not form part of South African law as long as the action could be brought within the general principles of the *actio injuriarum* or *lex Aquilia.* However, Copeling points out, that Dun’s case did not refer to *Goodman v Von Moltke*, and suggests that “breach of confi-
“dence” should be recognised in our law.\textsuperscript{554} In \textit{Goodman} Judge Centlivres said it “is actionable to communicate information in breach of an agreement not to do so, and such agreement may be express or may be implied from the fact that the person upon whom it is alleged to be binding is or was in the employ of the plaintiff or in other confidential relationship with him.”\textsuperscript{555} McQuoid-Mason maintains that Van der Merwe and Olivier appear to regard \textit{Goodman’s} case as decided on the basis of contract.\textsuperscript{556}

The leading case in South Africa on medical confidentiality is that of \textit{Jansen van Vuuren v Kruger}.\textsuperscript{557} A unanimous bench of five judges upheld an appeal in a breach of confidentiality claim against a doctor.

\textbf{Facts of the case:}

The defendant Dr Kruger had been Mr McGeary’s general practitioner for approximately 7 years. In 1990 Mr McGeary needed a HIV test done for insurance purposes. He consulted Dr Kruger in this regard. The laboratory let Dr Kruger know that Mr McGeary test was positive. Shortly afterwards Dr Kruger told Mr McGeary that he was HIV+. The following day Dr Kruger told Drs van Heerden (a GP) and Vos (a dentist) on the golf course, that Mr McGeary was HIV+. Soon thereafter, the fact that McGeary was HIV+ was known by many of his friends and acquaintances in the town.\textsuperscript{558}

It was established that neither Dr van Heerden nor Dr Vos should have been considered fellow health care workers in terms of the SAMDC protocol\textsuperscript{559}, since they were not directly involved in treating Mr McGeary at the time.

Both the court \textit{a quo}\textsuperscript{560} and the appeal court stressed the fact that the doctor does not only have an ethical duty but also a legal duty to keep private information given out dur-
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ing a consultation, confidential. The legal duty arises from the doctor-patient relationship, which in turn is based on the contract that exists between a doctor and his patient.

The court attached legal force not only to this particular duty towards HIV+ patients, but to the full range of ethical duties that doctors’ have as set down by the rules of the South African Medical and Dental Council and the court adopted these rules as legal enforceable and actionable in the case of a breach of privacy.561

The appeal court emphasised the right of the patient. The court used the reasonable man test, to determine whether Kruger had any social or moral duty to tell his two colleagues about the results. The court found that no such duty existed and by implication no such legal duty either. The breaching of medical confidentiality was in this case unreasonable and unlawful. The required animus iniuriandi was present.562

2.4 Breach of privacy

The elements of liability for an action based on an infringement of a person’s privacy are an unlawful and intentional interference with a legally protected personality interest namely the right to privacy.563

For a common-law action for invasion of privacy based on the action iniuriarium to succeed, the plaintiff must prove the following essential elements: (i) impairment of the plaintiff’s privacy, (ii) wrongfulness and (iii) intention (animus iniuriandi).564

Privacy may be infringed by unauthorised acquaintance by outsiders with the individual or his personal affairs.565 Acquaintance can occur in two ways. Firstly when an outsider himself becomes acquainted with the individual or his personal affairs. This is called intrusion or instances of acquaintance. Secondly, where the outsider acquaints third parties with the individual or his personal affairs. These affairs although known to the outsider, remain private. This is known as instances of disclosure or revelation.566 These

561 McLean (1996) HIV infection and a limit to confidentiality SAJHR 12 452.
564 Ibid.
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infringements are sometimes referred to as substantive and informational privacy rights respectively. 567

An example of violating the right to privacy by disclosure is for instance the disclosure of private facts contrary to the existence of a confidential relationship 568, such as that which occurs between a doctor and patient. The wrongfulness of the breach of privacy is determined by means of the boni mores or reasonableness criterion. The presence of a ground of justification 569 will however exclude the wrongfulness for the invasion of privacy. 570

The third element required by the common law before liability can be established is that of intention. This means that the perpetrator must have directed his will to violating the privacy of the prejudiced person, knowing that such violation could possibly be wrongful. 571

In the case of a Constitutional invasion of privacy a twofold inquiry is required. One needs to first ask if the invasive law or conduct infringed the right to privacy in the Constitution and secondly, if so, is such an infringement justifiable in terms of the requirements laid down in the limitation clause (section 36) of the Constitution. 572 573

In determining the current modes of thought and values of any community the spirit, purport and objects of the Constitution, will also play a major role in determining the “new” boni mores of South African society. 574 In order to establish an infringement of the Constitutional right to privacy the plaintiff will have to show that they had a subjective expectation of privacy that was objectively reasonable. This must be weighted against

569 Examples of grounds of justification include defence, necessity, provocation, consent, statutory authority, public authority and official command and power to discipline; as quoted from Neethling & Potgieter & Visser (1999) 74.
the conflicting rights of the community as well as other fundamental rights, such as the right to access to information.\footnote{South African Law Reform Commission (2003) 56.}

In *NM and others v Smith and others*\footnote{NM and others v Smith and others 2005 JDR 0590 (W).} the names of three patients undergoing experimental anti-retroviral treatment were disclosed in the biography of a prominent political figure in South Africa. Prior to this there names were released in the report written about the experimental trial and there was no indication to suggest that the report and accompanying letter were confidential. Schwartzman J found that when the book was published, the names and HIV status was not accompanied by any intention to injure and therefore there was no *animus injuriandi*. The decisive factor was that the Plaintiffs names and status was contained in what was all intents and purposes the report of an official inquiry, commissioned by a public body into a matter of public interest.\footnote{NM and others v Smith and others 2005 JDR 0590 (W); par. 40.2.} The defendants were also not found to be negligent. Schwartzman J went on to state that the following:

“\textit{I accept that because of the ignorance and prejudices of large sections of our population, an unauthorised disclosure can result in social and economic ostracism. It can even lead to mental and physical assault.}”\footnote{NM and others v Smith and others 2005 JDR 0590 (W); par. 46.2.}

The plaintiffs claims regarding breach of their right to privacy, dignity, psychological integrity and mental and intellectual well being was dismissed. Damages were however awarded to each of the three plaintiffs to the amount of R15 000 for the period of time that the third defendant had known that all sales of unexpurgated copies of the book were in breach of the Plaintiffs right to protect the privacy of their names and HIV status. The third defendant was also directed to delete from all unsold copies the plaintiffs names and pay the plaintiffs legal costs.
3. **Defences for breach of privacy in South Africa**

It has been suggested by academic writers that the defences of privilege, fair comment and consent should be available as defences to actions of invasion of privacy, just as they are applicable in cases of defamation. The special defences of necessity and private defence should also be available. McQuoid-Mason submits that most of the traditional defences to actions under the *actio injuriarum* will be applicable to invasions of privacy causing sentimental loss.\(^{579}\) These defences have to be examined in the light of the Constitution.

The defences can be divided into those that exclude wrongfulness / unlawfulness and those that exclude fault. Neither list is exhaustive. Defences which rebut the unlawfulness of the defendant’s conduct under the *actio injuriarum* and which could be used to defeat a claim for invasion of privacy include the following\(^{580}\):

1. justification: (the truth for public benefit)
2. qualified privilege: (in the exercise of a right, or discharge of a duty)
3. fair comment: (known as constitutional privilege in the USA)
4. consent
5. absolute privilege
6. necessity: (to prevent a threat of greater harm to person or property )\(^{581}\)
7. private defence
8. statutory authority\(^{582}\)

McQuoid-Mason observes that if it is accepted that as a rule invasion of privacy falls within the scope of the *actio injuriarum*, the victim of a negligent invasion will not be able to succeed under an action for *injuria*. In principle however, there is no reason why such
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\(^{580}\) *Ibid.*; this list is not exhaustive.

\(^{581}\) A legitimate interest must be protected and the breach of privacy must be exercised in a reasonable manner according to the *South African Law Reform Commission (2003)* 68.

\(^{582}\) McQuoid-Mason (1978) 218-235; McQuoid-Mason (2000) AJ 242; Statutory authority may justify certain invasions of privacy that would otherwise be unlawful, such as the duty to report child abuse, mentally ill persons who are dangerous, or notifiable diseases, provided the statutes concerned satisfy the limitation requirements of the Constitution.
a victim should not recover under the Aquilian action if in addition to fault the victim can prove patrimonial loss.\(^{583}\) As long as the element of fault is satisfied, it shouldn’t make a difference whether the defendant acted intentionally or negligently.\(^{584}\)

Where the plaintiff suffers only sentimental damages his remedy will lie under the *actio injuriarum* in terms of which there can be no liability for negligence. The concept of negligence is very flexible, and the categories of negligence are never closed. The courts must therefore determine which categories of negligence they will recognise.\(^{585}\)

The Constitutional Court has held that additional constitutional punitive damages should not be awarded in terms of the Constitution for infringement of fundamental rights and freedoms but because of constitutional entrenchment, the amount of satisfaction may be increased.\(^{586}\)

Van Oosten states that the patient’s right to privacy and the doctor’s duty of confidentiality are not absolute but relative. The following justifications may operate as defences to the doctor’s breach of confidentiality.\(^{587}\)

1) Consent, be it either express or implied.
2) Privilege, where a legal, social or moral right or duty to communicate the information and the reciprocal right or duty to receive such information exists.
3) Court order, litigation between the parties or disciplinary proceedings.
4) Statutory authority or statutory duty
5) Emergency situations, public interest or *boni mores*.\(^{588}\)

Taitz distinguishes between absolute defences and qualified defences. According to Taitz absolute defences are recognised by the court and by the SAMDC as being exceptions to the rule of medical confidentiality.\(^{589}\)

\(^{583}\) McQuoid-Mason (1978) 252-3.
\(^{584}\) McQuoid-Mason (1978) 253.
\(^{585}\) McQuoid-Mason (1978) 254.
\(^{587}\) Van Oosten (1996) 92.
\(^{588}\) Van Oosten (1996) 92-94.
\(^{589}\) Taitz (1990) *SAMJ* 30.
3.1 Absolute defences

Taitz lists five absolute defences. They are the following:

1) **Order of court:** Because there is no doctor-patient privilege in South Africa, a doctor has no alternative but to breach medical confidentiality when ordered to do so by the court. The *Ethical rules of the South African Medical and Dental Council* require however that the doctor should protest before divulging any confidential information.\(^{590}\) According to Van Dokkum this condonation only applies to trial proceedings where the doctor would be expected to give oral testimony. It does not apply to motion or application proceedings where evidence is led by way of affidavit.\(^{591}\)

2) **Consent by the patient:** The consent must be express. In terms of the *Ethical rules of the South African Medical and Dental Council*, after the death of the patient disclosure of confidential information is permissible only on the express consent of the patient’s executor or his next of kin.\(^{592}\)

The consent must be voluntary and it must not be contrary to public policy or *contra bonos mores*. For this reason an irrevocable consent to violation of privacy is considered invalid.\(^{593}\)

3) **Disclosure required by legislation:** In terms of regulations passed under section 45 of the *Health Act*\(^{594}\), a doctor is obligated to report any notifiable disease such as smallpox, cholera, typhoid fever, whooping cough, maternal death, measles, malaria, leprosy, acute rheumatic fever, and anthrax. HIV / Aids is not a notifiable disease.\(^{595}\) A doctor is also required to report cases of child abuse.\(^{596}\)

---

\(^{590}\) *Ibid.*

\(^{591}\) Van Dokkum (1996) “Should Doctor-patient communications be privileged?” *De Rebus* 748; According to Van Dokkum a doctor cannot be compelled to submit an affidavit containing facts about information imparted in confidence see *Ex parte James* 1954 (3) SA 270 (SR).

\(^{592}\) Taitz (1990) *SAMJ* 30.


\(^{594}\) *Health Act 63 of 1977*; the regulations under s.45 appear in R1802 of 24 August 1979. The whole of the *Health Act 63 of 1977* is to be repealed by the *National Health Act 61 of 2003* and although a number of sections where repealed as from 2 May 2005, section 45 has not yet been repealed. This will probably happen once new regulations have been put into place under the new act.


\(^{596}\) Taitz (1990) 78 *SAMJ* 30.
Regulation 19 passed under Notice R2438 in *Government Gazette* 11014 of 30 October 1987, states that in terms of section 32 of the *Health Act* a medical practitioner must report a notifiable medical condition and furnish the following particulars: “Name, age, sex, population group, identity number or if the identity number is not available, the date of birth, and the address, place of work or school of the person in respect of whom the report is made, as well as the date of commencement of the notifiable medical condition and any available information concerning the probable place and source of infection.”

In terms of section 42 of the *Child Care Act* cases of child abuse or neglect must be reported.

4) Where the medical practitioner is a defendant or accused: The doctor may breach medical confidentiality in any case in which the doctor is the defendant or the accused charged with any crime or facing any civil claim relating to medical malpractice or a breach of medical ethics. He may do so only to the extent that the information is material to the case against him.

5) Where doctor warns a health care worker or the spouse or other sexual partner of a patient who is an AIDS sufferer or who is HIV positive in terms of the SAMDC resolution.

In the absence of legal justification, a medical practitioner will be held delictually liable for infringing the patient’s right to privacy or contractually liable for infringing an implied term of the doctor-patient contract.

3.2 Qualified defences

Qualified defences are not capable of simple definition. Every case must be considered on its own merits. An example according to Taitz is where a doctor finds that his patient, who is an airline pilot or bus driver, suffers from epilepsy. Should the patient refuse to consent to the information being furnished to his employer, the doctor may not be

---

598 Child Care Act 74 of 1983.
600 *Ibid.*; see Medical and Dental Professionals Board of the Health Professions Council of South Africa (2001) *Management of patients with HIV infection or Aids.*
unlawfully breaching medical confidentiality if he tells the patient’s employer of their employee’s condition.

Taitz maintains that a “rough-and-ready” criterion for a qualified defence may be achieved by weighing the possible damage to the public or individual members of the public on the one hand, against the possible damage to the patient on the other. The warning of an endangered third party falls within this area of qualified defence.\(^{602}\)

According to Taitz the following are qualified defences:

1. Waiver of the right of confidentiality and / or of a right of action by the patient;
2. Disclosure of the information in the interests of the patient, (i.e. to near relatives and friends);
3. Disclosure in the interests of the general community, (i.e. for health purposes or publication of information for research purposes);
4. Disclosure of information in the interest of the administration of justice;
5. Disclosure in order to protect a person or group of persons who are in danger;
6. Disclosure of information to persons, firms or companies who have a right to receive the information by reason of their special relationship with the patient.\(^{603}\)

3.3 Defences excluding intention

In the common law the general principles of the *actio injuriarium* apply to defences excluding intention. Once the other elements for invasion of privacy have been proved, *animus injuriandi* will be presumed. The evidential burden then shifts to the defendant to show absence of intention.\(^{604}\) Rixa, jest, mistake, and any other defence that can rebut intention or consciousness of wrongfulness such as insanity, intoxication and no intention to injure, are some of the defences, which may be used to exclude intention.\(^{605}\)

3.4 In terms of the Constitution

The defences to a common law invasion of privacy still need to be examined in the light of the Constitution, to determine whether they are consistent with the provisions of section 36. If the plaintiff establishes that his right to privacy has been impaired, the defen-
dant’s conduct may not be wrongful if the latter can show that the invasion of privacy was reasonable and justifiable in terms of Section 36(1) of the Constitution. The onus of proving that the infringement is reasonable and justifiable rests on the person alleging it, and it should be discharged on a balance of probabilities. Whether the purpose of the limitation is reasonable and justifiable will depend on the circumstances in a case-by-case application. 606

Alternatively a defendant’s fault is not a requirement for an action based on the infringement of a constitutional right to privacy, and therefore strict liability may be imposed for a breach of this right. 607 This constitutional right to privacy may be regarded as so fundamental that defendants may not argue that they were ignorant of the unlawfulness of their act and may be held liable on the basis of negligence if their ignorance was unreasonable.608

A lot of privacy legislation takes place on the horizontal dimension, between non-state actors. This might suggest that such cases should be adjudicated as cases of direct horizontal application envisaged by section 8(2) of the Constitution. 609 However, according to Currie and De Waal this does not mean that the remedies developed for infringement of the common law right to privacy have to be replaced by an entirely new set of remedies. The common law privacy jurisprudence will continue to have application in the resolution of privacy disputes.610

---

608 Ibid.
4. Causes of action in Canada

4.1 Causes of action in general

Quebec applies a civil-law approach, while the other provinces follow Anglo-Canadian common law. According to McQuoid-Mason, the combination of statute and common law seems to incorporate most of the traditional categories of invasions of privacy. 611

The general provisions of the three provincial statutes 612 and the Quebec Civil Code cover one form of privacy, namely publication of private facts. In the other common-law provinces remedies may be available under torts such as defamation, copyright, breach of contract and breach of confidence.

Rodgers-Magnet states that the common law provides several remedies for the unjustifiable disclosure of confidential medical information. These remedies can be found in the “doctrines of contract and tort, in statute and in actions based on breach of statute.” 613 The availability of these remedies depends on pushing the legal basis of these actions to their outer limits. An extremely small number of these actions have been brought in common law jurisdictions including the United States. 614

The injured patient may make use of a variety of actions. These include actions alleging defamation, breach of contract, breach of confidence, actions based on breach of statute, and an action for negligence. 615

Picard observes that the requirement of confidentiality arises from the doctor-patient relationship and is older than the common law. 616 There was a transition period when the characterisation of the doctor-patient relationship changed from common calling to implied contract and eventually to negligence. During this period there was confusion

---

611 McQuoid-Mason (1978) 81.
612 British Columbia Privacy Act SBC 1968 c 39 s2(1); Manitoba Privacy Act SM 1970 c 74 s 2; Saskatchewan Privacy Act SS 1974 c 80 s 2.
614 Ibid.
615 Steel & Rodgers-Magnet (1983) 278.
about the proper way to plead a case, although the substance remained essentially the same in all three of the above, namely the duty which the doctor owed the patient. 617

Caulfield feels that there are very few cases in Canada that address the wrongful or unwarranted disclosure of medical information. There are a number of causes of action that might be available such as defamation, negligence, breach of contract, breach of confidence and breach of a fiduciary duty. 618 These causes of action are not mutually exclusive. Cases 619 so far have not drawn a careful distinction between liability in contract and in tort for failing to maintain the confidentiality of medical records. 620

Rodgers-Magnet is of the opinion that an action based in negligence or an action based on one of the existing Privacy acts provides the greatest chance of meaningful recovery. Mr Justice Krever was of the opinion that the impediments to resort to private litigation would be minimized by the creation of a statutory right of action, actionable without proof of damages and with a minimum statutory recovery of $10,000. 621

There have been very few civil actions, but it is clear that in Canadian law an action for damages will lie for breach of confidentiality by a doctor. In McInerney, 622 the Supreme Court of Canada affirmed the doctor’s duty of confidentiality, and also held that the main remedy for breach of this duty is an award of damages. This is also reflected in two recent cases. In the British Columbia case of Mammone v Bakan 623 a doctor gave a patient’s medical file to a lawyer, in compliance with a court order, but included additional information, which was not authorised in the order. The Court held that it was a simple error or oversight on the lawyer’s part, and the disclosure was done inadvertently and without malice. However, it still constituted a breach of contract for which the court awarded the patient $1,000 damages for the distress and embarrassment suffered.

618 Caulfield (1999) 76.
620 Caulfield (1999) [Canada] International encyclopaedia of law: Medical law 77.
622 McInerney v MacDonald (1992) 93 DLR 4th 415 at 423 SCC.
623 Mammon v Bakan [1989] BCJ No 2438 QL SC.
A few years later in the Saskatchewan case of *Peters-Brown v Regina District Health Board* a hospital put up a list containing the names of patients who had previously tested positive for infectious diseases such as hepatitis, in its laboratories and in a private room in its emergency department. Unauthorised third parties such as the police and ambulance drivers got hold of the list. The Court held that although the hospital had the right to inform its staff, it was negligent and therefore in breach of contract for the manner in which the list was put up. The hospital ought to have foreseen that unauthorised third parties would have access to it. The hospital was accordingly found liable and damages of $5,000 were awarded.  

Picard states that these cases are important not only because they are among the few that address the issue of breach of medical confidentiality, but also because they show that a variety of causes of action may be available to a patient, including negligence, breach of contract, and breach of a fiduciary duty. The cases also emphasise that liability may be imposed even though the breach of confidentiality occurred negligently rather than deliberately.

### 4.2 Defamation

An action in defamation requires patients to prove that false information that is harmful to their reputation has been published without their consent. The defence of qualified privilege may serve to protect the defendant, despite the information’s truth, and therefore the usefulness of this action is debatable. The defendant can plead that the disclosure occurred without malicious intent and in answer to a vital obligation, such as public health legislation, which requires the occurrence of an infectious disease to be notified.

Rodgers-Magnet is of the opinion that an action in defamation may well be the easiest and most appropriate basis for recovery from the damage caused by the unjustifiable comment on confidential matters concerning a patient’s medical history. Plaintiffs often frame an action alleging unwarranted disclosure in defamation together with some other
ground, such as breach of contract. An action in defamation is easily recognised by a common law court, but it is not a very effective or satisfactory action to protect people from the unwarranted disclosure of confidential medical information.\(^{628}\)

The classic Canadian application of the rules of defamation to a situation arising out of disclosure of confidential medical information arose in the case of *Halls v Mitchell*\(^{629}\) in 1928. In this case Hall’s medical records stated that he had suffered from venereal disease while in the army. In actual fact he had suffered from a disease of the heart valve, the abbreviation of which closely resembled that for venereal disease. Untrue attribution of current infectious disease of a certain type was recognised early on by the common law to be so disturbing of the person’s social relations as to be actionable *per se*.\(^{630}\)

The imputation of venereal disease in *Halls v Mitchell*\(^{631}\) was therefore actionable *per se*, in the absence of an appropriate defence. Since there was no truth to the imputation the defendant pleaded qualified privilege. This qualified privilege would exonerate the defendant, in the absence of malice. A defence of qualified privilege will depend on the facts of the case. According to Rodgers-Magnet, the courts have in many instances recognised that on the facts of a particular case, the defence of qualified privilege ought to be allowed where an action in defamation has been brought against a physician. In *Halls v Mitchell* however, the court found the defence to be inappropriate to the particular circumstances.\(^{632}\) The defendant’s duty was to inform the Workmen’s Compensation Board of the plaintiff’s injured eye, but this obligation did not entail the duty to betray the past confidences of the patient. The communication was unwarranted.\(^{633}\)

### 4.3 Breach of contract

Originally a legal duty was placed on the doctor to use proper care and skill. This original basis for liability was superseded by contractual liability, with the development of the

\(^{628}\) Steel & Rodgers-Magnet (1983) 279.
\(^{630}\) Steel & Rodgers Magnet (1983) 279.
\(^{632}\) Steel & Rodgers-Manget (1983) 280.
\(^{633}\) Ibid.
law of contract Many of the terms in the contract where implied by law, including the fact that the doctor should use due care and skill when treating the patient.

Patients whose personal information has been disclosed without their consent can bring an action claiming breach of contract. The courts see the physician-patient relationship as being one of contract, although the contract is not normally put into writing. Courts would probably imply a requirement of confidentiality as a term of the contract, given the historical nature of the duty of confidentiality. Hospitals may also be subject to such a contractual term of confidentiality. Rodgers-Magnet observes that an action for breach of contract would lie whenever there is an unwarranted disclosure of information obtained in confidence. This is regardless of the accuracy of the information.

4.4 Negligence

The last century and a half has been dominated by the tort of negligence and for nearly a century most actions against doctors have been based on negligence. The grounds underlying this cause of action are that the disclosure of confidential information and the breach of confidentiality are a result of the failure of physicians to maintain the standard of care to which they are subject. If patients as a result of the breach of confidentiality suffer foreseeable injuries, the attending physicians will be liable. This duty has also been applied to hospitals.

Rodgers-Magnet feels the courts can utilise public statements such as the Hippocratic Oath and the Code of Medical Ethics to indicate the duty owed and the standard of care to be met. By basing the action in negligence, damages can be claimed. The reasonable standard of care provides for an element of flexibility that the courts, according to Rodgers-Magnet, seem to be searching for.

---

639 Caulfield (1999) 77.
4.5 Breach of a fiduciary duty

There is also an action based upon the fiduciary nature of the physician-patient relationship. Because of this type of relationship the physician is duty bound to act with good faith and loyalty and to hold information received from or about a patient in confidence. If physicians were to breach this duty, the court could award damages against the physician.641

The Supreme Court of Canada in McInerney v MacDonald 642 recognised that the legal duty of confidentiality is grounded in the fiduciary nature of the doctor-patient relationship.643 McInerney addressed issues of confidentiality and patients' access to their own medical records. The Court reaffirmed the general principle that the doctor-patient relationship is a fiduciary one, based on a relationship of trust and confidence.644 Certain duties arise out of this special relationship, such as the duty of the doctor to act with good faith and to hold information received from or about a patient in confidence.645 This decision has been affirmed in several other Supreme Court and lower court decisions.

It is important to note “that not every doctor-patient relationship is fiduciary, nor are the nature and extent of the fiduciary obligations necessarily the same in every case.” This was expressly recognised in McInerney.646 An example would be where a doctor at the request of the defendant examines a plaintiff in a personal injury case.647

The Canadian courts have increasingly begun using the fiduciary nature of the doctor-patient relationships as a basis for a growing number of decisions. “The fiduciary nature of the relationship has been held to be the foundation of the doctor’s duty of confidentiality and the patient’s right of access to his or her own medical record.”648

The option of framing the action in terms of breach of fiduciary duty may also allow the patient to avoid the statute of limitations defence that would otherwise apply.649

---

641 Caulfield (1999) 78.
642 McInerney v MacDonald (1992) 93 DLR 4th 415.
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646 McInerney v MacDonald (1992) 93 DLR 4th 415 at 423 SCC.
4.6 Action for breach of confidence

The Younger Commission Report on Privacy\textsuperscript{650} in Great Britain focussed on the action for breach of confidence. The Commission concluded that this action more directly or more comprehensively protects privacy than does any other of the common law remedies, but that the action still has to be fully developed by the courts.\textsuperscript{651}

Rodgers-Magnet states this action is above all appropriate where the parties at litem, are in no contractual relationship.\textsuperscript{652} However, this does not seem to prevent basing an action in breach of contract and in the alternative in breach of confidence.\textsuperscript{653} According to Rodgers-Magnet it is often unclear whether the breach of confidence spoken of has as its legal basis as a breach of a term of an express or implied contract, a breach of a duty of confidence giving rise to an action in tort, an equitable duty similar to breach of trust, or simply a breach of confidence.\textsuperscript{654}

In \textit{Argyll v Argyll}\textsuperscript{655}, a British case dealing with the action for breach of confidence in the context of personal information, the court based the injunction on several grounds relevant to medical confidences. Firstly it was held than an obligation of confidence need not be express, but can be implied. This is often the case in a doctor-patient relationship. The obligation of confidence does not need to find its source in contract, or in a proprietary interest. Secondly, relief could be granted not only against the person acting in breach of confidence, but also against third parties who had received the personal information. Thirdly, there is a proposition that public disclosure of similar information by the plaintiff would release the defendant from his obligation of confidence.\textsuperscript{656}

Rodgers-Magnet states that "one of the yet to be clarified elements of the action for breach of confidence is the extent to which the defences available in a defamation action are available in a breach of confidence action. There is however, clear indication

\textsuperscript{651} Steel & Rodgers-Magnet (1983) 285
\textsuperscript{652} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{653} Steel & Rodgers-Magnet (1983) 286.
\textsuperscript{654} Steel & Rodgers-Magnet (1983) 288.
\textsuperscript{655} Argyll v Argyll [1967] Ch. 302.
\textsuperscript{656} Steel & Rodgers-Magnet (1983) 286-287; Argyll v Argyll [1967] Ch. 332-333.
that a plea of duty to disclose is available, and that therefore the court may engage in the act of balancing public and private interests.\textsuperscript{657}

It is not altogether clear whether an action for breach of confidence will lie if the recipient is aware that the source is questionable at the time the information is received. Neither is it clear whether an action will lie where the information was innocently received but where the third party later realises the impurity of the source. The few cases dealing with personal information have resulted in the granting of an injunction which is obviously only appropriate prior to disclosure.\textsuperscript{658}

The questionable right to recover damages as well as the scope of damages makes breach of confidence as a remedy only potentially preferable to an action for breach of contract.\textsuperscript{659} It is often unclear whether the breach of confidence has as its legal basis a breach of a term of contract (express or implied), breach of a duty of confidence giving rise to an action in tort, an equitable duty similar to breach of trust, or simply a breach of confidence from which a court may conclude that for such a blatant wrong the law must provide a remedy.\textsuperscript{660}

4.7 Breach of a statutory duty

Confidentiality is also a statutory duty in many health care settings. It is found in legislation governing hospitals, and also in mental health legislation. The breach of this statutory duty could result in quasi-criminal liability, with a penalty of a fine or even imprisonment, and the possible disciplining of the individual by the employer.\textsuperscript{661}

5. Defences for breach of privacy in Canada

5.1 Patient consent

Firstly the patient may, at any time waive the duty of confidentiality or of non-disclosure that a physician owes a patient. For the physicians own protection it is recommended that they obtain their patients consent in writing. An example would be a patient asking

\begin{itemize}
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\item[\textsuperscript{660}] Steel & Rodgers-Magnet (1983) 288.
\item[\textsuperscript{661}] Picard & Robertson (1996) 16.
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that the doctor send a summary of the medical history to an employer, lawyer, insurer or another doctor. The patient must have the mental capacity to understand the nature and effect of consenting to the disclosure of information, for the consent to be valid.662

The patient may give consent expressly, or it might be implied. Consent by implication occurs for instance when patients put their health in issue, by commencing legal proceedings such as personal injury or medical negligence claims.663 This waiver of confidentiality applies only to information that may be relevant to the action. The information must be material to the suit.664 A doctor might also imply that the patient has consented to release or share information when a doctor consults with other doctors or health care professionals regarding his patient’s care. However, according to Picard some discretion should be exercised. The information should be shared with other health care professionals only where it is necessary for the care and treatment of the patient, or perhaps for the safety of those treating the patient. Whether consent to release information can be implied or not is a question of fact.665 The doctor has the onus of proving that there was consent, should the patient object to information being released666

Picard questions whether there is implied consent to release information about the patient to a spouse or other family member. Forty years ago Canadian authorities answered yes to this question, but today the answer must be qualified.667 Picard states that on the one hand good medical public relations and common sense say there are family members who must be told. On the other hand the patient might want the information to be kept confidential. Likewise, children that have the capacity to consent to treatment are in a doctor-patient relationship requiring confidentiality. It would be best if the patient concerned is asked to appoint a person to whom the doctor can speak freely. “If this has been done or is not possible, it is probably reasonable for the doctor to speak to a spouse or near relative such as a parent, brother or sister, although it may

663 Caulfield (1999) 78.
be otherwise if the doctor is aware of family strife or other factors which suggest that the patient may not want the family to be informed.\textsuperscript{668}

Steel observes that Canadian cases are divided on the issue of whether commencing legal proceedings for a personal injury or medical negligence claim, constitutes an implied waiver of the right to confidentiality. In \textit{Hay v University of Alberta Hospital}\textsuperscript{669} it was held that there is a waiver of confidentiality. Two Ontario cases have however declined to follow \textit{Hay} and have held that patients do not waive their right to confidentiality merely for putting their medical condition in issue. This question awaits determination by a higher court.\textsuperscript{670}

It is very important that both the doctor and patient are clear as to the nature and extent of the information to be disclosed.\textsuperscript{671} In the Ontario case of \textit{Miron v Pohran}\textsuperscript{672} a doctor attended to a patient on two occasions. The patient was attended to first in an emergency department and later at an employment physical examination. The doctor included a warning about the patient’s health in his report to her employer, based on the diagnosis he had made in the emergency department. The patient sued the doctor after subsequently losing her job. The Court held that the patient had consented because she did not limit the doctor to information based on the annual employment examination and she had signed a form giving an express authorisation.\textsuperscript{673}

\textit{Mammone v Bakan}\textsuperscript{674} is another case that illustrates the importance of making sure that the information disclosed does not exceed the scope of the authorisation. In this case the defendant in a personal injury action got a court order directing that medical records in the possession of the plaintiff’s doctor, relating to treatment that the plaintiff had received after the date of the accident, be disclosed to the defendant’s counsel. However, the doctor did not read the order carefully enough, and sent the plaintiff’s entire medical
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record. The plaintiff sued the doctor for breach of confidentiality, and was awarded $1,000 damages.\textsuperscript{675}

Steel states that the right to confidentiality is the patient’s and therefore if the patient requests that the doctor divulge information, the doctor cannot refuse, except in very exceptional circumstances. The Supreme Court of Canada in \textit{McInerney v MacDonald}\textsuperscript{676} affirmed this.\textsuperscript{677}

\section*{6. Causes of action / Common law protections in the USA}

\subsection*{6.1 Causes of action in general}

Pursuant to the \textit{Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act} (HIPAA) of 1996, the United States department of Health and Human Services promulgated regulations requiring all health care organisations to adopt procedures to protect the confidentiality of patient medical records. However these records are only prophylactic and no private right of action is provided. Criminal penalties are provided for particularly wrongful disclosures. Remedies for patients injured by disclosures are not provided, so patients remain dependent on common law methods of discovery.\textsuperscript{678}

Furrow states that four major theories have been used to impose liability on professionals who disclose medical information, namely 1) invasion of privacy, 2) breach of a fiduciary duty to maintain confidentiality, 3) violation of statutes defining physician conduct and 4) breach of implied contract.\textsuperscript{679}

Van der Goes maintains that when a patient believes that a health care provider has improperly divulged his or her private medical information, they may have five causes of action namely 1) breach of a fiduciary relationship, 2) negligence, 3) breach of an implied term of contract, 4) defamation and 5) invasion of privacy.\textsuperscript{680} Professional negli-
gence and breach of fiduciary duty claims are appropriate when doctors disclose confidential information, and commentators often combine them into a single category namely breach of confidentiality. The underlying principle for defamation and invasion of privacy is that medical information is of a highly personal nature and that patients have a right of protection against large-scale dissemination of information concerning private matters. They both involve a balancing of the patient’s privacy rights with competing interests.681

Hall observes that redress for providers unauthorised disclosure of patient information, has been sought using theories including 1) infliction of emotional distress 2) malpractice 3) breach of a confidential relationship or of a fiduciary duty 4) invasion of privacy and 5) breach of contract. This variety according to Hall reflects the uncertainty in certain jurisdictions, as to what theory is best adapted and likeliest to prevail, "but strategic considerations may also be at play, relating to whether expert testimony is needed (as in a malpractice claim), the availability of damages and the existence of damage caps, and comparative limitation periods."682

The courts have relied on various theories of recovery including invasion of privacy, implied terms of contract, and breach of a fiduciary relationship. “While common law protection of confidentiality probably provides the most consistent safeguards, significant gaps exist in legal duties.” For instance courts may limit the claim for breach of confidence to physicians. A tort action will usually succeed only against the person who holds information in confidence. These claims are weakened to the extent that courts recognise justifications other than consent. The primary justification is to protect a third party from harm.683

“Legal theories upon which patients traditionally have brought suit include invasion of privacy, negligence / malpractice, implied breach of contract, breach of fiduciary trust and intentional or negligent infliction of emotional distress."684 A number of practical and legal limitations exist that undercut the effectiveness of these causes of actions. Practi-
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cally, such causes of actions occur after an improper disclosure. Legally, exceptions to the general duty of confidentiality cause these common law actions to be useless.\(^{685}\)

### 6.2 Defamation

Hermann states that defamation is conduct, which is inclined to injure the plaintiff’s reputation, diminish the esteem, respect, goodwill or confidence in which the plaintiff is held. Defamation may be oral (slander) or it may be written (libel).\(^{686}\)

Various defences to defamation exist including truth, privilege and consent. Privilege may be absolute or conditional. Conditional / qualified privilege protects the speaker as long as malice, or knowledge of the falsity of the statement cannot be shown.\(^{687}\)

In the United States, several early cases dealing with unauthorised disclosure were framed in defamation. Several of these cases resulted in the successful plea of qualified privilege.\(^{688}\) The leading case was *Berry v Moench*.\(^{689}\) In this case, Dr Moench wrote a letter giving his impressions of a certain Mr Berry who had been his patient seven years earlier. This letter was written to Dr Hellewell who asked for the information on behalf of previous patients of his, whose daughter was besotted with Mr Berry. The letter contained alleged defamatory statements about Mr Berry. Dr Moench pleaded the defence of qualified privilege.\(^{690}\) According to Rodgers-Magnet, this decision provides evidence of a blurring of the lines between defamation and breach of confidence. Justice Crockett outlined the situation in which the defence of qualified privilege is available: “where life, safety, well-being, or other important interest is in jeopardy, one having information which could protect against the hazard, may have a conditional privilege to reveal information for such purpose, even though it is defamatory and may prove to be false.”\(^{691}\) Indifference to the truth of the facts communicated destroys any claim of privilege, as does negligence in attempting to ascertain the truth. Information communicated

---


\(^{687}\) Herman (1977) 116.
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\(^{691}\) *Berry v Moench* (1958) 73 ALR 2d 321.
ought to be limited to what is relevant and publication should be to, as limited a group, as possible. 692

There has been a general tendency to import the elements of a situation of qualified privilege from the law of defamation, into other forms of action, whether based in breach of confidence or even privacy. This legal borrowing can lead to a certain confusion of the forms of action without an examination of the common elements of these actions.693 It is the logical corollary of the principles of qualified privilege that courts have, in certain cases, gone so far as to impose a duty to disclose. 694 Tarasoff695 remains the most controversial court case dealing with the duty to disclose.

6.3 Breach of contract

In the United States few actions have been based on breach of contract, notwithstanding the fact that the relationship between the doctor and patient has long been characterised as contractual in nature. According to Rodgers-Magnet this may be due in part, to dissatisfaction with the scope of contractual damages as a mechanism of compensation. One advantage of this action is that it is not subject to the limitation inherent in the action for defamation, namely that the information disclosed is true. 696

In most cases the contract that exists between a doctor and patient is not reduced to writing. A court could however easily find that the requirement of confidentiality ought to be an implied term of such a contract. Rodgers-Magnet states that “where custom or usage is notorious, that custom will form the basis of an implied term…the notion of confidentiality contained in the Hippocratic Oath … forms the basis of a notorious, certain and reasonable custom clearly not contrary to law.”697 Breach of a contract can give rise to an action in damages. Frankel observes that contractual damages must be calculable with reasonable certainty, and that generally emotional distress is not recoverable in contract actions unless special circumstances exist and are spelled out before-

694  Ibid.
695  Tarasoff v Regents of University of California, (1974), 13 Cal.3d 177, 529 P 2d 553.
697  Ibid.
hand in the contract. Where an accurate disclosure of information is made in good faith for a legitimate purpose, courts are reluctant to impose liability. However, where a legislature has enacted a complex statutory scheme to protect confidential information, particularly if it relates to HIV or AIDS, the courts have been more willing to allow such claims.

6.4 Breach of fiduciary duty

Hall maintains that fiduciary duties arise as heightened aspects of general tort and contract law rather than through a separate branch of legal doctrine. Courts compare the doctor-patient relationship to other relationships that carry fiduciary obligations, and by grounding the implied duty in public policy, and the ethical codes of the medical profession. Patients’ remedies focus on the restoration of the “trust” breached or return of the benefits received by the fiduciary.

6.5 Invasion of privacy

“The common law right to privacy has been crafted by and enforced through the law of tort, initially using the tort of battery.” In 1890 Brandeis and Warren stated, “Political, social and economic changes entail the recognition of new rights.” They proposed two new rights, the right to be let alone and the right to be protected from unauthorised publicity of essentially private affairs. Brandeis and Warren submitted that this proposed common law right to privacy was not absolute, and that matters of public interest could be investigated and published without legal recourse. Between 1890 and the present, the tort of invasion of privacy has been recognised in some form, by way of statutory or common law, by all fifty states. The tort of invasion of privacy is usually divided into four groups, but only two are relevant when it comes to disclosure of medical information, namely intrusion into an individual’s affairs or seclusion and public disclosure of private facts.

---
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Under the latter action plaintiffs are required to show that the defendant publicised private information about the plaintiff that would highly offend the reasonable person. The information must not be of legitimate public concern, and must not be already public. It can be argued that medical records are private information, the publicity of which would offend most patients. The publicity element of this action however, limits its application. A doctor’s disclosure of the patient’s condition to an individual or small group would not meet the plaintiff’s prima facie burden.\textsuperscript{705} According to Robertson recovery for invasion of privacy usually requires a public disclosure of private fact as opposed to disclosure to a person or a small group.\textsuperscript{706}

6.6 Breach of confidence

A special kind of relationship is usually required in the breach of confidentiality tort. The patient must be able to demonstrate a clear expectation of privacy. Doctors in many sectors of society may play dual roles and have divided loyalties, for instance doctors practising in prison, in the military or in workplace settings such as employee assistance programs. In these settings, courts may determine that there is no clear duty to maintain confidentiality if the relationship cannot be characterised as one involving a doctor and a patient. A tort action will also usually only succeed against the person who holds the information in confidence, and this holder may be unclear in an automated health information system.\textsuperscript{707} No one actually “holds” electronic data.

6.7 Physician disclosure tort\textsuperscript{708}

The Supreme Court of Ohio, in \textit{Biddle v Warren General Hospital}\textsuperscript{709} upheld, on an independent basis, a patient’s right to sue her health care provider for disclosing medical records to a third party without authorisation. This decision makes Ohio the first state to abandon traditional bases of disclosure liability by creating an independent tort for the unauthorised disclosure to a third party of private patient medical data. Frankel states, “as a specific and narrowly tailored remedy, this new tort has the potential to directly address the wrong of disclosure, while either avoiding or surviving a First Amendment

\textsuperscript{705} Frankel (2001) \textit{Villanova law review} 148-149.
\textsuperscript{706} Robertson (1988) \textit{Psychiatric malpractice: liability of mental health professionals} 12.
\textsuperscript{708} Frankel (1991) \textit{Villanova law review} 157.
\textsuperscript{709} \textit{Biddle v Warren General Hospital} 715 NE 2d 518 (Ohio 1999).
challenge.” Should it be challenged on First Amendment grounds, the tort should prevail as a content-neutral state action.

The court in *Biddle* was careful to recognise that where a doctor’s statutory or common law duty mandated or permitted disclosure, liability would not attach. The court stated that a third party’s need for private patient medical information may sometimes give rise to a legal justification to disclose, but it is strictly limited to disclosure to people with a legitimate interest in the patient’s health or medical treatment. In *Biddle v Warren General Hospital* the Court of Appeals of Ohio for the 11th District held that a “tortuous breach of patient confidentiality is a legal cognizable claim”. According to Michel, *Biddle* is the first instance that the claim of breach of patient confidentiality has been expressly recognised. The appellate court found that the duty of patient confidentiality derived from four sources namely: “1) statutory physician-patient privilege 2) the Hippocratic oath 3) state statutory licensing provisions allowing sanctions for the wilful betrayal of professional confidence and 4) the fiduciary nature of the physician-patient relationship.”

The Ohio court adopting a test set by the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, held that, “[a] patient may recover in tort from a party who induces a physician to disclose confidential information about the patient when the following elements are proven:

1) the defendant knew or reasonably should have known of the existence of the physician-patient relationship;
2) the defendant intended to induce the physician to disclose information about the patient or the defendant reasonably should have anticipated that his actions would induce the physician to disclose the information and;
3) the defendant did not reasonably believe that the physician could disclose that information to the defendant without violating the duty of confidentiality that the physician owed the patient.”

---
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Although the court acknowledged the existence of an implied contract of confidentiality in doctor-patient relationships, the court concluded that tort liability was a more appropriate remedy for breach of confidentiality.

Michel maintains the *Biddell* decision may expand both the scope and extent of doctor and hospital liability for breach of patient confidentiality. Firstly, by recognising a claim based on disclosures made to a legal representative, the court suggests that there is only a small class of people to whom such disclosures can be made without prior consent. Secondly, by choosing to recognise the claim in tort rather than contract, the decision greatly increases the plaintiff’s potential recovery. This decision should also prompt hospitals to review their consent forms to include an authorisation constituting "clear patient consent" for this type of information release.\(^{719}\)

7. **Defences for breach of privacy in the USA**

7.1 **Consent**

There is no liability for an invasion of privacy if the person consented to the release, the consent has not been revoked, and the defendant acted within the scope of the consent. The consent may either be express or implied.\(^{720}\) Consent may be presumed from the circumstances. Health care providers treating the patient have access to the record, with consent presumed from acceptance of treatment. Emergency treatment also presumes patient consent.\(^{721}\) According to Robertson, the consent must be knowing and voluntary in order for it to be valid.\(^{722}\)

7.2 **Newsworthy events and matters of legitimate public concern or public interest constitute a defence to an invasion of privacy**\(^{723}\)

In determining whether a matter of legitimate public interest is involved, the inquiry focuses on the type of information disclosed, and asks whether truthful information of legitimate concern to the public is publicised in a manner that is not highly offensive to a

---
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reasonable person. Where events occur that affect the individual alone, and do not touch the sphere of public concern, they are not within the public interest.\textsuperscript{724}

### 7.3 Waiver or estoppel

The right of privacy may be waived by the individual or by anyone authorised by him and the waiver may be either express or implied. The right may be lost by a course of conduct that estops its assertion.\textsuperscript{725}

### 8. Summary

South Africa shares three common causes of actions with Canada and the USA, namely that of defamation, breach of confidence, and breach of the doctor-patient contract. Breach of a fiduciary duty and negligence are also causes of actions used in both Canada and the USA for breaches of confidentiality. The most common defence in South Africa, the USA and Canada is that of consent.

\textsuperscript{724} Corpus Juris Secundum 77 § 29 526-7.  
\textsuperscript{725} Corpus Juris Secundum 77 § 30 527.
CHAPTER 4

Exceptions allowing breach of confidentiality outside a court of law

1. Introduction

The right to privacy can never be absolute. Certain exceptions are allowed, namely disclosure that is required by legislation and the duty to warn an endangered third party. These two aspects are discussed further below.

2 Exceptions in South Africa

2.1 Exceptions in general

Either a positive act or an omission can constitute an offence. In the Appellate division case of Minister van Polisie v Ewels⁷²⁶ it was held that a person is not under a legal duty to protect another from harm. Liability will follow only if the omission was in fact wrongful and this will only be the case if a legal duty rested on the defendant to act positively to prevent harm from occurring. The question whether such a duty exists is answered with reference to the legal convictions of the community. In certain exceptional circumstances the law imposes a legal duty to act, as for instance where a statute or the common law imposes a legal duty, or were a special relationship exists between the parties. All the relevant circumstances must be taken into consideration to see if a legal duty to act exists in a particular case.⁷²⁷

2.2 Statutory disclosures

In terms of section 32 of the Health Act 63 of 1977, a doctor is obligated to report any notifiable diseases including diseases such as smallpox, cholera, typhoid fever and tu-

⁷²⁶ Minister van Polisie v Ewels 1975 (3) SA 590 (A) at 596-597.
berculosis. AIDS is not a notifiable disease. A doctor is also required to report cases of child abuse.

Section 42(1) of the Child Care Act 74 of 1983 states that any dentist, medical practitioner or nurse who examines any child in circumstances giving rise to the suspicion that the child has been ill-treated, or suffers from any injury, single or multiple, the cause of which probably might have been deliberate, or suffers from a nutritional deficiency disease, shall immediately notify the Director-General or any officer designated by him for this purpose. Any medical practitioner, dentist or nurse that contravenes any provisions of this section shall be guilty of an offence. No legal proceedings shall lie against any dentist, medical practitioner or nurse in respect of any notification given in good faith in accordance with section 42.

According to section 13(2) of the Mental Health Care Act 17 of 2002, the head of a national or provincial department or the head of a health establishment, may disclose the information which a mental health care user is entitled to keep confidential, if the failure to do so would seriously prejudice the health of the mental health care user or of other people. It is interesting to note that the section doesn’t say must disclose, but rather may disclose. It is therefore not mandatory and the discretion therefore still rests with the head concerned.

2.3 Common law duty to protect third parties

In South Africa there is no general rule that requires an individual to take positive steps, in order to avoid damages or injury to another, to whom they owe no legal duty. However, since the case of Carmichele v The Minister of Safety and Security and An-

728 Regulation 19(2) in Notice R2438 in Government Gazette 11014 of 30 October 1987, published in terms of section 32 of the National Health Act 63 of 1977 says the following: “On making a report referred to in subregulation (1) the following shall be furnished: Name, age, sex, population group, identity number or if the identity number is not available, the date of birth, and the address, place of work or school of the person in respect of whom the report is made, as well as the date of commencement of the notifiable medical condition and any available information concerning the probable place and source of infection.

729 Taitz “The rule of medical confidentiality v the moral duty to warn an endangered third party” (1990) 78 SAMJ 30.

730 Child Care Act 74 of 1983 s. 42(5).

731 Mental Health Care Act 17 of 2002.

other\textsuperscript{733} that dealt primarily with the development of the common law delictual duty to act, the situation has changed somewhat.\textsuperscript{734} Where a court develops the common law, the provisions of section 39(2) of the Constitution\textsuperscript{735} oblige it to have regard to the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights. This duty of the courts to develop the common law is not purely discretionary.

As stated in Carmichele\textsuperscript{736} “it is implicit in s39(2) read with s173 that where the common law as it stands is deficient in promoting the s39(2) objectives, the Courts are under a general obligation to develop it to promote the objectives of the Bill of Rights. This obligation applies in both civil and criminal cases, irrespective of whether or not the parties have requested the court to develop the common law. “The first stage is to consider whether the common law, having regard to the s39 (2) objectives, requires development in accordance with these objectives. If the answer is positive, the second stage concerns itself with how the development should take place. “The consequent reconsideration of the case by the High Court\textsuperscript{737} and the Supreme Court of Appeal\textsuperscript{738} resulted in the development of the law of delict to encompass state liability in circumstances where state authorities knew or ought to have known at the time of the existence of a real and immediate risk to the life or physical security of an identified individual or individuals from the criminal acts of a third party and that they failed to take measures within the scope of their powers which, judged reasonably, might have been expected to avoid that risk.”\textsuperscript{739}

It follows then that a person whose life is endangered by a dangerous mentally ill patient has a right to life according to section 11 of the Constitution\textsuperscript{740} and there is a duty imposed on the State and all of its organs to perform positively, by providing the appropriate protection, through laws and structures designed to afford such protection. In the

\begin{itemize}
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  \item \textsuperscript{740} Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 2006.
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United States, a distinction is drawn between an “action” and “inaction” in relation to the “due process” clause of their Constitution (the 14th Amendment).741

Section 8(2) of the Constitution742 deals with the direct horizontal application of the rights in the Constitution. It sets out the circumstances in which the conduct of private individuals may be attacked for infringing the Bill of Rights. Indirect horizontal application means that the rights and duties in the Bill of Rights are instead imposed by the common law and legislation, which in turn is influenced by the Bill of Rights.743 In the light of the above discussion one could therefore argue that a doctor does have the duty to act to protect an identifiable or non-identifiable third party from danger by the direct or indirect horizontal application imposed by the Constitution.

In VRM v The Health Professions Council of South Africa and Others744 a six months pregnant women consulted a gynaecologist about delivering her baby. A blood sample was taken during the first consultation in January and thereafter she had three more consultations. In March she received an account from the pathologists and during a subsequent consultation her husband asked the gynaecologist to explain the account he had received. He and his wife asked what an HIV Elisa was and if it had anything to do with AIDS. The doctor said it had nothing to do with AIDS. In April the women had a C-section but her baby was stillborn. The day after the birth the gynaecologist told her she was HIV positive and that HIV was the cause of the baby’s death. The day after he told her husband of her HIV status.

A Committee of Preliminary Inquiry of the Health Professions Council of South Africa initially found that the conduct of the gynaecologist couldn’t be said to be improper or disgraceful. The Court ordered the dismissal of the appellant’s action by the court a quo be set aside, and in addition ordered the HPCSA to refer the appellant’s case to a disciplinary committee to hold an enquiry into the question whether the doctor is not guilty of improper or disgraceful conduct. This case does not deal primarily with confidentiality but the issue is touched on. The gynaecologist claimed he had told the appellant’s hus-

741 Carmichele v The Minister of Safety and Security and Another 2001 JDR 0524 (CCT) ; par.44.
742 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 2006
743 Currie and De Waal (2005) 43
744 VRM v The Health Professions Council of South Africa and Others 2003 JDR 0769 (T).
band her status after he had asked her whether she would tell her husband. He claimed she asked him to do it, but the appellant denied this. The question is whether the doctor had the duty to disclose to his patient her HIV status. I think that he had without a doubt a duty to do so, in order to protect both her husband and unborn child, not to mention her right of autonomy, and dignity which was taken away.

A doctor in South Africa who warns an endangered third party, breaches an essential term of the doctor-patient contract. The patient may regard the breach of confidentiality as defamatory and / or an invasion of privacy. The doctor may however have a strong defence in a plea of necessity. The test for necessity is objective. According to Taitz it seems that a court in South Africa would uphold a defence of necessity raised by the doctor, who in seeking to warn the endangered third party had breached the rule of medical confidentiality.\textsuperscript{745}.

The Medical and Dental Professions Board of the Health Professions Council of South Africa produced an article on the management of patients with HIV or Aids. The principles of confidentiality apply in respect of the patient. The decision to divulge information to endangered third parties must be done in consultation with the patient. The consent of the patient should first be sort. If this is unsuccessful, ethical guidelines recommend that the medical practitioner should use his or her discretion whether or not to divulge the patient’s HIV status. Such a decision must be made with the greatest of care after an explanation to the patient. Patients should be counselled on the importance of disclosing their status to their sexual partners. Support should be provided to the patient to make the disclosure but where the patients’ still refuse to disclose their status the patient should be advised of the health care workers’ ethical obligation to disclose such information and the patient’s consent should once again be requested before disclosure.\textsuperscript{746}

\textsuperscript{745} Taitz (1990) \textit{SAMJ} 31.
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The Health Professions Council is confident that if doctors fully discuss with patients the need for other health care professionals to know of their condition in order to give them optimal treatment the reasonable person of sound mind, will not withhold his consent regarding divulgence to other health care workers. If it were to be found that an act or omission on the part of the health care worker led to the unnecessary exposure to HIV infection of another health care worker, the Council would see this in a very serious light and would consider disciplinary action against the doctor concerned.747

3. Exceptions in Canada

3.1 Exceptions in general

There are numerous exceptions to the general rule that doctors must keep confidential the information they obtain from their patients. These exceptions can be permissive where the doctor is not required to disclose confidential information, but has the legal power to do so. It provides the doctor with a legal justification or defence for disclosing what would otherwise be confidential. On the other hand these exceptions may be mandatory, where a legal duty is placed on the doctor to disclose the information. Civil and criminal liability may result, if the doctor does not disclose the information.748

3.2 Statutory disclosures

Statutes that are concerned with the confidentiality of personal medical information are often viewed by the courts as indicative of a public or legislative policy in support of the maintenance of confidentiality. This suggests that legislative prohibitions against disclosure of confidential information might well serve as the basis of a successful action based on breach of statute or in negligence. This is the case both in Canada and the USA. 749Although breach of a statute is not prima facie evidence of the common law tort of negligence, it is evidence that can be used towards proving negligence. 750

There a numerous statutory exceptions to the general rule of non-disclosure of patient information without consent. According to Caulfield this reflects the balance that has

been struck between the individual’s personal interests and those of society. These statutory provisions either permit or require disclosure to a broad range of people and bodies for a wide variety of reasons. Numerous permissive exceptions can be found in the *Mental Health Act*, the *Hospitals Act* and the *Public Health Act*.

A good example would be public health legislation that requires the disclosure of communicable diseases. In terms of the *Health Protection and Promotion Act (HPPA)* of Ontario, a physician may breach a patient’s confidentiality to fulfil a mandatory obligation of reporting to the Medical Officer of Health a patient who is suffering from a reportable and communicable disease. Statutory disclosure requirements have been upheld under the *Charter of Rights and Freedom*. Picard states that a breach of a statutory duty may result in quasi-criminal liability, with a penalty of a fine or even imprisonment. It may also result in the person being disciplined by their employer such as a hospital or professional organisation. The patient may, for breach of confidentiality also bring an action for damages.

There are also statutes that aim to protect children. In Ontario in terms of the *Child and Family Services Act (CFSA)* health care professionals, teachers, school principals, social workers, family counsellors and peace officers must report child abuse if they have reasonable grounds to suspect that it is taking place. Possible unnatural deaths also need to be reported.
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Some provinces have legislation that requires a physician to inform the Registrar of Motor Vehicles of the personal details of patients whose condition may make it dangerous to drive a motor vehicle. In Ontario every medical practitioner is obligated in terms of the *Highway Traffic Act (HTA)*\(^{761}\) to report to the Register of Motor Vehicles the name, address and clinical condition of every person sixteen years and older, who is suffering from a condition that *may* make it dangerous for the person to drive.\(^{762}\) Every physician or optometrist is obligated in terms of the *Aeronautics Act (AA)*\(^{763}\) to report to a medical advisor, every patient who is a flight crew member, air traffic controller or other holder of a Canadian aviation document, who he believes on reasonable grounds is suffering from a medical or optometric condition that is likely to constitute a hazard to aviation safety.\(^{764}\)

The *Nursing Homes Act*\(^{765}\) requires that a doctor who suspects a patient has suffered from unlawful conduct, improper or incompetent treatment, or negligence while a resident of a nursing home, reports this suspicion to the director of the nursing home.\(^{766}\)

Disclosure may also be permitted for certain administrative purposes such as disciplinary or peer review proceedings.\(^{767}\) In Canada a physician is not required by statute to disclose to the police medical information relating to a patient’s past or potential criminal behaviour, with the exception of child abuse.\(^{768}\) No statute requires a physician to notify the police if a patient arrives with gunshot or stab wounds.\(^{769}\)

A physician that voluntarily provides information regarding a patient’s confession of a crime could be in breach of a duty of confidentiality.\(^{770}\) A doctor does not commit any criminal offence by refusing to answer questions from the police. It is not an offence to refuse to assist the police. It is only an offence to obstruct the police in their investigations. Picard says in cases where the patient has committed or is about to commit a
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very serious criminal offence, or poses a serious threat to public safety, “it is likely that the public interest is sufficiently compelling to justify the doctor breaching confidentiality.”  

There are however many grey areas where doctors are faced with making difficult decisions in deciding on which side of the line the case falls. However police use of the information itself does not necessarily violate the patient’s rights.

3.3 Common law duty to protect third parties

According to Miller the common law recognises disclosure of confidential information without the consent of the patient, but only when there is an overriding public interest at stake.

Traditionally a doctor was not obligated to warn third parties or the police of the possible danger that a certain patient posed. According to Caulfield there is now a trend in the common law towards the imposition of a duty to warn third parties. Doctors have also taken steps to recognise at least an ethical, if not legal duty to warn third parties.

The public interest in safety can result in an intrusion into confidentiality between doctor and patient. Picard asks the question, when does a doctor’s duty to society so outweigh the obligation to maintain secrecy that he is justified in revealing confidential information without the patient’s consent, in order to protect someone else? Sometimes statutes provide the answer, by conferring a power or imposing a duty, such as reporting medically unfit drivers. According to Picard, what is clear, is that the common law does indeed recognise a public interest exception to the duty of medical confidentiality, although its exact scope is uncertain.

The Canadian Medical Association maintains that it is not unethical for a physician to disclose a patient’s HIV / Aids status to intimate partners without the patient’s consent if and when the public interest outweighs the interest of the patient.
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The Supreme Court of Canada in *McInerney v MacDonald*779 acknowledged this public interest exception.780 Carey states that the doctor’s positive duty to instigate communication with a third party regarding a potential harm is part of the Canadian common law.781 This duty to warn stems from the case of *Rivtow Marine Ltd v Washington Iron Works*.782 The Supreme Court of Canada determined “that if a risk to people or property is known, there is a general duty to warn those affected. This duty is independent of any contractual relationship, and is owed to the person in danger.”783

Physicians have taken steps to recognise at least an ethical, if not legal duty to warn third parties. *Tarasoff*784 has influenced this trend.785 According to Steel the public interest in protecting others may be so compelling that a doctor is not simply justified in breaching confidentiality, but is required to do so. Failure to do so may result in the doctor being held liable in damages if someone is injured. The famous *Tarasoff* case illustrates this well.786 The most significant difference between the *Rivtow*787 and *Tarasoff* is the California Supreme Court’s insistence on the existence of a “special relationship.” According to Carey in Canada the duty to warn requires merely knowledge of potential harm to a foreseeable victim.788

*Tarasoff* has been referred to in Canada, although not specifically applied.789 *Tarasoff* has been considered in detail in only one case in Canada, namely *Wenden v Trikha*790 where it was held that for *Tarasoff* to apply, two conditions must be satisfied. “First the relationship between the psychiatrist and the patient must be such as to impose a duty on the former to control the conduct of the latter. Secondly, sufficient ‘proximity’ must exist between the psychiatrist and the third party in danger.” Unfortunately, since
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Wenden does not really involve a Tarasoff-type problem, it is not particularly instructive. In Tarasoff the main issue was the conflict between the duty to maintain confidentiality and the duty to protect the public, whereas in Wenden the duty to warn did not arise. Picard feels that it is likely that if the Canadian courts are faced with a true Tarasoff issue, they would endorse the general principles underlying the California Supreme Court decision.

Carey observes that the regulations governing the medical profession have not kept pace with the common law. Ontario regulations, in particular, do not recognise the extenuating circumstances of patients who doctors believe are about to harm someone. In such a case, the regulations would distinguish disclosure by a physician as misconduct. In Ontario, doctors who release patient information are breaching their professional code, and they can be disciplined under the provincial Medicine Act. However, there is a greater common law duty to warn. The doctors could therefore be in accordance with the common law and in breach of provincial regulations, or vice versa. In 1997 the Ontario’s Medical Expert Panel on Duty to Inform recommended that changes be made to both Ontario’s Medicine Act and to the standards of practice set by the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario.

Ontario’s Medical Expert Panel report proposed a “Standard of Practice for Reporting Threats of Harm with Immediate and Clear Risk”. A physician confronted with a patient who threatens to harm a person or group, must notify the police of “the threat, the situation, his or her opinion and the information on which it is based including identification of the patient.”

790 Wenden v Trikha (1991) 116 AF 81 QB, aff’d (1993), 14 CCLT 2d 225 (CA); In this case a voluntary psychiatric patient absconded from hospital and later caused a car accident caused by dangerous driving. The injured plaintiff sued one of the attending psychiatrists.
794 O.Reg 856/93.
796 Ibid.
797 Ibid.
The criteria set out by the Expert Panel for notifying the victim is that there is a concrete plan that is concrete and 'doable', and secondly the method for carrying out the threat is available to the person now or during the period of risk. When the situation is unclear, and immediate risk is unlikely, the doctor must assess the situation for the risk of harm according to the standards of the profession, or refer the matter to another doctor. The panel states that “Physicians are not expected to predict dangerousness but to demonstrate due care in assessing the risk of violence.”

It therefore appears from the above that where the courts consider the problem of protecting confidential information they do so on a continuum starting from absolute protection, where any release would be actionable, to the possibility that the defendant will believe he is under a necessity to disclose, to an obligation to disclose, wherein the failure to disclose may itself be actionable. The circumstances of each case will determine where one lies on the continuum.

4. Exceptions in the USA

4.1 Exceptions in general

Courts, doctors and commentators have long recognised that absolute confidentiality is neither possible nor always desirable. Therefore, various exceptions have been created to permit, or even to mandate that a doctor breach patient confidentiality. Courts have allowed a breach when it is in the supervening interest of society, or when it is made to a person with a legitimate interest in the patient’s health.

Furrow states that where an accurate disclosure of information is made in good faith for a legitimate purpose, courts are generally reluctant to impose liability while according to Hall many state licensure laws provide that a breach of patient confidence constitutes unprofessional conduct that will subject a physician to discipline or license revocation.

800  Friedland “Physician-patient confidentiality: time to re-examine a venerable concept in light of contemporary society and advances in medicine” (1994) 15 Journal of legal medicine 257-258.
These laws vary as to whether the violation must be intentional or whether a merely negligent disclosure will do.\textsuperscript{802}

A duty to disclose may be based on a statute, or on the common law duty of psychiatrists or psychologists to warn identifiable persons threatened by their patients. The duty to disclose may conflict with the duty to protect confidentiality. \textsuperscript{803}

Doctors and other health care professionals have “in many jurisdictions an affirmative obligation by statute or common law to disclose confidential information in order to protect third parties against hazards created by their patients.”\textsuperscript{804} Failures by psychiatrists or psychologists to warn third parties have been the source of substantial litigation, the most famous case being \textit{Tarasoff v Regents of the Univ. of California}.\textsuperscript{805}

\subsection*{4.2 Statutory disclosures}

Doctors are required to report communicable diseases and wounds inflicted by bullets, knives or other weapons. If a patient brings a lawsuit where personal health is put in issue, then the patient is also deemed to have waived the testimonial privilege and the doctor may testify on the subject of the patient’s health. Under appropriated circumstances, it may also be permissible for a doctor to disclose to employers information regarding an employee.\textsuperscript{806}

Doctors are also required to report a variety of medical conditions and incidents including: “venereal disease, contagious diseases such as tuberculosis, wounds inflicted by violence, poisonings, industrial accidents, abortions, drug abuse, child abuse, abuse of others such as the elderly or disabled.”\textsuperscript{807} These reporting statutes sometimes explicitly grant the provider immunity from liability to the patient, for any breach of confidence. Failure to report can result in civil or criminal sanctions, and doctors who do not report might be found liable to anyone who is injured.\textsuperscript{808}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{802} Hall (1999) 120.
\textsuperscript{803} Furrow (1998) 104.
\textsuperscript{804} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{805} \textit{Tarasoff v Regents of University of California}, (1974), 13 Cal.3d 177, 529 P 2d 553.
\textsuperscript{806} Friedland (1994) \textit{Journal of legal medicine} 258.
\textsuperscript{807} Furrow (1998) 104.
\textsuperscript{808} Hall (1999) 122-123.
\end{flushleft}
These laws have however tended to be very patchwork in nature. This has prompted the need to craft a comprehensive medical privacy law, at the federal level.

### 4.3 Common law duty to protect third parties

A legal duty to protect third parties may arise through the common law, whenever the patient's condition poses a significant risk or danger to others. For example, when a contagious disease is diagnosed, there is a duty to warn some persons at risk of exposure unless this is forbidden by statute. According to *Tarasoff*\(^809\) there is also a duty to warn identified persons that a patient has made a credible threat to kill. Courts have also recognised the duty of referral specialists to communicate their findings to the referring physician. A patient can however waive this duty by ordering the referral specialist not to communicate with the referring physician.\(^810\)

The duty to warn in *Tarasoff* involved a specific, readily identifiable individual. Some courts have limited the duty to warn to such a situation, or have rejected the duty to warn obligation. Other jurisdictions have expanded the duty to include readily identifiable individuals who would be at risk of the patient’s violence, or even whole classes foreseeably at risk.\(^811\)

Hall states that it is often extremely difficult to resolve these situations under the common law, since the existence and scope of the duty to third parties are often unclear. He goes on to state that where this duty competes with the obligation of confidentiality, the tension is likely to be very great and immediate, and the consequence to the treatment relationship of a breach of confidence can be quite destructive.\(^812\)

As *Tarasoff* recognised, “the discharge of the protective duty, does not require a warning *per se*, but instead requires ‘whatever … steps are reasonably necessary under the circumstances.’” Hall states that this is not entirely reassuring, given the ambiguity of what constitutes the correct choice and the potential liability for either decision. He feels

---

\(^{809}\) *Tarasoff v Regents of University of California*, (1974), 13 Cal.3d 177, 529 P.2d 553.
that this is an area where it would be helpful for the law to confer qualified immunity to providers who, in good faith, follow either course. 813

Liability under Tarasoff turns on foreseeability. As a result one of the main duties that psychiatrists must fulfil under the Tarasoff doctrine is to evaluate their patients thoroughly and assess the potential of a patient for dangerousness. Sufficient data must therefore be collected in order to make a proper evaluation.814

5. **Summary**

South Africa, Canada and the United States all have legislation in place that requires that certain notifiable diseases be declared to the proper authorities as well as any suspected cases of child abuse. Mental health patients that are a danger to themselves or society also need to be reported to the necessary authorities.

---

813 Hall (1999) 130.
CHAPTER 5

Aspects of confidentiality relating to mental health

1. Introduction

Certain types of health care information are considered sufficiently sensitive to warrant special attention. Nearly all the states in the USA have separate statutes that make confidential, mental health and substance abuse information.\textsuperscript{815}

Although confidentiality forms the foundation of all health care, in the case of mental health care the ability to preserve privacy and trust takes on special importance for two reasons. Firstly as a result of the highly personal nature of the information about a patient’s mental state and secondly as a result of the stigma attached to mental illness.\textsuperscript{816}

Inappropriately disclosed information about mental illness may result in not only personal costs to the patient, but economic ones as well, for example resulting in loss of promotion at work or even dismissal, as well as being denied a loan or insurance policy. To avoid such a situation a number of people have chosen to forgo medical aid payments and pay cash instead, when visiting psychiatrists. Many people suffer in silence and isolation, not seeking the treatment they need, fearing that to do so would reveal their ‘disgraceful’ secret.\textsuperscript{817}

For mental health treatment to be effective, confidentiality in the doctor-patient relationship is important. Confidentiality encourages the patient to reveal intimate thoughts to the doctor, and it also protects the patient from any embarrassment that might accompany disclosure of such private information during treatment.\textsuperscript{818}

Confidentiality also serves a public interest function. A person may be more inclined to seek treatment knowing that communication with the doctor or psychologist will be con-

fidential. Confidentiality also insures that the patient will not suffer from any social stigma that the public would normally attach to such a person that is receiving mental health treatment. Confidentiality of communications between the doctor and patient extends to the non-disclosure of patient records as well.820

In Tarasoff it is stated that assurance of confidentiality is important for three reasons. First, without substantial assurance of confidentiality, those requiring treatment will be deterred from seeking assistance, for fear of stigmatisation by other members of society. Secondly, the guarantee of confidentiality is essential in eliciting the full disclosure necessary for effective treatment. Thirdly, successful treatment is dependant on the patient trusting his or her therapist.821

Studies have shown however that absolute confidentiality is not a prerequisite for a trusting therapy relationship, so long as the limits of confidentiality are discussed with the patient. Patients accept therapists' legal and ethical obligations to society. Trust, not absolute confidentiality is the cornerstone of psychotherapy according to Ralph Slovenko.822

This chapter will be discussing the protection of mental health information and the need for warning and protection of third parties that might be threatened by the mentally ill, in South African, Canadian and American law.

2. South Africa

Taitz in 1990 stated that in South Africa there is no special relationship between the physician and an identifiable or non-identifiable third party.823 This has relevance with regard the duty to act. The case of Carmichele v The Minister of Safety and Security and Another824 dealt primarily with the development of the common law delictual duty to

---

818 Hermann (1997) Mental health and disability law in a nutshell 112.
819 Ibid.
821 Tarasoff v Regents of University of California 551 P. 2d 334 at 359.
823 Taitz “The rule of medical confidentiality v the moral duty to warn an endangered third party” (1990) 78 SAMJ 31.
824 Carmichele v The Minister of Safety and Security and Another 2001 JDR 0524 (CCT); For a complete discussion see supra p. 128-129.
act. Where a court develops the common law, the provisions of section 39(2) of the Constitution\textsuperscript{825} oblige it to have regard to the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights. This duty of the courts to develop the common law is not purely discretionary. A person whose life is endangered by a dangerous mentally ill patient has a right to life according to section 11 of the Constitution\textsuperscript{826} and there is a duty imposed on the State and all of its organs to perform positively, by providing the appropriate protection, through laws and structures designed to afford such protection. Likewise one can argue that a doctor has a duty to protect an identifiable or non-identifiable third party from danger by the direct or indirect horizontal application imposed by the Constitution.

2.1 Ethics\textsuperscript{827}

Ethical codes play an important role in providing guidance to health care workers with regards ethical issues such as patient confidentiality.

Rule 24 of the Draft ethical rules of the HPCSA, published in 2004, deals with the rights of confidentiality. It states that a psychologist shall safeguard the confidential information obtained in the course of his or her practice, teaching, research or other professional duties, subject only to such exceptions to the requirement of confidentiality as may be determined by law or a court of law. Furthermore, a psychologist may disclose confidential information to other persons only with the written, informed consent of the client concerned.

Rule 25 deals with the exceptions to the requirement of confidentiality. Firstly, “a psychologist is obliged to discuss with persons and organisations with whom he or she establishes a scientific or professional relationship (including, to the extent feasible, persons who are legally incapable of giving informed consent and their legal representatives) the exceptions to the requirement of confidentiality, including any such exceptions that may apply to group, marital or family therapy or to organisational consulting and the foreseeable uses of the information obtained.” Unless it is contraindicated, a psychologist must discuss confidentiality at the outset of the relationship and thereafter as new circumstances warrant the discussion again.

\textsuperscript{826} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{827} See also: Szabo,(2000) “Ethics in the practice of Psychiatry in South Africa” SAMJ 498.
A psychologist shall also, “prior to doing so, obtain permission from the client concerned to record interviews electronically or to transmit information electronically and shall inform the client of the risk of breach of privacy or confidentiality inherent in the electronic recording or transmission of information.” When engaging in electronically transmitted services the psychologist must ensure that confidentiality and privacy are maintained and they must inform their client’s of the measures taken to maintain confidentiality.

A psychologist may “not withhold information from a client who is entitled to that information, provided it does not violate the right to confidentiality of any other person and provided the information requested is required for the exercise or protection of any rights.”

Rule 26 deals with the limits on invasion of privacy and states that a psychologist may, in any written report, oral report or consultations with a third party, disclose only such information as is relevant to the purpose for which that communication is made and may discuss confidential information obtained in his or her work only for appropriate scientific or professional purposes and then only with persons with a legitimate interest in such matters.

Rule 27 deals with disclosures. A psychologist may disclose confidential information only (1) with the permission of the client concerned (2) when permitted by law to do so for a legitimate purpose (3) to appropriate professionals and then for strictly professional purposes only (4) to protect a client or other persons from harm; or (5) to obtain payment for a psychological service, in which instance disclosure is limited to the minimum necessary to achieve that purpose and (6) when required to do so by law or a court of law.

Rule 28 deals with multiple clients and states that when more than one client is provided with a psychological service during a joint session (for example with a family or couple, or a parent and child or a group), a psychologist shall, at the beginning of the professional relationship, clarify to all parties the manner in which confidentiality will be handled. The aforementioned clients must be given the opportunity to discuss with the psy-
chologist what information is to remain confidential and what information the psycholo-
gist is obliged to disclose.

Rule 29 deals with legally dependent clients such as children. A child’s best interest is of paramount importance in the provision of psychological services and the psychologist must take special care when dealing with children of 14 years or younger. A psycholo-
gist shall, at the beginning of a professional relationship, inform a child or a client who has a legal guardian or who is otherwise legally dependent, of the limits the law im-
poses on that child’s or client’s right to confidentiality with respect to his or her commu-
nication with the psychologist.

Rule 30 deals with the release of confidential information and states that a psychologist must release confidential information when ordered to do so by a court of law or when required to do so by law or when authorised to do so in writing by the client concerned or the parent or legal guardian of a minor client.

Rule 31 deals with the reporting of abuse of children and vulnerable adults. In terms of any relevant law or by virtue of professional responsibility the psychologist must report the abuse of any child or vulnerable adult.

Rule 32 deals with professional consultations. “When a psychologist renders profes-
sional psychological services as part of a team or when he or she interacts with other professionals concerning the welfare of a client, the psychologist may share confidential information about that client with such team members or other professionals.” The psy-
chologist must take all reasonable steps to ensure that all persons who receive such information are informed of its confidential nature and are bound by the rule of profes-
sional confidentiality. When consulting with colleagues, a psychologist must not disclose confidential information that could reasonably be expected to lead to the identification of a client, research participant or other person or organisation with whom he or she has a confidential relationship unless the psychologist has obtained has obtained the prior consent of the client, research participant, person or organisation concerned; or the dis-
closure cannot be avoided; and the psychologist may disclose information only to the extent necessary to achieve the purposes of the consultation.
Rule 33 deals with the disguising of confidential information used for didactic or other purposes. “A psychologist shall not disclose in his or her writings or lectures or in any other public way confidential information or information that can be linked to an identifiable person which he or she obtained in the course of his or her work with a client, organisation, research participant, supervisee, student or other recipient of his or her psychological services, unless” all reasonable steps to disguise the identity of such client, organisation, research participant, supervisee, student or other recipient are taken or the aforementioned people have consented to such disclosure in writing or there is other ethical or legal authorisation to do so.828

In South Africa the Health Professions Council of South Africa has released guidelines829 pertaining to the warning of endangered third parties. This however only relates to HIV / Aids.

2.2 Statutory law

The legislation governing mental health care has changed recently. The new Mental Health Care Act 17 of 2002 was assented to already on the 28th of October 2002, but it only commenced on the 15th of December 2004 on the same day that the general regulations pertaining to the act were published.830

Section 8 of the above act protects the privacy of the mental health care user. It states that the “person, human dignity and privacy of every mental health care user must be respected.”831

The ethical rules of the Health Professions Council of South Africa832 state that children as young as 14 years have the right to medical privacy. In terms of the Child Care Act833

---

829 See Health Professions Council of South Africa (2001) Management of patients with HIV infection or Aids.
830 This new act repeals the old Mental Health Act 18 of 1973, except for Chapter 8 of the old act, which deals with Hospital Boards; the general regulations appeared under GN R98 in GG 27117 of 15 December 2004.
831 Mental Health Care Act 17 of 2002; s 8.
832 See supra p. 21 of thesis.
a child over 14 years is legally competent to consent to any medical treatment, excluding surgery. In the *Mental Health Care Act*\(^{834}\) however, an application to obtain involuntary care, treatment and rehabilitation of a minor under the age of 18 years must be made by a parent or guardian.\(^{835}\) Likewise an application for assisted care, treatment and rehabilitation services for a minor under the age of 18 years must be made by the parent or guardian of the minor.\(^{836}\) This could result in an invasion of the minor’s privacy, but the fact that the minor is mentally ill and possible mentally incompetent might justify the invasion of the minor’s privacy on the grounds that the harm prevented is greater than the wrong caused by violating the doctor’s moral duty to maintain confidentiality. According to Henley, circumstances in which confidentiality may be broken include suicidal ideation, serious substance abuse, life-threatening medical conditions such as eating disorders and disclosure of physical or sexual abuse.\(^{837}\)

Section 13 deals with the disclosure of information. According to subsection (1) a person or health establishment may not disclose any information that a mental health care user is entitled to keep confidential in terms of any other law.\(^{838}\)

Notwithstanding subsection (1) the heads of national or provincial departments or the head of a health establishment may disclose such information if failure to do so would seriously prejudice the health of the mental health care user or of other people.\(^{839}\)

*The Constitution*\(^{840}\) gives every person the right of access to information. The *Promotion of Access to Information Act* 2 of 2000 was passed in 2000, to give the details and conditions of this right.
Access to records containing the following information must be denied:
- Personal information which includes medical information of a third party, unless the person has consented beforehand.
- Confidential information such as that which occurs between a doctor and patient.\textsuperscript{841}

2.3 Case law

The leading case in South Africa on medical confidentiality is that of \textit{Jansen van Vuuren v Kruger}\textsuperscript{842}, and although it relates to HIV / Aids the principles relating to medical confidentiality would also apply in mental health care cases. A unanimous bench of five judges upheld an appeal in a breach of confidentiality claim against a doctor. Both the court \textit{a quo}\textsuperscript{843} and the appeal court stressed the fact that the doctor does not only have an ethical duty but also a legal duty to keep private information given out during a consultation, confidential. The legal duty arises from the doctor-patient relationship, which in turn is based on the contract that exists between a doctor and his patient.

The appeal court emphasised the right of the patient. The court used the reasonable man test, to determine whether Kruger had any social or moral duty to tell his two colleagues about the results. The court found that do such duty existed and by implication no such legal duty either. The breaching of medical confidentiality was in this case unreasonable and unlawful. The required \textit{animus iniuriandi} was present.\textsuperscript{844}

The principles in this case can also be used in the mental health context when deciding whether breaching confidentiality to warn an endangered third party is reasonable, lawful and justifiable. This will have to be investigated on a case-by-case basis. The South African courts may also take not of foreign decisions\textsuperscript{845} such as \textit{Tarasoff}.\textsuperscript{846}

\begin{footnotes}
\item Jansen van Vuuren v Kruger 1993 4 SA 842 (A) ; for a complete discussion see p.97.
\item McGearv Kruger en Joubert 1991-10-16, Case no. 25317/90(W); see also article by McLean, GR HIV infection and a limit to confidentiality (1996) SAJHR 452.
\item Van Wyk (1994) THRHR 57 145.
\item Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 2006; s.39(1)(c).
\item Tarasoff v Regents of University of California, (1974), 13 Cal.3d 177, 529 P 2d 553.
\end{footnotes}
Section 39(1)(b) and (c) of the Constitution\textsuperscript{847} states that when interpreting the Bill of Rights, a court, tribunal or forum must consider international law and may consider foreign law. The Constitutional Court held in \textit{S v Makwanyane}\textsuperscript{848}, that comparative human rights jurisprudence will be very important while an indigenous jurisprudence is developed. The Constitutional Court added however that foreign case law would not necessarily provide a safe guide to the interpretation of the Bill of Rights. In \textit{Sanderson}\textsuperscript{849} the Constitutional Court had the following to say: “...the use of foreign precedent requires circumspection and acknowledgement that transplants require careful management.”\textsuperscript{850}

In \textit{NM and others v Smith and others}\textsuperscript{851} the names of three patients undergoing experimental anti-retroviral treatment were disclosed in the biography of a prominent political figure in South Africa. Prior to this there names were released in the report written about the experimental trial and there was no indication to suggest that the report and accompanying letter were confidential. Schwatzman J found that when the book was published, the names and HIV status was not accompanied by any intention to injure and therefore there was no \textit{animus injurandi}. The decisive factor was that the Plaintiffs names and status was contained in what was all intents and purposes the report of an official inquiry, commissioned by a public body into a matter of public interest.\textsuperscript{852} The defendants were also not found to be negligent. The findings of this case must be taken note of, before any research report on mentally ill patients’ is undertaken and the informed consent of the patients’ must be obtained in writing beforehand.

\section*{3. \textit{Canada}}

\subsection*{3.1 Ethics}

The Canadian Psychiatric Association states that psychiatrists need to be vigilant in safeguarding the confidentiality of the patient’s communications. It can only be revealed
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\bibitem{852} \textit{NM and others v Smith and others} 2005 JDR 0590 (W); par. 40.2.
\end{thebibliography}
at the request of the patient, or when in law it is mandatory for the psychiatrist to do so.\textsuperscript{853}

The Canadian Medical Association’s \textit{Code of Ethics} states “an ethical physician will keep in confidence information derived from a patient or from a colleague regarding a patient, and divulge it only with the permission of the patient except when otherwise required by law.”\textsuperscript{854}

\subsection*{3.2 Statutory law}

Section 35 of the \textit{Mental Health Act (MHA)}\textsuperscript{855} establishes a prohibition to the disclosure of a clinical record except where it is permitted by a patient who is competent to do so. Disclosure is also permitted to the substitute decision maker of a patient who is not competent to make a decision and to a staff member of the psychiatric facility where the patient is being treated to access or treat the patient. Likewise disclosure is permitted where the chief executive officer of any health-care facility in which the patient is currently being treated makes a written request for the record from the officer in charge of the facility where the record in question was compiled.

Disclosure is permitted also “to a person currently involved in the direct care of a patient in any health-care facility, if the delay involved in obtaining consent would cause or prolong severe suffering or put the patient at risk of severe bodily harm;” also where the patient has died, and his or her personal representative wants the record or where the counsel or staff for the facility requires the record or “where the record is to be used for research, academic pursuits or the her have been removed and no information regarding the identity of patient is compilation of statistical data, provided the patient’s name and means of identifying him or otherwise disclosed;” Disclosure is also permitted where ordered by summons, order or direction of a court of competent jurisdiction or under any Act with respect to a matter in issue, unless the attending physician states in writing that release of the record in whole or part is likely to harm the patient’s treatment or recovery or cause bodily harm to or injure the mental condition of a third person, in which case compliance with the summons shall be by

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{853} Bloom & Bay (1996) 393.
\item \textsuperscript{854} Ibid.
\item \textsuperscript{855} \textit{Mental Health Act (MHA)} R.S.O 1990, Chapter M.7.
\end{itemize}
court order made only following a hearing from which the public is excluded. Disclosure may still be ordered if it is essential in the interests of justice.\textsuperscript{856}

The law with respect to retrospective disclosure of harmful events is silent. There are statutory exceptions, such as disclosure of past child abuse, but generally the law with respect to disclosure is focussed upon anticipated future harm. For example if a patient confesses robbing a bank the week before, the information by itself does not give rise to a duty to report. There is no obligation to assist the police with their investigation.\textsuperscript{857}

3.3 Case law

In Canada, \textit{Tarasoff}\textsuperscript{858} has only been described in detail in one case, namely \textit{Wenden v Trikha}\textsuperscript{859}, but not specifically applied. In the latter case it was held that

“for \textit{Tarasoff} to apply, two conditions must be satisfied. First, the relationship between the psychiatrist and the patient must be such as to impose a duty on the former to control the conduct of the latter. Secondly, sufficient ‘proximity’ must exist between the psychiatrist and the third party in danger.”\textsuperscript{860}

The \textit{Wenden} case is however not particularly helpful because the facts of the case are not similar to that of \textit{Tarasoff}. The duty to warn did not arise in the \textit{Wenden} case and therefore there was no conflict of interest between maintaining the confidentiality of the patient and protecting the public interest. According to Picard it seems likely that faced with a true \textit{Tarasoff} issue, a Canadian court would give their\textsuperscript{861} support to the general principles underlying the California Supreme Court decision.

3.4 Practical implications

Bloom has set out in some detail a checklist that should be taken note of when a psychiatrist takes on a new patient.

\begin{footnotes}
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The limitations in the confidential nature of the relationship should be discussed with the patient at the outset of therapy. The possible impact of disclosure on the developing therapeutic relationship should also be discussed, so as to hopefully allow the therapeutic relationship to survive any such disclosure.862

The patient should be told of specific instances that could arise that will compel disclosure, such as obligations under the Child and Family Services Act, and the Mental Health Act863. The patient should be told of the obligation of the physician under the Mental Health Act to involuntarily detain a patient in hospital if he or she shows evidence of a mental disorder and acts dangerously towards himself or herself and others.864 The patient should also be told of the physician’s obligations under other statutes such as the Highway Traffic Act, the Aeronautics Act, and the Health Protection and Promotion Act865 etc., and the patient should be told of instances that could possibly compel disclosure, such as declaring dangerous intentions towards another and the obligation to disclose confidential information if compelled to do so in court or before another tribunal.866

The discussion with the patient regarding the above facts should be documented, as well as the circumstances giving rise to the obligation to disclose.

A physician should not communicate confidential patient information to the patient’s lawyer unless he or she is satisfied that the lawyer is acting with the patient’s permission. Where possible, proposed communication with a lawyer should be discussed with the patient first and this should be documented.867

A call to a physician by an adverse party, or by counsel for an adverse party should be immediately referred to the patient’s lawyer. According to Bloom it might not be appropriate for a health-care professional to acknowledge that the individual about whom an inquiry is being made is his or her patient, or that the individual has or does not have a

---

863 Mental Health Act R.S.O. 1990 Chapter M.7
867 Ibid.
lawyer. A general response should be given that “psychiatrists are obligated by law not to disclose any information whatsoever about any patient.”

A physician / psychiatrist should not respond to a consent form authorising disclosure of patient information unless fully satisfied that the document has been duly signed, witnessed and dated by the patient, and that there are no defects on its face. Only the minimum amount of information necessary to respond to a request should be given.

If subpoenaed to court, the psychiatrist or counsel should raise the concern about disclosure at the outset of his or her evidence, or as a preliminary matter before anything confidential has been disclosed.

Where the therapeutic relationship has ended and the psychiatrist is subpoenaed without the knowledge of the former patient, an argument can be made for an ethical obligation to inform the former person of the request.

The psychologist or psychiatrist should consider consulting the relevant medical association or private counsel. It may be possible to bypass having to disclose confidential information in response to a subpoena by contacting the party who issued it and negotiating a way not to attend. Bloom states that one must not make the mistake of assuming that a subpoena is sufficient authority to disclose confidential information on a patient to anyone, including to police or lawyers.

The psychiatrist and counsel should be prepared to describe the expected harms to the patient or others if the record is disclosed.

---
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4. **USA**

4.1 **Ethics**

The California Evidence Code defines a psychotherapist as a psychiatrist, or a licensed psychologist, or a clinical social worker, or a credentialed school psychologist, or licensed marriage, family and child counsellor.\(^{877}\)

The American Medical Association allows disclosure by a doctor only when legally compelled to do so, or when necessary to protect the safety of the patient or community. It is not always easy to make such a determination. Disclosure resulting from misjudgement about public harm, that is thought to justify disclosure, may result in legal action against the doctor or psychiatrist.\(^{878}\) Psychologists are bound by the set of ethical principles set out by the American Psychological Association. They are also required to protect the confidentiality of information, and a psychologist should determine the “immediacy of danger created by nondisclosure, the scope and purpose of disclosure, the client's awareness of the limits of confidentiality, and the client's consent to disclosure.”\(^{879}\)

The American Psychological Association’s ethical principles of 1992 state that confidentiality is not absolute and “where permitted by law for a valid purpose, such as … to protect the patient or client from harm”, confidentiality may be breached.\(^{880}\)

A therapist has with some exceptions an ethical duty of client confidentiality. Many states have adopted statutes specifying this duty. The Florida Psychological Services Act, for example, provides that the failure of licensed mental health professionals to maintain confidential patient communication, except by written permission or in the face
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\(^{877}\) Austin, Moline, Williams (1990) *Confronting malpractice: legal and ethical dilemmas in psychotherapy* 45.

\(^{878}\) Hermann (1997) 113.

\(^{879}\) Hermann (1997) 114.

of a clear and immediate probability of bodily harm to the patient, client, or others, can result in disciplinary action.\textsuperscript{881}

4.2 Statutory law

Most states have separate statutes defining the confidentiality of mental health information. These statutes usually begin with the principle that records and other information gathered in treatment are confidential and are not to be disclosed absent a legislatively or judicially created exception, such as patient consent.\textsuperscript{882} More than one health care provider will often treat a person who is being treated for mental illness. State laws are inconsistent on the question of whether consent must be obtained prior to disclosure to another provider. Some states permit disclosure without patient consent. \textsuperscript{883}

Many states permit disclosure for reimbursement purposes. Because many of these state statutes were written before managed care emerged, they rarely limit the amount of information that payers can request. Another common exception is disclosure of information to caregivers. There view is that information necessary for them to play a caregiver role should be made available even if the individual has not consented thereto.\textsuperscript{884}

All states also reserve the authority to review patient records without consent to monitor treatment programs, quality issues, and compliance with regulatory requirements. Information may also be made available for research purposes as long as the patient cannot be identified. Generally patient consent is not required. \textsuperscript{885}

Information may also be disclosed to law enforcement agencies, but exactly how much information should be revealed is complex and there is little uniformity among the states in addressing access to behavioural health information. In all states child abuse must be reported. In Massachusetts’s confidential mental health communications may be made

\textsuperscript{883} Gates & Arons (2000) 98.
\textsuperscript{884} Gates & Arons (2000) 90.
known when the communication reveals the deliberation or commission of a crime or
harmful act.\textsuperscript{886}

As a general rule, state laws permit disclosure of confidential information, to attorneys
representing clients. According to Gates & Arons in nearly all states, the question of
what type of mental health information may be disclosed in court related proceedings is
a mixture of statutory and judicial law.\textsuperscript{887} Many states have statutes that limit the disclo-
sure of mental health information.\textsuperscript{888} Such laws generally provide for a testimonial privi-
lege.\textsuperscript{889}

4.3 Case law concerning the duty to protect

Statutory disclosure is a legitimate reason for disclosure of confidential medical informa-
tion. A physician’s duty to maintain confidentiality may conflict with a duty to disclose
information, in order to warn endangered third parties. Such a duty to disclose may be
based on statute or on the common law duty of psychiatrists or psychologists to warn
identifiable persons threatened by their patients. This obligation normally extends only
to the patients with whom the physicians have a legal relationship, either under an im-
plied or express contract.\textsuperscript{890}

\textit{Tarasoff} focuses on the professional’s duty to warn as a result of the special relation-
ship recognised in the \textit{Restatement (Second) of Torts}.\textsuperscript{891} In \textit{Tarasoff} it was said that
generally, a person owes no duty to control the conduct of another. “Exceptions are
recognised in limited situations where (1) a special relationship exists between the def-
fendant and injured party, or (2) a special relationship exists between defendant and the
active wrongdoer, imposing a duty on defendant to control the wrongdoer’s conduct.”\textsuperscript{892}

Curran disagrees with the holding of \textit{Tarasoff} that a doctor-patient relationship or a hos-
pital-patient relationship alone is sufficient, as a matter of law, to establish a “special re-
lation” under \textit{Restatement} §315 (a). Curran feels there should be added to those ordi-

\textsuperscript{886} Gates & Arons (2000) 103-4.
\textsuperscript{887} Gates & Arons (2000) 104.
\textsuperscript{888} Furrow (2000) \textit{Health law 158}.
\textsuperscript{889} For a more complete discussion see above p. 25.
\textsuperscript{890} Furrow (2000) 158.
\textsuperscript{891} Robertson (1988) \textit{Psychiatric malpractice: liability of mental health professionals} 11-12.
nary relationships the factor, required by Restatement §319, of taking charge of the patient. This means that the doctor or hospital is vested with a higher degree of control over the patient that exists in the ordinary doctor-patient or hospital-patient relationship before a duty arises concerning the patient’s conduct.  

As Tarasoff recognised, “the discharge of the protective duty, does not require a warning per se, but instead requires ‘whatever … steps are reasonably necessary under the circumstances.’” Hall states that this is not entirely reassuring, given the ambiguity of what constitutes the correct choice and the potential liability for either decision. He feels that this is an area where it would be helpful for the law to confer qualified immunity to providers who, in good faith, follow either course.

The California Supreme Court in Tarasoff ruled that mental health professionals who can reasonably come to the conclusion that their patients might cause harm to identifiable third parties, must take the necessary steps to protect the third party. The approaches of the different states vary when it comes to addressing a similar scenario to Tarasoff. The primary difference is how much discretion mental health professionals enjoy in determining whether to take steps to protect third parties. Some states have enacted legislation that permits, but does not require disclosure. The decision to breach confidentiality is in this case a matter of professional judgement and not a mandatory duty. The state of Florida follows this approach. The Ohio Supreme Court is at the other end of the spectrum and appears to have extended the duty to the public at large.

There is a duty to warn identified persons that a patient has made a credible threat to kill. The Tarasoff court considered foreseeability of harm to be the central factor in establishing duty. It is however a difficult task to predict the risk of harm to others. However, according to Furrow the risk that unnecessary warnings might be given is a reasonable price to pay for the lives of possible victims that might be saved.
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Hermann states that the duty imposed by *Tarasoff* is not merely to warn the third party, but a duty to protect the intended victim. For the duty to protect to arise there must be a serious threat of violence, and an imminent threat of harm, and an identifiable third party who is at risk of harm.\(^{901}\) The therapist’s duty to protect third parties from foreseeable violence by a patient has not been fully developed or adopted by every state, but most states have found that the therapist’s duty extends only to identifiable victims. It does not extend to the public in general. The patient must also inform the therapist of an intention to cause bodily injury or death.\(^{902}\) The majority in *Tarasoff* did not contend that the first exception is appropriate in this case.

Some states have rejected the rule that mental health professionals in outpatient settings have any obligation to third parties, mainly because it is thought that the mental health professionals have little physical control over their patients in such a setting. In all states a mental health facility has an obligation not to act negligently in discharging a patient into the community.\(^{903}\)

Furrow states that case law indicates certain factors that are relevant to the obligations to warn third parties. Firstly the degree of control that the doctor has over the patient must be considered. A psychiatric inpatient is susceptible to much greater control than is an outpatient, and the range of protective measures that could reasonably be expected will therefore be proportionally greater with the hospitalised patient. The second factor to consider is the doctor’s knowledge of the patient’s propensities.\(^{904}\) The third factor to consider is the possibility of specifically identifying the victim. According to Furrow, where threats are made against groups and not against specific individuals, the scope of the therapist’s duty to warn would be diminished or would disappear altogether, since there would be no specific victim to notify.\(^{905}\)

Robertson maintains that liability in *Tarasoff* rests on foreseeability. Liability has therefore been imposed when specific threats were made, and also when there has been a significant history of violence. Liability has also been imposed where there was a failure
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to examine the patient properly or a failure to obtain prior records. Therefore psychiatrists have also got to determine whether any threats are significant enough to necessitate warnings, because the duty to warn must be balanced against the duty to protect confidentiality.

The question whether confidentiality may be breached to prevent the suicide of a patient is a discrete question. In most jurisdictions it has been assumed that such a breach is warranted. Psychiatrists for instance readily breach confidentiality when suicide is imminent and the patient requires involuntary hospitalisation.

Buckner states that in the light of developing case law, which is articulating a near strict liability standard in the continuing trend to compensate third parties, therapists must attend to this issue with greater sensitivity and detail. Past medical records, where applicable must be thoroughly reviewed and past therapists and referral sources must be queried where appropriate. Consultations and second opinions must be sought when threats of violence occur. If such a careful and reasonable approach is taken, including documentation of the assessment of the pertinent issues and treatment plan, then the therapist should not be held liable, even if harm should occur to a third party.

The therapist is protected to a large extent by the customary practice defence, which measures the therapist’s duty to warn by that of a reasonable practitioner similarly situated, and by the limited means of control that he possesses, primarily the ability to warn the victim or his family.

Suits brought against therapist for failing to maintain confidentiality are usually civil damage suits, and can be brought under defamation, invasion of privacy and breach of a duty arising from a confidential or nondisclosure professional relationship. According
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to Hermann civil suits are the most effective method of enforcing a therapist’s duty of confidentiality.\footnote{Hermann (1977) 114-115.}

The plaintiff must show that the therapist disclosed information with malice or ill will, if punitive damage for breach of confidence is to be obtained. Actual damages may be awarded where the plaintiff suffers injury as a result of the wrongful disclosure of confidential information. Wrongful disclosure may also lead to disciplinary measures by state agencies licensing and regulating mental health professionals.\footnote{Hermann (1977) 117.} Hermann states that in addition to awarding the patient monetary damages, the therapist may also be fined under statutory provisions. Where the therapist has acted unprofessionally in making the disclosure of confidential information, the state licensing board may revoke the therapist’s licence.\footnote{Hermann (1977) 118.}

### 4.4 Practical implications

Austin states that “6.4% of total claims in malpractice suits against psychologists were brought because these psychologists either failed to maintain confidentiality or failed to report abuse when their state outlined the limits.”\footnote{Austin (1990) Confronting malpractice: legal and ethical dilemmas in psychotherapy 73; as quoted originally by Pope (1989) p 25.}

It is therefore recommended that all psychotherapists inform their clients during the beginning of therapy about the limits of confidentiality. The APA’s *Ethical principles of psychologists* (1989) states: “You can place this information in writing and have your clients sign a form to demonstrate that they knew from the beginning of treatment about their rights or lack of them in regard to confidential information.”\footnote{Ibid; as quoted by Austin.}

Psychotherapists should warn their clients that they lose the right to a confidential relationship:

“when they consent to disclosure
when a law requires reporting of an event, such as child abuse
when there is the duty to warn or protect

\footnote{Hermann (1977) 114-115.}
\footnote{Hermann (1977) 117.}
\footnote{Hermann (1977) 118.}
\footnote{Austin (1990) Confronting malpractice: legal and ethical dilemmas in psychotherapy 73; as quoted originally by Pope (1989) p 25.}
\footnote{Ibid; as quoted by Austin.}
when reimbursement or other legal rules require disclosure when they bring a lawsuit in an emergency

Some recommendations regarding confidentiality are the following:

1. Do not discuss a case unless ordered to do so by a court, without a valid release.
2. Keep all medical records locked up in a safe place.
3. Make sure your secretary also understands that all information is confidential.
4. Know any laws that involve exceptions to confidentiality.
5. Send any information that is requested by certified mail.
6. Inform your client about what the law says about privileged information.
7. Know the age below which the law considers a person to be a minor. In the case of a minor, the psychotherapist may not be able to maintain confidentiality.
8. When the law requires a psychotherapist to disclose information, the information given should be limited to only what is necessary and related to the issue at hand.

What do the families need to know?

Certain information is essential for illness management. According to Gates, families have long claimed that they don’t want to know the intimate details of their relative’s thoughts and feelings, but that they do need to know the diagnosis so that they can research it and become knowledgeable enough for long-term treatment planning. They need to know about the patient’s medication and the effect it will have on the patient’s behaviour as well as the side effects of the drugs.

Mental health professionals should seriously reexamine the application of rigid confidentiality rules, especially when they compromise the ability of families to function effectively as caregivers as there may be legal liability when mental health providers fail to share vital information with families, which leads to adverse consequences such as murder or violence.
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From a risk management perspective it is better to keep the families informed, both as a source of information and as a caregiver. From both a clinical and ethical perspective it also makes little sense to maintain confidentiality when doing so may result in danger to another and to consequences that will ruin a patient’s life.\footnote{Gates & Arons (2000) 38.}

Cases like \textit{Tarasoff}\footnote{Tarasoff \textit{v} Regents of University of California, (1974), 13 Cal.3d 177, 529 P 2d 553.} demonstrate that clinical practice, professional ethical norms and legal standards are interrelated. By making the interests of third parties relevant in certain circumstances, cases like \textit{Tarasoff} have forced clinicians to rethink traditional notions about confidentiality. In the light of this Petril & Sadoff believe that the application of the principle of confidentiality to the relationship between clinicians and families acting in the role of caregiver must be reconsidered. Failure to share certain information with families may lead to allegations of malpractice.\footnote{Petrila & Sadoff (1992) 137-138.}

There are many types and sources of confidentiality law, some of which are quite detailed and others cursory. Some are more protective of confidentiality that others and some have been revised more recently than others.\footnote{Gates & Arons (2000) \textit{Privacy and confidentiality in Mental Health Care} 110.}

\textbf{5. Summary}

Due to the stigma attached to mental illness, it is extremely important that the information imparted to a psychiatrist should remain confidential. The right to privacy can however never be absolute. One such exception is the protection of identifiable third parties whose lives are threatened by the mentally disturbed. The role that the family plays as a caregiver also needs to be considered and possible exceptions made in breaching confidentiality if necessary, to enable the family to understand the nature of the patient’s illness, side-effects of medication taken, and detection of signs of possible violence by the patient before any harm is caused.
CHAPTER 6

Observations and conclusions

1. Conceptualisation of matters related to confidentiality and privacy.

The concept of medical confidentiality is very old and universally accepted and arises from the doctor-patient relationship. Due to the sensitive nature of information sometimes disclosed to a doctor it is important that the patient can trust the doctor to keep the information confidential. This in turn encourages patients to come forward for treatment of sometimes embarrassing and life-threatening conditions that could possibly endanger public health. Respecting individual autonomy and human dignity is another reason why any information that is disclosed should remain confidential. The Constitution is the supreme law of the land and any law or conduct inconsistent with it is invalid.926

The different codes of medical ethics all contain rules about maintaining doctor-patient confidentiality. There has however been a gradual trend away from the absolute rules of confidentiality imposed by the Hippocratic Oath. The protection of the public interest always need to be considered and weighed up against the protection of the patient’s right to privacy. One of the most difficult problems in medical ethics is deciding when it is justified to breach confidentiality. Every case has to be judged on its own merits, but failure to warn an endangered person can result in the doctor being held liable. Tarasoff927 serves as a good example where the court described the duty of confidentiality as ending where the public peril begins.

Civil and common law systems approach physician-patient disclosure, or judicially compelled disclosure of confidential information, differently. Civil law has limited judicially compelled disclosure in the physician-, nurse- or pharmacist-patient relationship.

926 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 2006; s. 2.
927 Tarasoff v Regents of University of California, (1974), 13 Cal.3d 177, 529 P 2d 553.
There is no absolute privilege for communications between a doctor and patient in South Africa. Doctors can be held in contempt of court and fined, if they do not comply with a court order to provide the necessary information. Such disclosure is however seen as an absolute defence to the breach of medical confidentiality.

Rogers-Magnet observes that the situation with regards evidentiary privilege in Canada is in an interesting state of confusion. Although the traditional common law rule in Canada rejects testimonial privilege for doctors, this can no longer be said to apply in every case. Any communication is potentially entitled to common law privilege on a case-by-case basis and the cases are analysed using the four-part Wigmore test. As a result of this case-by-case approach adopted by the Supreme Court of Canada, privilege will be held to be justifiable in some situations and not in others even when it concerns a sensitive relationship such as that which exists between a psychiatrist and a patient.

The civil law province of Quebec however, recognises a professional secret for communications between physicians, dentists and patients. Certain exceptions are recognised such as contagious disease, psychiatric detention, child abuse and medical malpractice actions instituted by the patient. Privilege can also be conferred by statute.

The position with regards criminal law is fairly stable. Neither the accused nor the witness appears to be free to object to the introduction of otherwise confidential personal information on any grounds of privilege per se. On the civil side the legal position is less clear.

In the USA almost every state has either a physician-patient or psychotherapist-patient privilege, and about two-thirds of the states have enacted a statutory privilege. These are however, often subject to many exceptions, which reduce the effectiveness of the privilege. Often they apply only to physicians and not other health care workers. Where
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patients put their health at issue in a lawsuit, or fail to object to admission of testimony, their waiver of the privilege is implied.

In today’s modern health care environment there is an increasing need to find a balance between the patient’s need for confidentiality and other interested parties needs to access such information, mainly to control costs and increase performance. Examination of patient records has continued to expand due to the growth of electronic databases, third party utilisation review, managed care organisations, governmental oversight agencies and medical research. Insurance companies with obligations to bill, law enforcement authorities, and employers also need information. The government may require access to medical records for workplace or fraud investigations as well.

The above scenario has resulted in increasing tension between the need for confidentiality of patient records and the many legitimate claims for access to these records. This conflict is no longer easily resolved by professional ethics. In the USA it has resulted in increasing lawsuits.931

2. The concept of privacy: its development and protection

2.1 South Africa

The right to privacy in South Africa is protected by both the common law and section 14 of the Constitution932. The recognition of an action for invasion of privacy is a logical development under the actio injuriarum which affords a general remedy for wrongs to interests of personality. The right to privacy is recognised by the common law as an independent right of personality delimited within the dignitas concept. In most cases an action for invasion of privacy will be based on the action injuriarum, with an infrequent subsidiary claim under the lex Aquilia. The recognition of the concept of privacy in the Constitution further confirms the independent existence of the right to privacy.

In Bernstein933 the Constitutional Court emphasised the interdependency between the common law and the constitutional right to privacy. A distinction was made between the

933 Berstein and others v Bester and others NNO 1996 (2) SA 751 (CC).
two-stage constitutional inquiry into whether a right has been infringed and whether the
infringement is justified, and the single inquiry under the common law, as to whether an
unlawful infringement of a right has taken place. The Bill of Rights is applicable to all
law, and therefore the courts have an obligation to develop the common law in accor-
dance with the spirit, objects and purport of the Bill of Rights. Just as the common law
right to privacy is not absolute, so is the constitutional right to privacy, which can be lim-
ited by the law of general application, namely section 36 of the Constitution.

*The Promotion of Access to Information Act*\(^{934}\) gives grounds of refusal for the disclo-
sure of “personal information”, which includes information relating to sex, pregnancy,
physical and mental health, well-being and disability. It relates to both the public and
private sector. However, no protection of information is absolute and therefore sections
46 and 70 deal with the mandatory disclosure of information in the public interest.

Section 14(1) of the *National Health Act*\(^{935}\) protects the confidentiality of information re-
lating to a persons health status, treatment and stay in hospital. Section 14 (2) allows
however for the disclosure of information if required by law or if there is a serious threat
to public health.

A new *Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill* has recently appeared and will go a
long way in protecting personal information. The bill recommends that an Information
Protection Commission should be established, who will be responsible for the imple-
mentation of both the *Protection of Personal Information Act* and the *Promotion of Ac-
cess to Information Act*\(^{936}\).

The protection of informational privacy is still in its infancy in South African law. New
legislation has appeared since 2000 relating to the promotion and protection of informa-
tion and a new *National Health Act*\(^{937}\) also commenced in May 2005. These all have a
role to play in protecting sensitive health information.

\(^{934}\) *Promotion of Access to Information Act* 2 of 2000.
\(^{935}\) *National Health Act* 61 of 2003.
\(^{936}\) *Promotion of Access to Information Act* 2 of 2000.
\(^{937}\) *National Health Act* 61 of 2003.
2.2 Canada

In Canada there is no general legal right to privacy, but instead where the term privacy is used it is taken to be a statement of principle in support of some other already recognised right or cause of action. The right to privacy *per se* is not recognised or protected by the common law.

Canada’s Constitution and Charter of Rights and Freedoms does not explicitly provide for the right to privacy, but in interpreting Section 8 of the Charter, which grants the right to be secure against unreasonable search or seizure, the Canadian courts have recognised an individual’s right to a reasonable expectation of privacy.

The *Privacy Act* and the *Personal Information and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA)* at the federal level, protect privacy. The Independent Privacy Commissioner of Canada oversees these two acts. The Commissioner encourages the development of codes of conduct, as a further instrument of compliance with the law.

On a provincial level privacy legislation is separated into three categories, namely public sector data protection law, private sector law and sector specific law. Alberta, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan have all passed health specific legislation, which sets rules for the collection, use and disclosure of health information. Many provinces in Canada have enacted legislation that is designed to deal with issues of confidentiality, accessibility and use of computerised personal information in general. Four of the provinces have enacted legislation specifically providing for recognition of a right to privacy.

2.3 USA

The right to privacy is recognised and protected by the common law in the USA.

The right to privacy and even the word privacy are not explicitly mentioned in the United States Constitution or the Bill of Rights. The Supreme Court has however upheld the right to privacy against governmental invasion under the First, Fourth, Fifth and Nine amendments and the due process clause of the Fourteenth amendment and the penumbra of freedoms in the Bill of Rights. In the USA, the Constitution protects the individual from the government and not from private entities. The rights created are also
negative rights, in other words they prevent certain types of governmental action, but at the same time there is no duty on the government to actively protect an individual against invasion of their privacy rights, as is the case in South Africa.

Some states follow the federal government’s lead and do not provide an explicit right to privacy in their constitutions. This has resulted in a patchwork of federal and state laws governing the somewhat vague right to privacy.

A wide assortment of privacy laws is found in the individual states and at the federal level, but no comprehensive privacy protection law has been enacted for the private sector. There is also no independent privacy oversight agency as is the case in Canada and as is proposed for in South Africa. This means that individuals with complaints about privacy must engage in expensive lawsuits or have no recourse at all.

The *Privacy Act* and the *Freedom of Information Act*, protect privacy at the federal level. The Privacy Act does not apply to the vast majority of entities collecting health information outside the federal government. It also allows disclosure of personal identifiable information to another agency, if the information is deemed necessary for the “routine use” of the receiving agency. The Privacy Act does not protect information that must be disclosed under the FOIA. Courts that review an application for disclosure of information, must employ a balancing test that weighs the individual’s right to privacy against the public interest in the information. There are a number of exceptions to the release of information under the FOIA. One of the exempt categories includes personnel and medical files.

The enactment of the *HIPAA Privacy Rule* that became effective for enforcement in April 2003 was the start to the beginning of a complete federal legal structure addressing health information privacy. Unfortunately the large number of exemptions limits the protection offered by the new rules. It may provide widespread protection of medical records by state bodies, but imposes virtually no restrictions on what private healthcare providers may disclose to third parties. It only applies to electronic and not paper re-
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cords and no private right of action for individuals to sue for breach of confidentiality is provided for in HIPAA.

At least ten states guarantee their citizens an express, albeit general privacy right, while eight states have developed comprehensive medical confidentiality laws. A much debated issue surrounding privacy legislation is whether federal law should preempt state law. State laws usually provide more detailed rules protecting people from disclosure of sensitive conditions, such as mental illness, communicable diseases, cancer, or a genetic disposition to certain diseases. The HIPAA rules do not override stronger state law. Advocates of federal pre-emption maintain that federal law will provide much needed uniformity. Health care organisations and insurers often operate across state lines, and inconsistent state laws cause confusion and increase administrative costs. There is a lack of consistency among the states with regards privacy legislation.

3. Causes of action & defences for breach of medical confidentiality

1. South Africa

In South Africa there has only been a few reported case dealing with a breach of medical confidentiality.940

The following actions can be brought in South Africa for breach of medical confidentiality: Defamation, breach of confidence, breach of privacy, breach of a statute and negligence.

Defences which rebut the wrongfulness of the defendant’s conduct under the actio injuriarum and which could be used to defeat the claim of invasion of privacy include the following: justification, privilege, fair comment, consent, necessity, self-defence and statutory authority.

Taitz941 states that there are five absolute defences, namely order of court, consent by the patient, disclosure required by legislation, where the medical practitioner is the de-
fendant or accused, and where the doctor warns a health care worker or spouse or other sexual partner of a patient who has HIV / Aids in terms of the SAMDC resolution.

Then there are also qualified defences, which are decided by weighing the possible damage to the public or individual members of the public on the one hand, against the possible damage to the patient on the other. The warning of an endangered third party falls within this area of public defence.

The defences to a common law invasion of privacy still need to be examined in the light of the Constitution, to determine whether they are consistent with the provisions of section 36.

2. Canada

In Canada there have been very few cases addressing the wrongful or unwarranted disclosure of medical information.

The common law provides several remedies for the unjustifiable disclosure of confidential information. These remedies can be found in the doctrines of contract and tort, in statute, and in actions based on breach of statute.

The following actions can be brought in Canada for breach of medical confidentiality: Defamation, breach of contract, negligence, breach of fiduciary duty, action for breach of confidence, and breach of a statutory duty. These causes of action are not mutually exclusive.

The following are defences for breach of privacy in Canada: patient consent, the patient putting their medical condition in issue (undecided presently, awaiting determination by a higher court), duty to disclose and qualified privilege.

3. USA

The following actions can be brought in the USA for breach of medical confidentiality:
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Defamation, breach of contract, breach of a fiduciary duty, invasion of privacy, breach of confidence, physician disclosure tort, violation of statutes defining physician conduct, negligence / malpractice and intentional or negligent infliction of emotional distress.

The following defences may be brought for breach of privacy in the USA:
Truth, privilege and consent in the case of defamation, patient consent, newsworthy events and matters of legitimate public concern constitute a defence, waiver or estoppel, judicial compulsion, and compliance with legal mandates including a duty to warn third parties.

4. Exceptions allowing breach of confidentiality outside a court of law

Two aspects are considered, namely disclosure that is required by legislation and the duty of the physician to warn endangered third parties. Legislative prohibitions against disclosure of confidential information might well serve as the basis of a successful action based on breach of statute or in negligence. This is the case in the USA and Canada and I submit this would most probably also be the case in South Africa if tested in the Courts.942

Although breach of a statute is not *prima facie* evidence of the common law tort of negligence, it is evidence that can be used towards proving negligence.943

1. South Africa

Disclosure required by legislation:

In terms of the *Health Act*944, a doctor is obligated to report any notifiable diseases and in terms of the *Mental Health Care Act*945, under certain circumstances the head of a national or provincial department or the head of a health establishment may disclose the information which a mental health care user is entitled to keep confidential, if the failure to do so could seriously prejudice the health of the patient or other people.
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944 *Health Act* 68 of 1977.
945 *Mental Health Care Act* 17 of 2002.
Duty to warn an endangered third party:
In South Africa there is no general rule that requires a person to whom they owe no legal duty, to take positive steps, in order to avoid damage or injury to that person. It seems as if a doctor who fails to warn an endangered third party incurs no legal liability under South Africa law. However according to the Health Profession Council of South Africa guidelines\(^{946}\) if it were to be found that an act or omission on the part of the health care worker led to the unnecessary exposure to HIV infection of another health care worker, the Council would see this in a very serious light and would consider disciplinary action against the doctor concerned.

2. Canada

Disclosure required by legislation:
In terms of the Health Protection and Promotion Act (HPPA) a physician may breach a patient’s confidentiality to fulfil a mandatory obligation to the Medical Officer of Health to report a patient suffering from a reportable and communicable disease.\(^{947}\)

In Ontario in terms of the Child and Family Services Act (CFSA)\(^{948}\) health care professionals must report child abuse if they have reasonable grounds to suspect that it is taking place.\(^{949}\)

Some provinces have legislation that requires physicians to inform the Registrar of Motor Vehicles of the personal details of patients whose condition may make it dangerous to drive a car.\(^{950}\) Every physician or optometrist is obligated in terms of the Aeronautics Act (AA)\(^{951}\) to report to a medical advisor, every patient who is a flight crew member, air traffic controller or other holder of a Canadian aviation document, who he believes on reasonable grounds is suffering from a medical or optometric condition that is likely to constitute a hazard to aviation safety.

\(^{948}\) Child and Family Services Act RSO 1990, c C11, s 72(4).
\(^{949}\) Bloom & Bay (1996) 396.
\(^{951}\) Aeronautics Act, rsc 1985, c A-3, s6.5(1).
A physician is not required by statute to disclose to the police, medical information relating to a patient’s past or potential criminal behaviour, with the exception of child abuse. No statute requires a physician to notify the police if a patient arrives with a gunshot wound.952

**Duty to warn an endangered third party:**
Traditionally a doctor was not obligated to warn third parties or the police of the possible danger that a certain patient posed. There is however, now a trend in the common law towards the imposition of a duty to warn third parties, which stems from the case of *Rivtow Marine Ltd.*953

Doctors have also taken steps to recognise at least an ethical, if not a legal duty to warn third parties, which again has been influenced by the American case of *Tarasoff*.954 The regulations governing the medical profession have however, not kept pace with the common law. In Ontario, doctors who release patient information are breaching their professional code, and they can be disciplined under the provincial *Medicine Act*.955 There is however a common law duty to warn. The doctors’ actions could therefore be in accordance with the common law but in breach of provincial regulations, or *visa versa*.956

3. USA

**Disclosure required by legislation:**
The various states have their own legislation regarding what must be disclosed. Doctors are required to report communicable diseases and wounds inflicted by bullets, knives or other weapons, as well as poisonings, industrial accidents, abortions, drug abuse, child abuse and abuse of the elderly and disabled.

Failure to report can result in civil or criminal sanctions, and doctors who do not report can be found liable to anyone who is injured.

952 Caulfield (1999) 80; see *supra* Chapter 4 for more information.
955 O.Reg 856/93.
These state laws tend to be very patchwork in nature and what is needed is a comprehensive medical privacy law, at the federal level.

**Duty to warn an endangered third party:**
A legal duty to protect third parties may arise through the common law, whenever the patient’s condition poses a significant risk or danger to others. According to *Tarasoff* there is also a duty to warn identifiable persons that a patient has made a credible threat to kill. This does not have to be a warning *per se*, but requires according to *Tarasoff* whatever steps are reasonable necessary under the circumstances. The liability under *Tarasoff* turns on foreseeability and therefore one of the main duties of doctors and psychiatrist's specifically is to evaluate their patients thoroughly in order to assess the patient’s potential for violence or the causing of harm.

**5. Aspects of confidentiality relating to mental health**

Certain types of health care information are considered sufficiently sensitive to warrant special attention. In the case of mental health care the ability to preserve privacy and trust takes on special importance, due to the highly personal nature of the information about a patient’s mental state and secondly as a result of the stigma attached to mental illness.

**1. South Africa**

The new *Mental Health Care Act* commenced on the 15th December 2004, at the same time as that of the regulations. The Act protects the privacy and human dignity of the mental health care user, in accordance with the spirit of the Constitution, where all people, including the mentally ill, should be treated equally.

It acknowledges however, that no right is absolute and that the rights of others should also be considered. Therefore according to section 13(1) and (2) the head of the health establishment or national or provincial departments may disclose information if the failure to do so, would seriously prejudice the health of the mental health care user or that of other people.

---


958 *Mental Health Care Act* 17 of 2002.
As far as can be ascertained there has been no case relating to medical confidentiality and the mentally ill.

2. Canada

The Canadian Psychiatric Association states that psychiatrists should be vigilant in safeguarding the confidentiality of their patient’s communications. Section 35 of the *Mental Health Act (MHA)*\(^{959}\) established a prohibition to the disclosure of a clinical record, except under specified circumstances. In Canada, the American case of *Tarasoff* has only been described in detail in the case of *Wenden v Trikha*\(^{960}\), but not specifically applied, since the facts of the latter case are not similar to that of Tarasoff, and the duty to warn did not arise. It seems likely however, that faced with a true Tarasoff issue, a Canadian court would give their support to the general principles underlying the California Supreme Court decision.\(^{961}\)

3. USA

The American Medical Association allows disclosure by a doctor only when legally compelled to do so, or when necessary to protect the safety of the patient or community. The American Psychological Association’s ethical principles of 1992 state that confidentiality is not absolute and “where permitted by law for a valid purpose, such as … to protect the patient or client from harm”, confidentiality may be breached.

Most states have separate statutes defining the confidentiality of mental health information. Exceptions are normally allowed for a legislative or judicially created exception. Often exceptions are allowed for reimbursement purposes and for the given out of information to caregivers. All states also reserve the authority to review patient records without consent to monitor treatment programs, quality issues, and compliance with regulatory requirements.\(^{963}\)

A physician’s duty to maintain confidentiality may conflict with a duty to disclose information, in order to warn endangered third parties. Such a duty may be based on statute

---

\(^{959}\) *Mental Health Act* R.S.O 1990, Chapter M.7.

\(^{960}\) *Wenden v Trikha* (1991) 116 AR 81 (QB), aff’d (1993), 14 CCLT (2d) 225 (CA).


or on the common law duty of psychiatrists or psychologists to warn identifiable persons threatened by their patients. This obligation normally extends to the patients with whom the physicians have a legal relationship, either under an implied or express contract. ⁹⁶⁴

*Tarasoff*⁹⁶⁵ ruled that mental health professionals who can reasonably come to the conclusion that their patients might cause harm to identifiable third parties, must take the necessary steps to protect the third party. The various states vary in the amount of discretion mental health professionals enjoy in determining whether to take steps to protect third parties. Some states have enacted legislation that permits but does not require disclosure. Some states have rejected the rule that mental health professionals in outpatient settings have an obligation to third parties. ⁹⁶⁶

Mental health professionals should seriously reexamine the application of rigid confidentiality rules, especially when they compromise the ability of families to function as caregivers. It is better to keep the families informed about the patient’s medication and the effect it might have on the patient’s behaviour, but it is not necessary that they should know the patient’s intimate thoughts. Failure to share certain information with families may lead to allegations of malpractice. ⁹⁶⁷

6. Final conclusions

The notion of respecting a patient’s privacy and keeping all information imparted confidential, goes back a very long way to the time of Hippocrates. ⁹⁶⁸ This right is protected both in terms of the common law and in terms of legislation in South Africa, Canada and the USA. However, in all three countries researched, it is acknowledged that the right to privacy is not absolute and that the legitimate interests of others and the public interest should be weighed up against the right of the patient to privacy.

There are operational difficulties in protecting the confidentiality of health information. The sheer number of people who have access to health information is one of the difficulties faced, especially in a hospital setting. Often, not all who have potential access

---

actually need all the information. It may be impractical however to segregate records physically in a way that prevents unauthorised staff from having access. With computerised health systems, unless the system has a way of recording who is “officially” involved in caring for a patient, it may be possible for any nurse, doctor, laboratory technician or other health care professional to look up any patient’s information.\textsuperscript{969}

Another operational difficulty is the challenge of educating health care professionals about their role in protecting patient’s privacy and confidentiality.\textsuperscript{970} The day-to-day responsibility of protecting patient confidentiality must rest with every health care provider.\textsuperscript{971} Health professionals must avoid careless conversations in the workplace and gossip outside the workplace that could jeopardise patient confidentiality. The design of most modern health care facilities, with semiprivate rooms, caregiver stations within earshot of waiting rooms and registration areas in the main foyer, has compounded\textsuperscript{972} the problem. Staff needs to be trained in the practical aspects involved in maintaining confidentiality. Every effort should be made to work around these operational difficulties and still maintain confidentiality. In South African state hospitals this is a tall order, but it is non-negotiable in a society that prides itself in protection of people’s rights.

Good reasons to gain access to health information such as research, quality assurance, and public health protection do exist, but the questions in each case is how much information is enough for the purposes mentioned.\textsuperscript{973} One may have to take note of the conflicting rights of others such as insurance companies and medical aid schemes that have to pay the medical bills. They may demand certain information that they deem necessary to control their expenses. The public health question that includes the fight against contagious diseases also needs to be taken into account.\textsuperscript{974}

\begin{footnotes}
\item[968] Hippocrates was born on the island of Cos between 470 and 460 BC.
\item[969] Dennis (2000) \textit{Privacy and confidentiality of health information} 4.
\item[970] Ibid.
\item[971] Dennis (2000) 2.
\end{footnotes}
What is clear is that great care must be taken to define what information is made available, to whom it is made available, and to what purpose it is being put, as the decision could have a profound effect on a person’s life.975

The protection of the right to privacy in South Africa is still in its infancy and it is unlikely that actions based on breach of privacy will be brought before our courts very often. It is therefore important that such matters be regulated by legislation.976 Section 7(2) of our Constitution states that the state must respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights and this includes the right to privacy977, the right to access to information978 and the right to health care.979 This has resulted in a number of new acts being promulgated within the last five years or so, such as the Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000 and the National Health Act 61 of 2003. Data storage technologies and informatics have changed so rapidly that the laws and policies governing the protection of personal information has not been able to keep pace and for this reason, as well as to protect the right to privacy the Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill has taken shape. The Mental Health Care Act 17 of 2002 also recognises that the Constitution prohibits unfair discrimination of people with mental disabilities. South Africa compares favourably to Canada and the USA, with all these new statutes in place.

South Africa is actually in a better position to that of the USA and Canada, in the sense that there is no patchwork of laws that protect the right to privacy. We have similar legislation either in place or in the making and not such a confusing array of provincial and national legislation.

In the USA, constitutional rights are usually not applicable unless “state action” can be found. The Constitution in other words, protects the individual from the government and not from private entities. Secondly, the rights created by the Constitution are “negative rights”, in other words they prevent certain kinds of governmental action, and at the same time there is no duty on the government to actively protect a person against inva-

sion of his or her information privacy rights. There constitutional protections lack the capacity to protect privacy invasions from private actors seeking personal information. Because there is no comprehensive privacy legislation, there is also no oversight agency. Individuals with complaints about privacy must engage in expensive lawsuits or they have no recourse at all. In this sense South Africa is in a much better position. Our Constitution protects the individual from both the state and private entities with the horizontal application of rights being possible in certain instances. Our rights are not negative rights but impose actual duties on the State to act, as was seen in the case of Carmichele.

What is proposed in the Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill is a comprehensive privacy act that makes provision for an oversight agency in the form of the Information Protection Commissioner, which will put us in the same position as Canada.

What still needs to be put into place is and what is suggested in the Protection of Personal Information Draft Bill is the office of the Information Protection Commissioner to monitor compliance with the legislation, handle complaints, do research and help with the drawing up of codes of conduct. What is needed is a code of conduct that pertains specifically to the protection of health information. Grey areas such as parental access to minors’ medical records need to be clarified and clearly spelled out. The fields of medicine and technology continue to change rapidly with the likes of telemedicine etc. and the law needs to take note of these changes and put legislation in the form of regulations or policies in place, to protect the patient’s right to privacy.

The courts must decide whether they wish to regard the common law delictual action for invasion of privacy or the constitutional right to privacy as the main means for protecting people from unwanted disclosures. In accordance with the principle of constitutional supremacy, a court must test a challenged law or conduct against all possibly relevant provisions of the Bill of Rights, whether the applicant relies on them or not. The duty of the courts to develop the common law is not purely discretionary. As stated in Carmichele v The Minister of Safety and Security and Another 2001 JDR 0524 (CCT); par. 39.
“it is implicit in s 39(2) read with s 173 that where the common law as it
stands is deficient in promoting the s 39(2) objectives, the Courts are under a general
obligation to develop it appropriately.” When the common law is developed it must be
done on a case-by-case basis. The development can also not take place in the abstract.
The courts must apply the law as it is found in the case before them. This approach has
also found favour when the Bill of Rights is directly applied to the common law, since
the consequences of a direct application differ from those of an indirect application. De
Waal states that one of the most important limitations on the power to develop the
common law via the indirect application of the Constitution is the doctrine of *stare de-
cisis*.\(^985\)

Common law privacy jurisprudence will continue to have application in the resolution of
privacy disputes. The so-called traditional principles looked at above \(^986\)should be fully
utilised. These principles are based on the ordinary delictual principles as influenced by
the Constitution. Remedies developed for infringement of the common law right to pri-
vacy do not have to be replaced by an entirely new set of remedies.

The right to privacy, as a fundamental right, can be limited by section 36\(^987\) of our Con-
stitution. On a case-by-case basis, the right to privacy will have to be weighed up
against conflicting interests and rights of the community such as the right of access to
information, and a balance will have to be found.\(^988\)State demands for information that is
reasonably required for official statistical purposes or for statutory reporting require-
ments concerning information about child abuse\(^989\) and mental patients who are dan-
gerous\(^990\), are likely to be regarded as reasonable and justifiable.\(^991\)

---

\(^984\) Carmichele *v The Minister of Safety and Security and Another* 2001 JDR 0524 (CCT); par.39.
\(^986\) For more on actions and defences see p. 95.
\(^987\) Known as the limitation clause it states:“The rights in the Bill of Rights may be limited only in
terms of a law of general application to the extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable
in an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into ac-
count all relevant factors, including (a) the nature of the right (b) the importance of the purpose of
the limitation (c) the nature and extent of the limitation (d) the relation between the limitation and
its purpose and (e) less restrictive means to achieve the purpose.”
\(^989\) *Child Care Act 74 of 1983* s 42.
\(^990\) *Mental Health Care Act 17 of 2002*; s 13 (1)
The right to privacy and confidentiality remains a complex issue. Every case needs to be handled on its own merits, because the right to privacy is not absolute and a careful weighing up of interests always needs to take place. What the most reasonable solution is should always be considered, since this promotes fairness and equality. At all times when interpreting the common law or legislation pertaining to privacy, the spirit and purpose of the Constitution must be taken into account.

---
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